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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this manual is to serve as guide in applica

tions of the Certified Reference Material EC-NRM-171/NBS-SRM-969 

for accurate 235u isotope abundance measurements on bulk uranium 

samples by means of gamma spectrometry. The manual provides a 

thorough description of this non-destructive assay technique. Cru

cial measurement parameters affecting the accuracy of the gamma

spectrometric 235u isotope abundance determination are discussed 

in detail and, whereever possible, evaluated quantitatively. The 

correction terms and tolerance limits given refer both to physic

al and chemical properties of the samples under assay and to rele

vant parameters of typical measurement systems such as counting 

geometry, signal processing, data evaluation and calibration. 

P ·· · · d 2 35u A · h · 'lf d raz1s1onsmessungen er nre1c erung m1t H1 e er Gamma-

spektrometrie - Benutzerhandbuch für das nukleare Referenz

material EC-NRM-171/NBS-SRM-969 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Das vorliegende Handbuch soll als Anleitung· dienen für die Ver

wendung des Referenzmaterials EC-NRM-171/NBS-SRM-969 bei Präzi

sionsmessungen der 235u Anreicherung mit Hilfe der Gammaspektro

metrie. Es enthält eine eingehende Beschreibung dieses zerstö

rungsfreien Meßverfahrens. Der Einfluß kritischer Parameter der 

Meßanordnung auf die Genauigkeit der 235u Anreicherungsbestimmung 

wird diskutiert und, soweit möglich, quantitativ beschrieben. 

Die angegebenen Korrekturgrößen und Toleranzgrenzen berücksichti

gen sowohl die physikalischen und chemischen Eigenschaften der 

zu untersuchenden Proben als auch wichtige Parameter des verwende

ten Meßsystems, wie Meßgeometrie, Signalverarbeitung, Datenauswer

tung und Kalibrierung. 
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IN'I'RODUCTION 

The non-destructive gamma-spectroscopic determination of 

the 
235u isotope abundance, i.e., the ratio of 235u atoms to 

total U atoms present in a sample (colloquially called the n
235u 

enrichment" of the sample) has become a mature technique, find

ing widespread use in nuclear material accountancy and process 

control applications. 

In principle, the 235u enrichment can be determined direct

ly from the absolute number of the characteristic 186 keV gamma 

rays emitted from the surface of a large uranium sample per unit 

area and per unit time. However, the accuracy achievable with 

this direct approach is poor (5 % relative) due to uncertainties 

of the physical constants involved (235u half-life, emission 

probability of 186 keV photons per 235u decay, photon attenuation 

cross sections for 186 keV gamma rays), and also due to errors 

arising from the difficult determination of the absolute effi

ciency of the gamma counting set-up. Therefore, in practice, all 

of the 235u enrichment determinations by gamma spectrometry are 

made relative to calibration standards consisting of bulk quan

tities of reference materials with well-known 235u isotope abun

dance. The availability of accurately characterized reference ma

terials is of major practical importance for the usefulness of 

the technique. They will permit to achieve relative measurement 

accuracies of .the order of a few tenths of a percent, which other-

. b f t · 235u · h w1se could not e obtained rom gamma-spectrome r1c enr1c -

ment analyses. 

The European Safeguards Research and Development Associa

tion (ESARDA) , represented by its Werking Group on Techniques 

and S·tandards for Non-Destructive Analyses, therefore has taken 

the initiative to promote the development of highly accurate 

"Certified Reference Materials" for the gamma-spectrometric de

termination of the 235u enrichment in low-enriched uranium ma

terials. The Reference Material EC-NRM-171/NBS-SRM-969 now avail

able is the result of a cooperative international project, with 

the following organizations taking part in its development: 
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the ESARDA NDA Werking Group, 

the Commission of the European Communities, 

- Joint Research Centre, 

Central Bureau for Nuclear Measurements (CBNM), Geel, 

and 

- Joint Research Centre Ispra (JRC Ispra), 

the u.s. National Bureau of Standards (NBS), and 

the u.s. Department of Energy 

- New Brunswick Labaratory (NBL) . 

In addition, the Safeguards Directorate of Euratom and the 

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) have participated in 

the project in such a way that the Reference Material is also 

acceptable for the purposes of these agencies. 

The Reference Material (RM) EC-NRM-171/NBS-SRM-969 consists 

of a set of 5 Reference Samples with different 235 u isotope 

abundances, which are certified with an accuracy of <+ 0.1 % 

relative by both authorities, CBNM and NBS. The RM represents 

the first example of an internationally certified reference ma

terial for non-destructive assay, with the parameter of inter

est traceable to basic SI units. 

Beyond the availability of suitable re~erence materials, 

highly accurate determinations of the 235u enrichment by gamma 

spectrometry definitely require some knowledge of the principles 

of the measurement technique. Relative accuracies of the order 

of 0.1 % present achallenge for gamma-spectroscopic measure

ments that necessitates a very careful design of the measurement 

set-up 1 and a very careful correction for known systematic errors. 

It is therefore the aim of this user's manual: 

1. To familiarize the reader with the basic principles of the 
235 u ' h t t h ' (Ch t 2 dA d' A) enr1c men assay ec n1que ap er an ppen lX . 

2. To give a thorough discussion of possible systematic 

t . 235u . h t errors specific to gamma-spectrome r1c enr1c men 

analyses (Chapters 3 and 4), i.e., measurement errors re

lated to physical and chemical properties of the sample 

material under assay, to properties of the sample container, 

and to specialities of the measurement geometry. 
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3. To give some advice concerning general aspects of gamma

ray .measurernents (such as processing of detector signals 

and data evaluation), and possible errors arising from 

this part of the measurement (Chapter 5). 

For a rapid guide and survey of the rnaterials presented in 

this manual the reader might turn to Chapter 6, which gives the 

relevant informations in a surnmarized tabular form. 

Th t t · 235u · h t t h · · e garnma-spec rome r1c enr1c men assay ec n1que 1s 

now being used for more than 20 years, and a lot of experiences 

have been accumulated during this time at many places araund the 

world. These experiences form the basis for the present manual. 

It should be noted, however, that the accurately certified RM 

now available for the first time may help to validate established 

measurement procedures as well as techniques for data evaluation 

on a very high level of accuracy, or, possibly, to identify still 

k f · t t · 235u · h un nown sources o errors 1n gamma-spec rome r1c enr1c -

ment assays. It should also be mentioned that most of the cor

rection terms (as, e.g., the normalization factors between dif

ferent uranium compounds) given in the manual are based on theo

retical values for the photon cross sections, which still lack 

of experimental Validation. Some of the data presented in this 

manual possibly need to be revised as soon as the relevant ex

perimental data become available. 

In order to further improve the accuracy and reliability of 

the gamma-spectrometric 235u assay, the users are kindly asked 

to contribute their experiences gained from the use of the RM, 

and to send cornments on this and on the manual to the author. 

These informations will be collected and distributed to the 

community of users of the RM in a suitable form. With the user's 

support j_t will be possible to elaborate, finally, a procedural 

standard for the gamma-spectrometric determination of the 
235u 

isotope abundance. 
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1. THE CERTIFIED REFERENCE MATERIAL 

This chapter gives a short description of the Reference 

Samples that form the Certified Reference Material EC-NRM-171/ 

NBS-SRM-969. More details can be obtained from the Certificate 

accompanying each RM, and from the Certification Report [1]. A 

general review of the underlying project, that has resulted in 

the production of the present RM's, has been published recently 

[ 2] • 

1.1 Physical description of the Reference Samples 

The 235u isotope abundance Reference Samples represent 

"physical standards" in the sense that they provide well-defined 

bulk quantities of Certified Reference Material in a well-de

fined1 invariable geometry. The Certified Reference Material is 

u3o8 powder with five different 235u enrichments: 0.3 %, 0.7 %, 

1.9 %, 2.9% and 4.5 %. Each sample is made of 200 g u3o8 pow

der sealed in a cylindrical aluminium can of 7 cm inner diame

ter (Fig. 1.1). 

The chemical form of u3o8 has been selected for its supe

rior chemical stability compared to other uranium compounds. 

The amount of 200 g u3o8 is choosen to provide for an "infinite

sample" geometry when measuring the 186 keV gamma radiation 

through the bottom window of the sample container. The window 

of the cans has a well-specified thickness of 2.00 mm. The 

u3o8 powder is compressed by means of an aluminium plug to a 

filling height of 2 cm, resulting in a material density of 

2.5 g•cm- 3 . The samples containing the 4.5% enriched material 

form an exception from this: due to a significantly higher pour 

density of the initial powder material, as compared to the 

lower enriched u3o8 powders, a higher compression was required 

in order to assure the physical stability of these samples. Thus, 

the 4.5 % enriched samples are containing the Reference Material 

at a filling height of 1.6 cm, corresponding to a material density 
-3 of 3.3 g•cm . 
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~~---Z-------t 

H 

Fig. 1.1 Cross-sectional view of a Reference 

Sample dimensions and tolerances: 

Total height H = (90.0 
Outer diameter z - (80.0 
Inner diameter Ds = (70.0 
Window diarneter y = ( 66.0 
Window thickness d = (2.00 
U308 material height Hs = (20.8 

( 15. 8 or 

+ -+ 
+ 
+ -+ 
+ -+ 

Ultrasonic 
seal 

Aluminium 
plug 

Aluminium 
can 

Sample. 

0.2 ) mm 
0 1 -0.05) 
0.02, -0) 
0.05) mm 
0.02) mm 
0. 5) mm 
0.5) mm 

mm 
mm 

(see below) 

The Reference Material is forrned of a set· of 5 Reference 

Sample cans containing u3o8 powder with 5 different 235u enrich

ments, and one empty can. The nurober of 5 different enrichments 

has been chosen 

1. to span the whole range of 235u enrichments as presently 

common in the low-enriched uranium fuel cycle, and 

2. to enable an assessment of calibration errors by testing 

the theoretically expected linear relationship between 

enrichment and measured 186 keV gamma counting rate. 

The empty can is supplied in order to allow the measurement 

of materials of unknown 235 u enrichment in exactly the same 
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counting geometry as used for the Reference Samples. 

The aluminium plugs on top of the reference cans are 

equipped with ultrasonic seals [3]. When. connected to an appro

priate ultrasonic reader (e.g. Sonic MK 1/Euratom modification), 

the ultrasonic seal ~rovides a unique ''finger-print" of the re

spective can. This feature may be used for a simple and rapid 

identification of the sample can. 

1.2 Certified and specified parameters of the Reference Samples 

A Certificate and a Certification Report [1] describin.g in 

detail the preparation of the samples and the measurements per

formed are accompanying each set of samples. Those sample para

meters that are of special interest for enrichment measurements 

are summarized in this section. The 235u isotope abundances 

(235u enrichments) of the five different Reference Materials are 

certified with a total uncertainty of less than 0.1 %relative. 

Chemical and physical properties of the Reference Samples which 

are of relevance to the enrichment measurements are specified 

at levels keeping their impact on the enrichment analysis with

in the error limit of + 0.1 %relative. 

Certified sample parameters: 

235u isotope abundance 

(
235u enrichment) 

(uncertainties given at 

95 % confidence level) 

Specified sample parameters: 

Sample material: 

Cumulative impuriti.es: 
with z <30: 

thereof water: 
with z >30: 

Material No. 235U/U 
total (atom 

# 031 (0.3205 + 0.0002) 

# 071 (0.7210 + 0.0002) -
# 194 (1.9658 + 0.0006) -
# 295 (2.9843 + 0.0009) 

# 446 (4.5167 + 0.0014) -

Stoichiometric u3o8 powder 

< 5000 
< 3200 
< 10 

material 
material 
material 

%) 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 
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M . d . t' f 235 . ax1mum ev1a 1on rom U 1sotopic 
homogeneity per batch ;::;; 0.05 % (1 o, n = 12 ) 
(verified by mass spectrometry) 

Relative abundances of minor uranium isotopes measured by Gamma 
Spectrometry (GS) or Mass Spectrometry (MS) (given as atom frac
tion at the time of certification): 

#031 #071 #194 #295 #446 

232u;235u (GS) 

233u;235u (GS) 

0.8 "10-9 <0.03"10-9 0.03°10-9 0.01"10-
9 

0.10.10-
9 

234u/U (MS) 0. 2 • 10-
4 

236 I -4 U U (MS) 1.47°10 

(237u 237 ) ;235 + Np U 
(GS) 

below detection limit of 5 •10-
5 

0.52°10-4 1.72"10-4 2.8· 10-
4 

<0.01"10-4 <0.01"10-
4 

0.33"10-
4 

below detection limit of 3o10-
6 

3.8 •10-
4 

. -4 
0.72•10 

Last chemical separation of 
uranium daugther products: Sept.1977 for #031, #071, #194 and #204 

Sept.1979 for #446 

Mass of u3o
8 

powder per can: (200.1 2:. 0.2) g 

Filling height: (20.8+0.5) mm for #031 ,#071,#194 and #295 
(15.8I0.5) mm for #446 

(5.2 
-2 

+ 0. 3) g• cm 

Maximum local variation of 
areal density within one sample 
(from transrnission experiments): < 5 % 

Container material: Aluminium type 6061-T6 

Mg: 0.8%- 1,2 %, Si: 0.2%- 0.8 %, 
Ti: 0.15%, Cr: 0.04 % - 0.35 %, 
Mn: 0.15%, Fe: 0.7 %, Cu: 0.6 %, 
Zn: 0. 2 5% 
other elements: each ~ 0.05 %, 

total ;::;; 0.15 % 

Container dimensions: see Fig. 1.1 
(a dirne.nsional control sheet is provided for each sample) 

Thickness of container ( 2. 00 + 0.02) mm 
bottom window: -

specified for each sample to .<: + .0. 01 mm 
-· 

Uniforrnity of bottom 0. 01 mm 
window thickness: 

Flatness of bottorn window < 0. 1 mm 

Recession of container bottom: 
(see Fig. 1 • 1 ) 1 • 0 + 0 . 1 mm -
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1.3 Handling and storage of the Reference Samples 

The Reference Samples should be handled with great care in 

order to avoid any darnage or deformation to the bottom of the 

cans, since this serves as window for the emitted gamma radia

tion. Any alteration to the bottom window could therefore af

fect the gamma-spectroscopic enrichment measurement. 

It is recowmended to store and handle the samples in such a 

way that the can window cannot be darnaged. For this purpose a 

transport a.nd storage case for a cornplete set of Reference Sarn

ples is supplied with each RM. 

Handling and storage of the ultrasonic transducers inte

grated into the plug of the Reference Samples deserve special 

care. Extreme environmental conditions may affect and permanent

ly change the ultrasonic signatures of the samples. The user is 

therefore strictly advised not to expose the samples to 

strong neutron-radiation fields, 

strong gamma-radiation fields (> 1 Gy·s- 1), 

strong magnetic fields, 

temperatures < -10°C and > 40°C 1 

rapid strong temperature changes, 

mechanical shocks, 

strong Vibrations. 
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2. PRINCIPLES OF THE. 
235u .ENRICHM.ENT. M.E.A.SUREMENT 

This chapter gives a short introduction into the physical 

principles that form the basis for gamma-spectrometric 235u en

richment measurements on bulk samples (for previous general 

discussions of the technique refer, e.g., to references [4], 

[5], [6]). Some knowledge of these principles appears necessary 

for the proper application of the enrichment assay technique in 

general, and for the use of the 235u isotope abundance Refer

ence Material. 

2 • 1 235 U gamma radiation 

The radioactive 235u isotope decays by alpha-particle 

emission to excited levels of its daughter nucleus 231 Th, which 

in turn emits garnma rays of various energies. Fig. 2.1 shows a 

part of the garnma spectrum observed from low-enriched uranium 

taken with a high-resolution germanium detector. 

The energies and emission rates of the gamma radiation 

following the decay of 235u are unique for this isotope, and 

may thus be used for the qualitative and quantitative non-de

structive assay of t.he 235u content in uranium-bearing ma

terials. 

235 A list of gamrna rays from the U decay emitted in the 

energy region of 120 - 300 keV is given in Appendix B. The most 

prominent garnma line observed in the spectrum has the energy of 

185.7 keV. It is emitted with a probability of 

P186 = 0.575 + 0.009 [186 keV photans per 235u decay] 

The half-life of 235u is 

= (7.038 + 0.007) •10 8 
[a] 

= . ( 2 • 2 2 9 + 0 . 0 0 2 ) • TO 16 [ s] 

(ref.[7]). 

(;r:ef. [8]). 

From. tnese two values the number of .186 keV photans 

emitted per secend by a single 235u atom or by one gram of 235u 

are derived: 
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or 
( 2 • 1 ) 

= (4.60.:!:. 0.07)•10 4 [186 keV photons • s- 1 • (g 235u)- 1 ] ,(2.1a) 

where A is the Avogadro constant and M
235 

is the atomic mass 
of 235u. 

• .. M 
n 186 and n 186 are nuclear constants, that relate the 186 

keV gamma emission rate in a sample directly to the nUrober of 
235 235 

U atoms, or to the mass of U present in the sample. 

2.2 The "enrichment meter" principle 

In principle, the proportionality between the emission rate 

of 186 keV gamma rays and the amount of 235u in a sample would 

allow a very simple direct determination of the 235u content 

of a sample. Unfortunately, uranium has a very high self-attenua

tion power for 186 keV gamma radiation, so that this very simple 

approach for the determination of the 235u content of a sample 

is only applicable to extremely thin samples, implying inherent

ly low gamma counting rates and therefore impractically long 

measurement times. 

In case of larger samples it becomes necessary to correct 

for photon attenuation in the sample material. Such corrections,· 

however; are very complicated or even impossible, because they 

depend critically on sample parameters (as size, density, 

spatial material dist.ribution) that can be hardly quantified in 

most real applications. One possibility to avoid the problems 

associated with self-attenuation corrections is to provide al

ways identical sample geometry as well as identical chemical 

composit.ion and density of the sample material to be assayed. 

Since uranium rnaterials in the nuclear fuel cycle exist in va-
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rious physical and chemical forms, this method generally would 

imply a careful chemical and physical preparation of the samples. 

By contrast, if the uranium sample size is very large, then 

the gamma radiation originating from 235u atoms deep inside the 

sample is almest completely absorbed on the way through the ma

terial, and will not contribute to the gamma radiation observed 

at the sample surface. Thus, with increasing sample thickness 

the 186 keV gamma-ray flux at the surface of bulk uranium sam

ples reaches an equilibrium value which is almost independent 

of the physical form of the sample material. For pure uranium 

compounds this value is proportional to the 235u enrichment of 

the samples, and generally only small corrections for the vari

ous chemical compositions of the samples have to be applied. 

This is the so called "enrichment meter" principle. It is 

analytically derived in Appendix A. Its application always re

quires that the sample under assay is thick enough to be opaque 

for 186 keV gamma radiation. In this manual we define a sample 

as "quasi-infinitely thick'', if it delivers in a given counting 

geometry more than 99.9 % of the 186 keV photans that would be 

observed from a really infinite sample. In Chapter 3 of this 

manual the conditions for "quasi-infinite" thickness of a sample 

are discussed for various gamma counting geometries. 

2.3 Crucial measurement parameters 

The gamma-spectrometric determination of the 
235u enrich

ment of bulk uranium samples is performed by an exact measure

ment of the number of 186 keV photans emitted from the sample 

under assay per unit time for a fixed counting geometry. There

fore1 all measurement parameters that affect the observed gamma 

counting rate must be carefully controlled and corrected for. 

Crucial measurernent parameters of the gamma-spectroscopic en

richment assay technique are shown schematically in Fig. 2.2. 

The relation between the 235u enrichment and the net peak 

counting rate N186 of 186 keV photans observed with a gamma-ray 

detector in a real counting set-up is influenced by many fac-

tor h . 2 2 ( 2 3 5 s as s own 1n eq. . the U enrichment enr is given in%): 



SarnRle_material 

( matrix uniformity of 
enrichment and matrix, 
inferfering gamma rays 

Container wall --------
( thickness , uniformity) 

Electronics 
(stability,dead-time, 
pile -up) 

COUNTING 
ELECTRONICS 

~ample_siz~ 
(quasi-infinite thickness) 

Goilimotor _geometry 

(diameter, height) 

Collimator- detector ---------distance 

Background radiation 
shieldi~[ ------

Gamma ray detector 
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Fig. 2.2 Crucial parameters affecting the accuracy of gamma-spectroscopic 
235u enrichment measurements. 
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N186 = observed net peak counting 
rate of 186 keV photons 

Nuclear and atomic constants 
(o = photon attenuation cross 

section at 186 keV for 
uranium, 

Total 
(F 
~ 

E 

CMa 

cwa 

= half-life of 235 u, 

= emission probability of 
186 keV photons) 

= 
= 

= 

= 

= 

efficiency at 186 keV 
collirnator cross section, 
solid angle formed by 
collimator and detector, 
intrinsic detector efficiency) 

correction for gamma attenua
tion in sample matrix materials 

correction for gamma attenua
tion in sample container wall 

= correction for counting rate 
losses caused by counting 
electronics 

= correction for gamma inter
ference due to photons from 
uranium isotopes other than 
235

0 
( 2 • 2) 

The various terms of eq. 2.2, which arenot nuclear con

stants, are discussed in detail in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 of 

the manual. 

It is evident that for all 235u enrichment measurements 

three basic prerequisites must be fulfilled in order to arrive 

at the desired true proportionality between the observe~ gamma 

counting rate and the 235u enrichment: 

1. "Quasi-infinite" thickness of all samples under 
assay in a given counting geometry. 

2. Uniform 235u enrichment throughout each sample. 

3. Constant total efficiency of the counting set-up 
for 186 keV gamma rays, i.e. invariably fixed 
detector-collimator geometry. 

In most practical applications quantitative corrections will not 

be possible, if one of these conditions is not met. 
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Given these basic requirements, the remaining factors in~ 

fluencing the gamma counting rate (and thus the measured 235 u 

enrichment) are: 

gamma attenuation by sample matrix materials, 

gamma attenuation by sample container walls, 

gamma counting rate losses caused by counting 
electronics, and 

gamma interference. 

Cerreetions for these items are possible, provided additional 

information is available about the respective parameters such 

as, e.g., type of the uranium cornpound, material type and thick

ness of the container wall, pulse-pair resolving time of the 

gamma counting system, concentration level of gamma contami

nants, etc. 

2.4 Need for reference material 

Eq. 2.2 shows that the 235 u enrichment is almost directly 

proportional to the 186 keV gamma counting rate observed frorn 

a large uniform sarnple of 235u-bearing material, with the ex

ception of a small offset that accounts for possible inter

ference effects due to garnma contaminants present in the sample. 

The main proportionality constants can be summarized in two 

groups: 

1. Basic Ehysical constants: 

Half-life of 235u, 186 keV gamma emission probability, 
and attenuation cross section of uranium for 186 keV 
photon. 

2. Constants depending on the individual gamma counting 

set-uE: 

Collimator-detector geometry, intrinsic efficiency of 
the gamma detector. 

Besides these constants only a few correction factors enter into 

eq. 2.2, which can be determined with sufficient accuracy in 

rnost applications. 

Thus, in principle the 235 u enrichment could be measured 

directly without use of any reference materials or calibration 

standards 1 provided the physical constants are accurately known, 
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and the absolute detection efficiency of the garnma counting set

up can be determined precisely. We face, however, at present the 

following situation: 

1. Lack of accurate phys~cal constants 

Both the uncertainty of the nuclear constants (1.5% rela

tive [7,8]) and the stated error of the photon cross sec

tion (2% to 5% relative [9]) enter into the determination 

of the 235u enrichment. These values are far away from the 

desired accuracy level of 0.1 %. 

2. Difficulty of determining the absolute gamma detection 

efficiency 

A calculation of absolute detection efficiencies will hard

ly arrive at the desired degree of accuracy. On the other 

hand, the experimental determination of the absolute detec

tion efficiency of the counting set-up becomes problematic, 

since gamma-ray standards are presently not commercially 

available at the desired accuracy level of about 0.1 %. 

Moreover, point sources commonly used for the efficiency 

determination of a gamma counting set-up are not suited in 

this particular case, because the angular characteristic of 

their radiation is different from that found at the surface 

of thick radioactive samples (isotropic versus cosine-shaped 

angular distribution of the radiation) . 

For the above reasons highly accurate gamma-spectrometric 

determinations of the 235u enrichment are presently only pos

sible, when the measurements are related to suitable calibration 

Standards. 

The Reference Material EC-NRM-171/NBS-SRM-969 now available 

satisfies the needs for accurate calibration standards for non

destructive 235u enrichment measurements on low-enriched uranium 

materials. It also provides a valuable means for increasing the 

harmonization and the compatibility of non-destructive enrichment 

assays, since the measurements at many places around the world 

can now be traced to a conunon reference material. 

In this context two alternative methods [10,11] for the 

gamma-spectrometric 235u enrichment determination should be 
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mentioned, which utilize the :ratio· of simultaneously observed 
235 238 . gamma responses from U and u, us1ng different gamma lines 

from the same spectrum. Both methods, however, suffer from the 

fact, that they have to employ indirect gamma-ray signatures for 
235u d f 238u h' h f 234mP an or : 1g -energy gamma rays rom a as a mea-

sure for 238 u in the one method [10], and Th K X-rays and gamma 

rays from 234 Th as a measure for 238u, respectively, in the other 

method [11]. This leads to specific problems for these measure

ment techniques, such as 

appltcability only for aged uranium > 3 months after sepa

ration, or, alternatively, the necessity of significant 

corrections for non-equilibrium of the 238u descendents 
234Th and 234mPa, 

precise deterrnination of the total relative detection ef

ficiency over a wide energy range [10], and 

evaluation of an unresolved triplett of gamma- and X-rays 

[ 11 ] • 

However, both methods may be very interesting for many ap

plications because they are less sensitive to sample parameters 

such as size 1 geometry, chemical composition and cladding, which 

are crucial for the "enrichment meter" principle. When used with

out standards as proposed, one should realize that also these 

methods rely on physical constants (photon emission probabilities) 

with the associated uncertainties discussed above. Therefore, the 

availability of the highly accurate Reference Material may also 

help to further improve these 235 u enrichment assay techniques 

as a supplement or alternative to the "enrichment meter" princip

le described in this manual. 

2.5 Application of the Reference Material 

Ideally, reference materials or physical standards used 

for the calibration of NDA measurements should be representa

tive of the unknown sarnples to be measured with respect to all 

parameters that influence the measurement result. The most 
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stringent effect observed with gamma-ray rneasurements is the 

strong attenuation of the garnma rays in the sarnple material 

itself and in the sarnple cladding. The photon attenuation gen

erally introduc~s a dependence of the assay result on the 

sarnple pararneters (such as size, shape, density, rnatrix cornpo

sition), and on characteristics of the sarnple container (such 

as container material, wall thickness). 

In the specific case of 235o enrichrnent rneasurernents 

using "quasi-infinitely thick" sarnples the influence of the 

sarnple pararneters size, shape and density on the assay result 

vanishes alrnost cornpletely. However, effects due to differences 

in the sarnple rnatrix cornposition and in the container wall still 

rernain. Therefore, in a strict sense, the present Reference Sam

ples are ideally suited only for use with o3o8 materials con

tained in alurniniurn Containers with 2 rnrn bottom thickness as re

presented by the empty can delivered along with the RM. 

In order to extend the applicability of the Reference 

Material to the calibration of assay systems used for measure

ments of other types of uranium samples, correction factors are 

needed that allow a normalizati.on of the gamma response with 

respect to differences in the matrix composition and the con

tainer wall. Respective correction factors are given in Chap

ters 3 and 4 of this manual. 

It must be ernphasized, however, that the correction factors 

given for gamma attenuation are based on theoretical values for 

the photon cross sections with stated uncertainties of about 2 % 

to 5 %. This represents a possible source of systematic errors 

when the required corrections are large. In those cases it is 

therefore recommended to validate experimentally the correction 

terms given, and their range of application, in order to avoid 

possible systematic errors in the gamrna-spectrometric 
235u en

richrnent assays. 

The user of the RM should be warned not to expect ultimate 

rneasurernent accuracy for any type of sarnples, if crucial sarnple 

pararneters are not well defined and/or the required corrections 

are large. To give a practical exarnple: in principle, the Re-
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ference Material can be applied for a direct calibration of a 

counting set-up used for the assay of UF6 cylinders. But the 

following specialities of this type of material should be con

sidered with particular care: 

the streng gamrna attenuation in the typically 1.5 cm thick 

container wall requires an experimental determination of 

the correction factor for absorption (see Sec. 4.2), 

the accurate deterrnination of the wall thickness by rneans 

of the ultrasonic thickness gauge may be difficult (rough 

container wall surface, painting must be removed at the 

measurement position) , 

possible surface deposits at the inner wall of the container 

and the associated gamrna attenuation and gamma interference 

must be taken into account, 

inhomogeneaus distribution of the UF
6 

may violate the 

"quasi-infinite" sample condition (depending on the 

positioning of the detector) , 

the total gamma counting rate and the overall shape of the 

observed gamma spectrum differs significantly for the two 

types of sarnples, thus requiring a careful correction for 

dead-time and pulse pile-up effects, and a technique for 

the peak area evaluation that is insensitive to changes 

in the shape of the background continuum, 

the factor normalizing the gamma response from UF 6 to that 

of u
3
o

8 
(see Sec. 3.3.1) is not yet experimentally verified. 

In this example it would be therefore recommendable to re-

measure, if possible, the UF6 material after conversion to 

ium oxide under well-controlled conditions in order to get 

· f · t' 'f' t 235u · h t est1mate or the uncerta1n 1es spec1 1c o enr1c men 

surements of UF6 cylinders. 

ur an-

an 

mea-

For many practical applications it will be desirable to 

have working standards available that may differ both physically 

and chemically from the u3o8 Reference Samples. In some cases 

such working standards can be calibrated directly against the 
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u3o8 Reference Sarnples, provided they can be rneasured in a 

counting set-up that assur;es likewise "quasi-infinite" sarnple 

thickness for both types of standards, and appropriate correc

tions are applied accounting for differing properties of the 

sarnple materials and of the sample containers. For other working 

standards the "quasi-infinite" sample condition may be not ful

filled (as, e.g., for fuel rods). In these cases the 235u en

richment of the raw material used for the production of the 

working standards can be measured in a ''quasi-infinite" thick

ness geometry against the Reference Material. 

Two general conditions limiting the application of the 

"enrichment meter" principle deserve special attention of the 

users, and should be carefully examined prior to each gamma

spectrometric 235u enrichment assay: 

1. The sample must be "quasi-infinitely" thick for 186 keV 

gamrna rays. This condition inherently restricts the appli

cation of the method to relatively thick samples, e.g. for 
-2 uranium oxides a minimum areal density of about 5.3 g•crn 

is required. 

2. The sample material must be very uniform with respect to the 
235u enrichrnent. When mixtures of differently enriched rna

terials are assayed, the sample material must be carefully 

homogenized prior to the measurement in order to assure that 

the measured 235u enrichment value is representative for the 

grand sample mean. 
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3 · PROPERTIES OF THE SAMPLE MA.T.ERIAL AFFECTING THE 

MEASUREMENT ACCURACY 

This chapter describes in detail the properties of the 

sample material that influence the gamma-spectrometric 235u en

richment assay using the "enrichment meter" principle. In par

ticular it comprises effects introduced by the sample size, the 

sample homogeneity, the type of the uranium compound, the sam

ple matrix material, and the gamma interference due to minor 

uranium isotopes. Cerreetion terms and figures are given when

ever possible. For those parameters which cannot be easily ex

pressed in an analytical form, or which are difficult to quanti

fy (as, e.g., sample inhomogeneity), tolerance limits are de

fined at the error level of 0.1 %relative. 

3.1 The "quasi-infinite" sample size 

Unlike other measurement techniques the "enrichment meter" 

principle requires that the samples to be assayed are suffi

ciently thick, i.e., that the addition of any amount of uranium 

material with same enrichment t.o the sample under assay will not 

change significantly the flux of the 186 keV garnma radiation ob

served in a given counting geometry. In this section the condi

tions for the sample size are discussed that must be fulfilled 

to keep the relative assay error below a limit of 0.1 %. Special 

attention is paid to the use of the empty reference can. Recomrnen

dations are given for the minimum mass of sample material re

quired, and for the dimensions of the collimator in this case. 

3.1.1 "Quasi-infinite" thickness in one direction 

Enrichment measurements on the basis of the "enrichment 

meter" principle will give accurate results only, if the sample 

under assay is "sufficiently" thick to be opaque for 186 keV 

gamma rays. As shown in eq. A15 in Appendix A, the 186 keV 

photon flux at the sample surface seen through a solid angle ~ 

becomes almest independent of the sample thickness R, if 
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R 
- 6 A (x) • dx 

e << 1, ( 3 • 1 ) 

where A(x) is the linear photon attenuation coefficient of the 

sample material at location x, and R is the linear dimension 

(thickness) of the sample with respect to the viewing angle n. 

In order to quantify the term "sufficient thickness", we de

fine a sample as "quasi-infinitely thick" in direction n, when 

the 235u gamma radiation emitted from a fixed sample-surface 

area reaches 99.9 % of the intensity expected from a really in-

f ini tely thick sample wi t.hin this angle. If a sample meets this 

condition for any viewing angle n and any surface element seen 

from the gamma detector, then the assay error introduced by its 

finite size will be definitely less than 0.1 %. Note, that the 

error limit of 0.1 % used for the definition of "quasi-infinite" 

thickness is somewhat arbitrary. It has been selected to be com

parable to the error limits specified for other parameters of 

this particular Reference Material. 

For a uniform sample material the minimum linear sample 

dimension r . required for 99.9 % gamma response is obtained m1n 
from eq. 3. 1 : 

-j.L • p • 
e 

r . m1n = 0.001 

-ln 0.001 
r . = m1n j.L • p = 

( 3. 2) 

6.91 
j.L • p 

where I.L is the mass attenuation coefficient, and p the density 

of the sample material. 

Linear sample dimensions for 99.9 % response are given in 

Table 3.1 for some uranium compounds at different density 

levels. The I.L values are taken from Table C2 in Appendix C. 
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Table 3.1 Linear sarnple dirnensions required for 99.9 % garnrna 

response in one direction. 

Uranium 
compound 

Mass attenuation 
coefficient 

U rnetal 

uo 2 

Uranyl nitrate 
U0 2 (N0 3 )•6H20 

2 -1 ( cm • g ) 

1. 4 7 

1 • 31 

1.27 

1 0 03 

0.77 

Sample 
density 
(g•cm- 3) 

19.0 

1 • 0 
2.0 

11 • 0 

1 • 0 
2.0 
8.3 

1 . 0 
4.7 

1 . 0 
2.8 

Sample thickness 
~or 99.9 % response 

( crn) 

0.25 

5.27 
2.64 
0.48 

5.44 
2.72 
0.66 

6.71 
1. 43 

8.97 
3.20 

3.1.2 ''Quasi-infinite" thickness in all directions seen frorn 

a large detector 

When we ask for "quasi-infinite" thickness r . of the sarn-rnl.n 
ple in all directions, in which a large detector sees the sarn-

ple through a cylindrical collirnator (see Fig. 3.1), then the 

rninirnurn sample height H:ll and the rninirnurn sarnple diarneter o:11 

for a cylindrical sarnple are given by eqs. 3.3a and 3.3b: 

H all 
rrnin ( 3. 3a) = s 

2 • r . 
0 all D ( 1 + 2•s rn1.n) , ( 3. 3b) = • -- + 

s c H /o 2+H 2 c 
c c 

where He is the collirnator height, Dc is the collirnator diarneter, 

s is the distance between the surface of the sarnple material and 

the surface of the collirnator including the container wall, and 

r . is the linear "quasi-infinite" thickness defined in eq.3.2. rn1.n 
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The condition for the minimum sample height H:ll in eq. 3.3a 

can be also expressed in terms of a minimum areal density pa~ea 
. . -2 m1n 

g1ven 1n g•cm 

area 
p 
min = 

- 9.n(0.001) 
I.L 

= 6.91 
I.L 

-2 [g•cm ] , ( 3. 3c) 

with the mass attenuation coefficient I.L of the sample material 
. 2 -1 given in un1ts of cm •g . 

Note, that eqs. 3.3a, 3.3b and 3.3c are only valid when.a uniform 

sample material is assumed. 

t-------Os 

sample 

collimator 

Dc 

I 

Fig. 3.1 Sample dimensions for "quasi-infinite" sample thick

ness in all directions visible from a large detector. 

In general, the simple relation between counting geometry 

and "quasi-infinite" sample dimensions given in eqs. 3.3a and 

3.3b overestimates significantly the amount of sample material 

really required for a 99.9 % gamma response, as will be shown 

in the following section of the manual. On the other hand, when 

using this approach you will be always "on the safe side". Thus, 

eqs. 3.a and 3.b may be used as a reliable estimate for the ful

filment of the "infinite-thickness" condition in those cases 

where enough sample material is available, and the sample con

tainer is large enough. 
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3.1.3 "Quasi-infinite" size for cylindrical samples 
---------------------------------------------

When asking for"quasi-infinite"sample thickness in any di

rection in which the sample i.s seen by the detector, we normal

ly arrive at sample volumes which are much larger than those re

quired for 99.9 % gamma response, because two factors arenot 

considered in this approach: 

1. Fora given counting geometry the effective attenuation 

of 186 keV gamma rays emitted from a sample and viewed 

through a collimator is better described by their rnean 

path length through the sample material than by the sample 

thickness. As shown in Fig. 3.2, the mean path length and 

the associated photon attenuation increase with increasing 

collimator diameter. Therefore, the sample height required 

for 99.9 % gamma response is expected to be smaller for 

wide collimators than for narrow ones. The "quasi-infinite" 

sample thickness r . defined in eq. 3.2 is required for 
m~n 

extremely narrow collimators only. 

2. The transmission of 186 keV gamma rays through the collima

tor is highest for sample material positioned on the symme

try axis of the collimator, it decreases with increasing 

distance from the syrr~etry axis because the viewing angle 

of the collimator exit gets smaller and smaller (see Fig. 

3.3). The contribution of sample material far outside the 

symmetry axis to the observed gamma counting rate is negli

gibly small. This reduced collimator transmission for "off

axis" material has not been accounted for in Section 3.1.2. 

We can therefore assume that also the sample diameter o:11 

defined in eq. 3.3b is overestimated for 99.9 % gamma re

sponse. 
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a) b) 

Fig. 3.2 Mean path length of garnrna rays through the sarnple 

material a) for a narrow collimator, b) for a wide 

collimator. 

Sample 

Collima tor 

Fig .. 3. 3 Transmission of gamma rays throug·h a cylindrical colli

mator. 

We therefore expect that the sarnple dimensions really required 

for 99.9 % gamrna response are generally srnaller in size than 

those dimensions derived frorn eqs. 3.3a and 3.3b. 

Instead of asking for "quasi-infinite" thickness in all 

visible directions, it is rnore convenient to define a "quasi

infinite" !_arnple volurne that produces 99.9 % of the garnrna count

ing rate expected frorn an infinite sarnple. 

Considering here only cylindrically shaped sarnples and colli

mators with common symmetry axis, we can derive the sample dia

meter and height, D9 and H9 , required for 99.9 % gamrna response s s 
frorn the following irnplicite equation: 
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( 3 • 4) 

where the gamma response of the finite sample is compared to 

that of an infinite sample. D is the collimator diameter, H is c c 
the height of the cöllimator, s is the distance between the sur-

face of the sample material and the collimator entrance plane, 

d and Ad are the thickness and the linear photon attenuation co

efficient of the sample container wall, p is the density and ~ 

is the photon mass attenuation coefficient of the sample ma

terial. More details on the gamma transmission function I are 
y 

given in Appendix A. 

Eq. 3.4 shows that the "quasi-infinite" sample dimensions 

D~ and H~ are dependent on a large nurober of parameters that 

comprise the properties of the sample material (~,p), of the 

container wall (d,Ad), and of the counting geometry (s,D ,H ). c c 

It should be noted that also the size and the intrinsic 

efficiency of the gamma de·tector, and its position relative to 

the collimator, influences to some extent the "quasi-infinite" 

sample dimensions, as shown in Sec. 4.2 and Appendix A3. This 

effect has been neglected here. Thus, in a strict sense, eq.3.4 

presents the solution to the problern of "quasi-infinite" sample 

dimensions with reference to 99.9 % of the gamma rays penetrat

ing the collimator per unit time, rather than to 99.9 % of gamma 

counting rate observed in the detector. In other words, eq.3.4 

is strictly valid only for large-area detectors with uniform 

efficiency for 186 keV garnrna rays, independent of their angle of 

incidence on the detector. 

However, for most collirnator-detector arrangements eq. 3.4 

yields acceptable est.imates of the "quasi-infinite" sample di

mensions. Only in a few exceptional and unlikely cases the critic

al sarnple dimensions turn out to be different from the solution 

given in eq. 3.4: 

- using a wide collimator and a very thin, large-area detector, or 

- using a very small detector (active detector area significantly 

smaller than the collirnator cross section) . 
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The effect of the detector size can be neglected, if the user 

follows the recornmendations for the sample size and the colli

mator given in the Beetions 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 of the manual. 

No closed solution has been found for the sample diameters 

D
9 

and the sample heights H9 from eq. 3.4. The "quasi-infinite" s s 
sample dimensions (D~, H~) giving 99.9 % gamma response have 

been calculat.ed by numerical integration of eq. 3. 4. Because of 

the relatively high calculational effort necessary, and because 

of the difficulty to present the multi-parameter relation given 

in eq. 3.4 in a clearly arranged form, we have restricted all 

calculations presented in this section to fixed container para

meters, using only those of the reference cans, i.e.: 

-1 
can bottom of 2 mm aluminum: d = 2 mm, ~ = 0.329 cm 

an additional distance of 1 mm between collimat.or and 

can bottom (due to the recessed bottom form of the 

reference cans), resulting in a total distance s = 3 mm 

between collimator and surface of the sample material. 

Using these fixed parameters for the sample container, 

the sample diameters D~ and the sample height H: giving 99.9 % 

gamma response have been calculated from eq. 3.4 for several 

collimator geometries and sample materials. Some of the results 

are shown in Fig. 3.4 for uo 2 , u3o8 and UF6 at various density 

levels. They are given for a collimator with 4 cm diameter and 

2 cm height. 

Note, that there is not a single unique sample geometry 

that gives 99.9 % gamma response for a particular sample ma

terial at a particular sample density. Instead, any pair of 

sample parameters (sample diameter o:, sample height H:) re

presented by the corresponding curve in Fig. 3.4 satisfies the 

condition of a 11 quasi-infinite 11 sample geometry for the given 

collimator. This reflects the fact that, starting from a partic

ular sample form giving 99.9 % gamma response, always a second 

one ca,n be derived by removing a small portion of the sample 

material from the outer shell of the sample, and by compen

sating this lack by a larger sample height (see also Table 3.2). 
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Any Ordinate pair (o;, H;) on the curves shown in Fig.3.4 

gives exactly 99.9 % gamma response for the respective sample 

material. Ordinatepairs below the curves give less than 99.9 %, 

those above the curves give more than 99.9 % gamma response. In 

order to demonstrate the sensitivity of the gamma response as 

a function of the sample size, Fig. 3.5 shows the sample dimen

sions required for 90 %, 99 % and 99.9 % gamma response for 

uo 2 with a density of 1 g•cm- 3 and the same collimator as in 

Fig. 3.4 (collimator diameter 4 cm, collimator height 2 cm). 

The figure also shows that the amount of sample material must 

be approximately doubled to reduce the measurement error due to 

non-infinite thickness by a factor of 10. 

Some informations that may be of interest have been added 

to Figs. 3.4 and 3.5: 

The straight lines starting from the abscissa in the lower 

right part of Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 indicate the borderline 

of the "shadow region'' of th~ counting geornetry, i.e.: 

sample volume elements with ordinates below this line 

are not visible from the detector, and therefore do not 

contribute to the detected gamma counting rate. Thus, in 

principle, sample material located in the ''shadow region" 

could be removed without affecting the assay result. This 

peculiarity may be used to reduce the amount of sample 

material required for the enrichment assay in cases where 

the sample rnass must be minimized for operational reasons. 

For this purpese either an insert to the empty reference 

can having the shape of the "shadow region" may be used, 

or specially formed empty cans may be supplied by the user, 

observing the tight specifications for the sample bottom 

visible from the gamma detector. The sample mass reduction 

achieved in this way is not included in the minimum sample 

parameters given in Table 3.2. Note that the form of the 

''shadow region" is critically dependent on the collimator 

geometry. It may be deduced from simple geometrical con

siderations for a particular collimator (see, e.g.,Fig.3.1). 

In Fig. 3.5 the mass and the filling height for uo 2 with a 

pour density of 1 g•cm-3 are given along the dashed line, 



Tabl,e 3.2 Various sample dimensions and sample masses required for 99.9 % gamma response 
as function of collimator dimensions calculated from eq. 3·.4. 

Sample material 
Sample material density: 
Sample and collimator 

D 
c 

B 
c 

u
3
o

8 
powder, 

2.5 g•cm- 3 

Cylindrical shape 
with common axis, 
collimator diameter, 

collimator height, 

Container wall 
Distance between sample material 
and collimator entrance plane 

Dmin D DRM Dall 
s ' s' s ' s 

gmin B BRM Ball 
s ' s' s ' s 

wmin W WRM Wall 
s ' s' s ' s 

2 mm aluminium, 

3 mm, 

sample diameter 

sample height 

sample mass 

Collimator True minimum 'Approximate-minimum' Sample parameters for Sample parameters for 
parameters sample parameters sample parameters for areal density 5.2 g•cm-z 99.9 % sample thickness 

areal density 5.45 g•cm-3 in all directions 
-;----;------;mrn--;mrn--;min-------;------;-----;--------;RM-----;RM-----;RM----------~ä11-----;a11-----;aii ________ _ 

c c s s s s s s s s s s s s 
i~~L_i~L ____ i~~L __ i~~L __ i~L _______ i~~L ___ i~~L ___ i~L ______ i~~L ____ i~~L ____ i~L __________ i~~L _____ i~~L _____ i~L _________ _ 

2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 

5 
5 
5 
s 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 * 
2 
3 
4 

1 * 
2 * 
3 * 
4 * 

5.08 
4.21 
3.65 
3.29 

6.34 
5.64 
5.13 
4.75 

7.49 
6.87 
6.41 
6.08 

8.61 
8.01 
7.62 
7.31 

2.15 
2.24 
2.28 
2.29 

2.08 
2.16 
2.22 
2.25 

2.04 
2.11 
2.16 
2.20 

2.00 
2o06 
2.11 
2.15 

109 
78 
60 
49 

165 
135 
115 

99 

224 
195 
175 
159 

291 
260 
241 
226 

5.05 
4.29 
3.78 
3.44 

6.23 
5.63 
5.18 
4.85 

7.31 
6.78 
6.41 
6.42 

8.38 
7.85 
7.53 
7.27 

2.18 
2.18 
2.18 
2.18 

2.18 
2.18 
2.18 
2.18 

2.18 
2.18 
2.18 
2.18 

2.18 
2.18 
2.18 
2.18 

109 
79 
61 
50 

166 
135 
115 
101 

229 
197 
176 
159 

300 
264 
243 
226 

5.19 
4.59 
4.22 
4.14 

6o35 
5.81 
5.50 
5.32 

7.42 
6.92 
6.61 
6.42 

8.48 
7.98 
7.70 
7.49 

2.08 
2.08 
2.08 
2.08 

2.08 
2.08 
2.08 
2.08 

2.08 
2.08 
2.08 
2.08 

2.08 
2.08 
2.08 
2.08 

110 
86 
73 
70 

165 
138 
123 
116 

225 * 
196 
178 
168 

293 * 
260 * 
242 * 
229 * 

7.10 
5.68 
4.82 
4.25 

8.93 
7.53 
6.68 
6.06 

10.63 
9.10 
8.29 
7.68 

12.27 
10.55 
9.74 
9.15 

2.18 
2.18 
2.18 
2.18 

2.18 
2.18 
2.18 
2.18 

2.18 
2.18 
2.18 
2.18 

2.18 
2.18 
2.18 
2.18 

216 
138 

99 
77 

342 
242 
191 
157 

483 
354 
293 
252 

644 
476 
406 
358 

* These collimators should not be used with Reference Material cans because they deliver less than 99.9 % gamma response 
Note: Small inconsistencies of the values given are due to rounding effects of the 3-digit representation. 

w 
--" 
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when the empty reference can with 7 cm inner diameter is 

used for the assay. It is seen that even 99 % of the gamma 

response of a really infinite sample is not reached in this 

counting geometry (collimator diameter 4 cm, collimator 

height 2 cm), i.e., the relative measurement error is 

larger than 1 % regardless of the filling height of the 

7 cm sample container for this particular density. Thus, 

eit.her a sample· can with a larger diameter or a collimator 

with a smaller diameter and/or larger height must be used 

in this case in order to arrive at a "quasi-infinite" sam. 

ple geometry. 

Among all possible cylindrical sample geometries that de

liver 99.9 % gamma response for a particular sample material in 

a given counting set-up, there is one sample form (D:in, H:in) 

that requires the minimum amount of sarnple material. Such mini

mum 11 quasi-infinite 11 sample dimensions along with the corres

ponding sample masses are given in Table 3.2 for u3o8 powders 

with a density of 2.5 g•cm- 3 for various collimator geometries. 

For comparison, 11 approximate-minimurn 11 sample dimensions are 

also shown for fixed areal densities of 5.45 g•cm - 2 (as re

cornmended in the following sectiön för unknown u3o8 samples) , 

and of 5.2 g•cm- 2 (as specified for the Reference Material sam

ples). The last three.columns in Table 3.2 give the sample size 

and mass for the case that 11 quasi-infinite 11 thickness is assumed 

in all directions visible through the collimator, as discussed 

in Section 3.1.2 (note that the latter sample geometry delivers 

more than 99.9 % gamma response). All sample configurations given 

in Table 3.2 refer to u3o8 powder material and to a sample den-
-3 sity of 2.5 g•crn . 

When talking about sample dirnensions that deliver exactly 

99.9 % gamma response, and their associated minimum mass val

ues, one should keep in rnind that these 11 quasi-infinite 11 sample 

dimensions can be only defined exactly, if all of the following 

parameters are well known: 

Type of uranium compound (and sample matrix material) . 

Sample density. 

Material type and thickness of container wall. 
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Distance between sample material and collimator 
entrance plane. 

Diameter and height of the collimator. 

Position, size and intrinsic efficiency of the gamma 
detector. 

It should be noted that the evaluation of minimum "quasi

infinite" sample sizes given in this section is restricted to 

the special case, that the characteristics of the container wall 

are identical to those of the Reference Samples, i.e., 2 mm alumi

nium wall thickness and 3 mm distance between sample material 

and collimator entrance plane. Furthermore, a uniform sample 

material is assumed. 

If one of these masurement conditions changes, then also 

the minimum sample dimensions required for 99.9 % gamma re

sponse will change, e.g.: 

If the distance between sample and collimator is increased, 

obviously also the minimum sample diameter must be in

creased to maintain the 99.9 % gamma response. 

If the gamma attenuation in the container wall increases by 

using, e.g., a 2 mm steel can instead of the 2 mm aluminium 

reference can, then the minimum sample dimensions turn out 

to be slightly larger in height and somewhat reduced in 

diameter due to the higher relative attenuation of 186 keV 

gamma rays in the container wall originating from "off

axis sample material (see also Appendix A3). However, 

this effect can be neglected when the user follows the re

commendations for the "approximate-minimum" sample height 

given in the following section, instead of using the true 

minimum sample dimensions derived from eq. 3.4. 

Therefore, the recommendations given in the following sec

tions regarding minimum sample mass and maximum collimator 

geometry should be applied only to the use of the empty refer

ence can, or to sample geometries that provide the same distance 

between sample material and collimator surface as the Reference 

Samples (3 mm). If the sample under assay deviates strongly from 

the form of the Reference Samples, then either the approach 
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described in Section 3.1.2 may be used, or eq. 3.4 may be 

solved for this particular counting geometry in order to ar

rive at proper estimates for the required minimum sample mass 

and maximum collimator geometry. Note that the selected col

lirnator geometry must provide the "quasi-infinite" sample con

dition for both the Reference Samples and the unknown samples 

to allow a correct calibration of the counting set-up. 

3. 1 • 4 Recommendations for minimum sample rnass 

An exarnination of the rninirnurn sample heights (see, e.g., 

Table 3.2), that are required to produce 99.9 % of the garnma ra

diation obtained from an infinite sample, shows that these val

ues are only slightly different (up to a few percent) from the 

"quasi-infinite" sarnple thickness rrnin defined in Sec.3.1.1. In 

order to sirnplify the estirnate of minirnum sarnple dirnensions, we 

substitute in further calculations the real rninimurn sarnple height 

H~in by the linear "quasi-infinite" sarnple dirnension rrnin given 

in eq. 3.2. The corresponding sarnple diameter Ds for 99.9 % gamrna 

response is then obtained from eq. 3.4 by setting Hs9 = r . rn1n 
This approach has the advantage that the sarnple height required 

for 99.9 % gamrna response is no longer dependent on the prop

erties of the collirnator and of the detector. One can verify that 

the sarnple rnass in this case is only slightly larger than the 

true minirnurn rnass (see Table 3.2). 

With the new "approxirnate-minimurn" sample height 

- tn(0.001) 
1-t"P 

= 6. 91 
1-t"P 

( 3 • 5) 

from eq. 3.2 and the - still unknown - sample diarneter Ds, we 

can derive an expression for the mass M of the sample mat.erial s 
required for 99.9 % gamrna response: 

= 5. 4 3. D :1 ,· 
1-L s 

( 3 • 6) 

where 1-t is the rnass attenuation coefficient of the sarnple ma

terial for 186 keV gamrna rays, and p is the sample density. 
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Eq. 3.6 shows that the "approximate-minimurn" sample mass 

defined in this way does not depend on the sample density. It 

is only a function of the sample diameter D and the mass at-s 
tenuation coefficient ~ of the sample material. Thus the 

question of the sample size necessary for 99.9 % gamma re

sponse is reduced to the problern of finding the adequate sam

ple diameter for a given collimator geometry and a given sam

ple material. A general solution of this problern is not given 

in the manual since the critical sample diameter D still de-s 
pends on too much parameters of the counting geometry and of 

the sample under assay, as discussed in Section 3.1.3. Instead 

of this, in the following section the inverse problern is solved 

for a special case that will be of particular interest for the 

user: finding the adequate collimator for a given sample material 

when the ernpty reference can with 7 cm inner diameter is used 

for the 235u enrichment assay of unknown samples. 

"Approxirnate-minirnurn" sarnple rnasses for uniform u3o8 sarn

ples as a function of the sample diameter have been calculated 

from eq. 3.6. They are displayed in Fig. 3.6. The dashed line 

represents the diameter of the Reference Sample containers. If 

uranium compounds Ux other than u3o8 are measured, then the 

"approximate-rninirnum" sarnple mass obtained from Fig. 3.6 must 

be multiplied with a correction term 

M (U ) = 
S X 

( 3. 7) 

The mass attenuation coefficients ~ for some uranium compounds 

are given in Table C2 in Appendix C. 

Note: The deterrnination of the "approximate-minimum" sam

ple mass is based on the assumption that the density of the 

sample rnat.erial is uniform. This restricts the applicability of 

eq. 3.6 to fairly homogeneaus sample materials. When using mi

nimum-dimensioned samples it is recommended to control visual

ly the homogeneaus filling of the empty can prior to the rnea

surement. Moreover, it is a good practice to apply a safety 

margin to the "approximate-rninimum" sample mass values given 

in this section in order to account for remaining inhomogeneities 

of the sample density. For most uraniurn powder materials a 
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Fig. 3.6 "Approxirnate-rninimum" u3o8 sample mass required for 

99.9 % gamma response as a function of the sample 

diameter. 

safety margin of about +5 % to +10 % seems to be sufficient. 

In case of highly non-uniform sarnples, such as an assembly 

of pellets, eq. 3.6 is not applicable. The minimum amount of ma

terial required for accurate 235u enrichment assays must then be 

determined experimentally by adding successively more and more 

material to t.he sample under assay until the observed 186 keV 

gamma counting rate will no longer increase. Further information 

about requirements for sample homogeheity is given in the follow

ing Beetion 3.2 of the manual. 

When using the empty reference can with 7 cm inner diameter 

for the 235u enrichment assay of an uniform sample material, the 
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11 approximate-minirnum 11 sarnple mass (in gram) from eq. 3.6 eval

uates to the simple form: 

W (D = 7 cm) = s s 
7T"6.91 

4•1J, 
266 [ ] -- g I 

IJ, 
(3.8) 

with the mass attenuation coefficient 1J, of the sample material 

given in units of cm2~g- 1 . 

From eq. 3.8 we obtain the 11 approximate-minimum 11 values of 

the sample mass for uo 2 and u3o8 powders, if the empty reference 

can is used for the assay: 

M (Ds = 7 cm) = 202.5 g for uo 2 powder, and s 
M (D = 7 s s cm) = 209.7 g for u3o8 powder. 

Applying a safety margin of + 10 % we finally arrive at the re-

commended minimum sample mass Mrecom 
s-- for the reference can: 

Mrecom 
(Ds = 7 cm) = s 220 g for uo 2 powder, and 

Mrecom 
(Ds = 7 cm) s = 230 g for u3o8 powder. 

These recomrnended minimum ßarnple mass values are not dependent 

on the sample density; i.e., any amount of u3o8 powder greater 

than 230 gram, regardless of its density, is suited for enrich

ment measurements using the empty reference can, provided a 

fairly uniform distribution of the material in the reference 

can is assured. However, the adequate collimator geometry must 

be selected according to the sample density as shown in the 

next Section 3.1.5. 

It must be noted that there seems to be a discrepancy bet

ween the recommended minimum sample mass of 230 g u3o8 and the 

amount of only 200 g u
3
o8 powder contained in the Reference 

Sarnples. This discrepancy can be solved considering two facts: 

1. The Reference Samples have been prepared very carefully 

in order to assure a uniform density of the sample mate

rial. Even local non-uniformities of the areal density do 

not exceed + 5 % as verified by garnrna transmission experi

ments [1). Therefore, no safety margin is required. 
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2. It is shown in Section 3.1.3 that within certain limits 

many sample dimensions (H~, D~) deliver 99.9 % gamma re

sponse. The dimensions of the Reference Samples are well 

within these limits. The only consequence of the lower mass 

contained in the Reference Samples is, that the maximurn tol

erable collirnator dirnensions for the Reference Sarnples will 

be slightly different frorn those of the sarnples with "ap

proxirnate-rninirnurn" dirnensions. This effect has been taken 

into account in the recomrnendations given for the collirnator 

dirnensions in Section 3.1.5 andin Fig. 3.7. 

Therefore, we can assurne that for nearly all cowmonly used 

collirnator geornetries the Reference Sarnples fulfill the condi

tions required for 99.9 % garnrna response. This has been also 

proven by rneasurements [1]. Lirnitations and recomrnendations for 

the selection of suitable collirnator dirnensions are given in 

Section 3.1.5. Only in the very unlikely case of extreme narrow 

and high collirnators the "quasi-infinite" sarnple condition is 

not strictly fulfilled for the Reference Sarnples. But even in 

this case the garnma response of the Reference Sarnples still 

reaches 99.86 % of an infinite sarnple. Taking also the lirnit 

specified for local density inhornogeneities of the Reference 

Sarnples (- 5 %) into account, we arrive at a worst-case estirnate 

of 99.81 % garnrna response for a "needle-forrn" collirnator. How

ever1 in practical applications such narrow collirnators are not 

used because of their extrernely low garnrna transrnission and, 

accordingly, the very long counting tirnes required. 

Note, that in rnany practical applications of the "enrich

rnent meter" principle there generally exists a srnall systernatic 

error, which is caused by the finite size of the sarnples, includ

ing the Reference Sarnples. Fulfilrnent of the "quasi-infinite" 

sarnple condition as defined in this rnanual rneans that the sarnple 

size i.s equal to or exceeds the dirnensions required to achieve 

99.9 % of the garnrna response obtained frorn an infinite sarnple. 

Thus, if we cornpare the garnma counting rates frorn two differently 

sized sarnples both fulfilling the "quasi-infinite" sarnple condi

tion - as we do in rnost applications using the Reference Material 

and an unknown sarnple - we must be aware that srnall deviations 
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below the error level of 0.1 % may still remain that are intro

duced by differing sample dimensions and/or differing sample 

densities. The recommendations regarding the sample size and 

the collimator geometry given in this section will only en

sure that this error is less than 0.1 % relative. However, the 

exact value of the error within the 0.1 % limit, and the sign 

of the deviation, cannot be easily predicted. 

If it happens in practice that samples are measured which 

are almost infinitely thick (e.g., large powder cans, UF
6 

cylinders), then a correction factor of around 1.0005 to 1.001 

should be applied to the measured enrichment value that accounts 

for the finite size of the Reference Samples used for the cali

bration of the assay system. 

3.1.5 Recommended collimator dimensions for sample cans 

with 7 cm inner diameter 
---~--------------------

When using sample cans with a fixed inner diameter of 7 cm 

for the gamma-spectrometric 235u enrichment assay, then also 

the "approximate-minimum" amount of sample material M
8 

is fixed, 

regardless of the material density, as shown in eq. 3.6. As 

derived in the preceding section, the "appropriate-minimum" sam

ple mass is, e.g., 203 g uo 2 powder or 210 g u3o8 powder for 

all powder densities. Evidently, any sample mass exceeding these 

minimum values will also fulfill the condition of the "quasi

infinite" sample size, i.e., it will deliver more than 99.9 % 

of the 186 keV gamma rays that are expected from a really in

finite sample. 

Once the sample diameter (here 7 cm) and the density of 

the sample material is given, then only the collimator dimen

sions must be selected according to the density of the sample 

under assay in order to satisfy the "quasi-infinite" sample 

condition. When selecting the collimator, one should also con

sider that the collimator geometry determines the expected 186 
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keV gamma counting rate: Smaller collimator diameters and larger 

collimator heights result in lower gamma counting rates, i.e. 

longer measurement times. Therefore, the optimum choice will be 

a collimator that satisfies t.he condition of "quasi-infinite" 

sample geometry at the highest possible gaw~a transmission for 

a given sample density. 

Bothinformations can be taken from Fig. 3.7. It displays 

the nurober of 186 keV photans observed at the collimator exit 

in units of photans per second and per % 
235u enrichment as a 

function of the collimator diameter for 4 different collimator 

heights (1 cm, 2 cm, 3 cm and 4 cm). Upper limits of the col

limator dimensions that provide "quasi-infinite" sample geo

metry are represented by dashed lines in Fig. 3.7 for several 

u3o8 sample densities: all collimator dimensions below a dashed 

line given for a particular sample density do meet the "quasi

infinite" sample condition for this density and all higher sam

ple densities. Collimator dimensions above this line may give 

rise to systematic errors > 0.1 % for this and any lower sample 

density, and should not be used. Note: though the upper limits 

are given for "approximate-minimum" sample geometries defined 

in section 3.1.4, they obviously hold also for larger sam-

ples as, e.g., for the recommended minimum-mass samples. 

Collimator geometries in the shaded region in Fig. 3.7 

should not be used because they do not provide "quasi-infinite" 

sample geomet.ry for the Reference Samples. Note, that the border 

line of this region is slightly lower than the upper-limit curve 

given for "approximate-minimum"-mass samples having the same 

density of 2.5 g•cm- 3 as the R;eference Samples. This is due to 

small sample mass differences for both types of samples (200 g 

u3o8 for the Reference Samples versus 210 g u3o8 for the "ap

proximate-minimum" mass samples). The Reference Samples do ful

fill the "quasi-infinite" sample condition for all collimator 

geometries outside the shaded region in Fig. 3.7. 

The values given in Fig. 3.7 :f;or tne nurober of 186 keV 

photans transmitted per second through the collimator include 
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the correction for the gamrna absorption in the 2 rnm thick alu

minium bottarn of the reference cans. The figures given account 

also for the distance of 1 mm between collimator entrance plane 

and the can bottarn due to the recessed bottom form of the refer

ence cans, Which results in a total distance of 3 mm between 

sample material and collimator. 

Note, that the nurober of 186 keV gamma rays Observable at 

the collimat.or exi t is not identical to the nurober of photans 

really registered by the gamma detector in the 186 keV photo

peak. In order to allow a rough estimate of the counting time 

required for counting precisions of 0.5 % and 0.2 %, we have 

made the somewhat arbitrary assumption that the total peak ef

ficiency of the gamma detector at 186 keV is 50 %. This value is 

a reasonable approximation for commonly used germaniurn detectors 

with an active area comparable to the cross section of the col

limator. It may be significantly lower for smaller germanium 

detectors (see, e.g., Fig. 4.3), and may be slightly higher for 

large-area Nai detectors. The approximate measurement times re

quired for counting precisions of 0.5 % and 0.2 % per percent 
235u enrichment are shownon the right-hand scales in Fig. 3.7. 

Note, that the counting time is given for 1 % enriched u3o8 pow

der. Thus, for 2 % enriched uranium the values must be devided 

by a factor of 2, for 3 % enriched uranium by a factor of 3 etc. 

For compounds having a lower uranium mass fraction than u3o8 , 

e.g. UF6 , the gammaemissionrate will be slightly lower, and 

the corresponding counting time will be slightly longer. 

It must be stressed that the figures given for the count

ing time are only rough estimates. In particular, it should be 

noted that the compton background below the 186 keV peak contri

butes to the statistical error of the net-peak counting rate. 

This effect is neglected here. It may present a significant part 

of the total counting error in case of aged natural and de

pleted uranium materials. 

As seen in Fig. 3.7, the collimator dirnensions required for 

99.9 % gamma response depend strongly on the density of the 

uranium material under assay. In practice it will often happen 
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that the 
235u enrichment assay system to be calibrat.ed with the 

Reference Samples is used for enrichment measurements of samples 

with varying material density. In this case the selected colli

mator dimensions must guarantee "quasi-infinite" sample geometry 

for the full range of expected sample material densities, in

cluding the density of the Reference Samples. 

As an example, in Tab. 3.3 the relevant collimator para

meters are ·extracted from Fig. 3.7 for a minimum sample densi

ty of 1 g•cm-
3

. The maximum observable 186 keV photon counting 

rate and the rough estimates for the measurement time required 
235 for counting precisions of 0.5 % and 0.2 % per percent U 

enrichment are also given in the Table. 

Table 3.3 

Collimator 
height 

(cm) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Collimator dimensions, maximum 186 keV gamrna count

ing rates and approximate measurement times for a 

u3 o8 sample with a 235u enrichrnent of 1 % and a 
-3 

density of 1 g•cm , measured using the empty re-

ference can. 

Maximum Maximum 
collimator 186 keV gamma Counting time per % enr 
diameter counting rate for rel.counting errors 

(cm) (counts•s-1•(%enr)-1 0.5 % 0.2 % 

1.04 1 1 121 , 12.6 h 

1.83 28 48' 5.0 h 

2.31 35 38' 4.0 h 

2.73 38 35' 3.7 h 

All collimator geometries given in Tab. 3.3 fulfill the 
-3 

"quasi-infinite" sample condition for sample densities > 1 g•cm . 

As seen from the Table, a collimator with 4 cm height and 2.73 cm 

diameter provides the best choice for optimum counting rate in 

this case. At higher sample densities, other collimator dimen

sions may show better counting rate per;fq;r;mance (see Fig. 3.7). 

We deduce from the data given in Tab. 3.3 that, e.g., for uranium 

i 1 ' h 3 235 . h t . t t. t. f mater a w~t .· % U enx1c men approx1ma e coun 1ng 1mes o 

10 minutes and of about 1 hour will be necessary to arrive at 

counting precisions of .0.5 % and 0~2 %, respectively. 
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If the counting time turns out to be too long for prac

tical assay purposes, then a collimator with a larger diameter 

and/or a smaller height must be used. This, in turn, neces

siates 

either an increase of the density of the sample material, 

e.g., by compressing the sample material under assay to a 

higher density level (a warning must be given here not to 

deform the carefully prepared bottom window of the empty 

can! ) , 

or the use of sample containers with a larger diameter. 

In the latter case more than the amount of 230 gram u3o8 powder 

recowmended for use with the empty reference can is necessary 

to maintain the "quasi-infinite" sample geometry (see Section 

3.1.4 for more details). 

In general, a higher material density allows the use of a 

larger collimator diameter, which, in turn, increases the ob

servable 186 keV gamma counting rate, thus reducing the counting 

time required for a particular counting precision. To give a 

practical example: we assume again that the empty reference can 

(7 cm inner diameter) is used, but that the minimum density 
-3 

of all sample materials under assay is now > 2.5 g•cm . Then 

the optimum collimator dimensions deduced from Fig. 3.7 are 

1 cm (2 cm) collimator height and 

3.6 cm (4.1 cm) collimator diameter. 

Approximate assay times necessary for counting errors of 0.5 % 

and 0.2 % are now 

3.3 minutes (3.8 minutes) for 0.5 % error and 

21 minutes (24 minutes) for 0.2 % error, 

respectively, for 1 % enriched material. (The values given in 

brackets correspond to a collimator with 2 cm height. The en

larged collimator thickness provides a better shielding against 

the high-energy garnrna rays from 238u at the cost of a slightly 

reduced 186 keV gamma counting rate.) A comparison of the count

ing times with those given in Table 3.3 for a minimum sample 
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-3 density of 1 gqcm shows that the counting time can be re-

duced by about a factor of .10 by increasing the minimum sample 
-3 . -3 density from 1 g•cm to 2.5 g•cm , and by selecting the ap-

propriate collimator dimensions. 

Fig. 3.7 can be utilized also to determine the suitable 

collimator geometries if uraniurn compounds other than u3o
8 

are 

measured in the empty reference can. In this case, instead of 

using the true sample density p of the uranium compound x 
X 

under assay, an effective sarnple density peff must be applied 

in Fig. 3. 7: 

• p x' ( 3 • 9) 

where ~(x) and ~(u3 o 8 ) denote the mass attenuation coefficients 

of the uranium compound x and u3o
8

, respectively. For uo 2 , e.g., 

the ~ ratio in eq. 3.9 evaluates to a value of 1.035, which is 

very close to 1. Therefore, Fig. 3.7 may be directly used for 

both types of uranium oxides, uo 2 and u3o8 , as well. 

It should be finally noted that the use of minimum sample 

dimensions or maximum collimator geometries in a counting set

up requires a careful positioning of the sample in order to 

maintain the "quasi-infinite" sample geometry. 

3.2 Sample inhomogeneitles 

All of the considerations in the previous section of this 

chapter were based on the assurnption, that the sample material 

is uniform with respect to the parameters enrichment and matrix 

composition, or, rnore precisely, that the ratios 

235 
U atoms/Utotal atoms, and 

matrix atoms/Utotal atoms 

are constant for any sub-sample taken from the grand sample 

under assay. However, partiales or domains with different 
235u 

enrichment and/or different matrix composition within the sam

ple can int:roduce significant errors to the gamrna-spectrometric 

enrichment assay. 
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Note, that in centrast to this, sample density inhomogene

ities can be neglected for enrichment assays based on "infinite 

thickness" geometry. Even cavities in the sample material do not 

affect the assay result as long as the "quasi-infinite" thick

ness geometry is maintained by sufficient material "behind" the 

cavity. 

For samples with non-uniform enrichment or matrix the 

gamma-spectrometric assay result depends in a complex manner 

on the form, the size, the degree and the position of the in

homogeneities in the sample. Thus, we will discuss here only 

some general aspects of the problem. Let us first define the 

condi tions wi th respect. to homogenei ty, which a bulk uraniurn 

s~mple has to satisfy for assuring a representative enrich

ment measurement. 

3.2.1 Homogeneity requirements for representative enrichment 

tneasurernents 

Due to the high photon self-attenuation of uranium materi

als most of the observed 186 keV garnrna rays ernerge frorn a thin 

layer near the sarnple surface facing the detector. This fact 

leads to rather stringent requirernents for the sarnple homogene-

't 'th 235u · h t d t · ·t· 'f 1 y w1 respect to enr1c rnen an rna r1x compos1 1on, 1 

representativeness of the rneasured enrichment value for the 

whole sample is to be assured. 

Assurne that F is the sample area viewed by the gamrna-ray 

detector. Then the sarnple volurne that produces about 50 % of 

the registered 186 keV gamrna radiation is approxirnately given 
by 

vso = F .. /1. (3.10) 

where A = 1 is the mean free path length of the gamma rays 
j.!•p 

in the sample, ~ is the rnass attenuation coefficient for 186 keV 

photons, and p is the density of the material under assay. Val

ues for A vary, e.g., from 0.03 cm for uranium metal to 1 cm 
. -3 

for uo2 powder with a density of 0.7 g•cm . 
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If the enrichment value determined by gamma spectrometry 

shall be representative for the grand sample within the error 

limits of 0.1 %relative, then the enrichment of the surface 

layer v50 must be representative for the whole sample within 

these error limits, or, in other words, the mean enrichment 

value of any sub-sample wit.h volume v
50 

or its mass equivalent, 

taken from the grand sample, should not deviate by more than 

0.1 %relative from the mean enrichment of the grand sample. 

A similar condition can be derived for the degree of ma

trix inhomogeneities, taking into account the impact of matrix 

material on the enrichment assay result as described below in 

section 3.3 of this chapter. The ratio of matrix mass I uranium 

mass in any sub-sample of volume v
50 

should not vary by more than 

1 % for low Z matrix material, or not more than 0.1 % for heavy 

elements to keep the relative assay errors < 0.1 %. 

Note: These general conditions for the sample homogeneity 

only assure that the measured enrichment is representative for 

the whole sample. They do not give, however, tolerance limits 

for local inhomogeneities. 

In order to illustrate consequences of the above conditions 

for maximum permissable local inhomogeneities, we shall briefly 

discuss two different types of inhomogeneities, which may be of 

some practical relevance. 

3.2.2 Inhomogeneity in form of a layer at the sample surface 

This presents the worst case for gamma-spectrometric en~ 

richment assays. We consider a thin layer of sample material at 

the sample surface with enrichment enr~ differing from the mean 

enrichment enr of the rest of the sample. Then the following 

estimate holds for the maximum thickness ~ of the layer for max 
relative assay errors < 0.1 %: 

en·r·n .- enr 
N • ~ < = 0.001 • A , 
enr max (3.11) 
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where A is the mean free path length for 186 keV gamma rays in 

the layer. 

To give an extreme example: if the 235u enrichment of the 

surface layer is 50 % lower or higher than the mean enrichment 

of the rest of the sample (e.g., 1.5 % or 4.5 % 235u enrichment 

of the surface layer, 3 % 235u enrichment of the rest of the 

sample) then the following values for the thickness ~ of such max 
a layer should not be exceeded for assay errors < 0.1 % rela-

tive: 

~ max = 0.7 ~J,m ! ! for u rnetal, and 

~ = 22 ~J,m for uo 2 with a density max 
bf 0.7 -3 g•cm 

In case of a surface layer with different matrix we get a 

similar relation for the maximum tolerable layer thickness 

~ : max 

1 1 
ß~ ß 

1 
ß 

• t < = 0.001 • A, max 
(3.12) 

where ß~ and ß are the matrix attenuation factors for the layer 

and the rest of the sample, respectively. The matrix attenua

tion factors will be defined in eqs. 3.16 and 3.16a in section 

3.3. They are tabulated for some typical uranium compounds in 

Table 3.4. 

For example, assume that the surface layer is pure u3o8 
and the rest of the sample is pure uo 2 of same enrichment. 

Then the tolerance values ~max for the thickness of the u3o8 
layer are: 

2.0 

= 0.8 

mm 

mm 

for 

for 

The numerical examples given demonstrate that surface lay

ers formed of sample material with an 
235u enrichment or with a 

matrix differing from the grand sample mean may give rise to sig-
. 235u . h t Y nificant errors in gamma-spectrometrlc enr1c men assa s. 
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In practical applications the effect of the formation of 

a surface layer with an enrichment or matrix differing from the 

grand sample mean may occur, when the sample material is a mix

ture of two powders with different enrichment or matrix compo

sition, and when the two powders differ significantly with re

spect to particle size and/or particle density. In this case the 

powder material with smaller particle size and/or higher partic

le density will accumulate at the bottom of the sample container 

(powder segregationt, especially, when the sample is exposed to 

Vibrations. In particular, extreme care has to be taken if 

blended powders with different 235u enrichments are measured. 

The material must be carefully homogenized prior to the meas

urement in order to assure a uniform distribution of the dif

ferent materiale throughout the sample. 

3. 2. 3 Maximum tolerable particle size in well hornogenized 

powders with non-uniform enrichrnent or rnatrix 

A rough estirnate of the rnaxirnurn tolerable particle size 

can be derived from statistics following the binorninal distribu

tion. We neglect here gamrna-absorption effects and rnake the 

following sirnplifying assurnptions: 

The sarnple is composed of particles with equal size, 

density and rnatrix composition. 

Two types of particles are present in the sarnple: 

type 1 with enrichrnent enr 1 and type 2 with enrich

rnent enr2 . 

The mean enrichrnent of the grand sample is enr. 

The nurober of particles in the sarnple is very large. 

The two types of particles are randomly distributed 

in the sarnple. 

Sirnilar to the sarnpling problern when drawing black and 

white spheres out of a box, we get an estimate for the minirnurn 

nurober of particles required for a sub-sarnple whose rnean en

richrnent does not differ frorn the grand sarnple rnean enr by 

rnore than 0.1 %relative: 
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6 
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enr
1 

- enr 

enr 

enr2-enr 

enr (3.13) 

From this we can estimate the maximum diameter of the par

ticles, remembering that the sample volume v
50 

defined in sub

section 3.2.1 contributes about 50 % to the observed 186 keV 

gamma-ray counting rate. Thus, v50 should contain at least Nmin 

particles. Dividing v50 into N . equal cubes we arrive at a m1n 
rough estimate for the maximum particle diameter D 

max 

0 max 
3 V 50 F = -N- = 

IJ. e p e N min min 

D i~-~. F = ma.x • p 0 N min 

(3.14) 

For example, if the visible sample area F is 10 cm 2
, and 

the sample material is a homogeneaus mixture of 50 % uo 2 powder 

with 0.7 % 235u enrichment and 50 % uo 2 powder with 4 % 235 u 

enrichment resulting in a mean enrichment of 2.35 %, then the 

minimum nurober of particles N . in the volume v50 is given by mJ.n 
eq. 3. 13: 

N . = 493 000, m1n 

and the particle size D should not exceed max 

D = 375 ~-t.m max 
-3 

for a uo2 density of 0.7 g•cm and 

-3 
for a uo2 density of 2.5 g•cm D = 275 ~-t.m max 

in order to keep the assay error below 0.1 %relative. 

In a similar way we get an estimate of the minimum number 

of particles in case of a non-uniform sample matrix composition: 

1 1 1 1 

1f1 - ß ~ 
- ß 

106 N = • • (3.15) 
min 1 1 

ß ß 

w~e;r::e ßT, ß
2 

a.nd ß a.re t~e ma.trix attenuation factors of the 

two types of sample matrix materials and of their grand sample 

mean value, respectively. The maximum tolerable particle dia

meter is then given in eq. 3.14. 
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For example, in a mixture of 50 % u
3
o

8 
powder and 50 % uo

2 
powder With equal enrichment and equal density the particle dia

meter should be less than D 
max 

D = 1.8 cm for a sample density of 1 -3 
and max g•cm 

D = 1 • 3 cm for a sample density of 2.5 -3 
max g•cm 

assuming again a visible sample area of 10 cm2
• 

This example demonstrates that the particle size in uni

form uo 2/u3o8 mixtures is not a critical parameter for 235u en

richment measurements. However, care must be taken for possible 

powder Segregation as discussed in the previous section. 

Surnrnarizing the content of this section we can state that 

even a carefully homogenized sample material will not guarantee 

an accurate assay result, if the sarnple material is a mixture of 

coarse-grained particles with different 
235u enrichment. This ex

cludes, in particular, the application of gamma-spectrometric 
235u enrichrnent assays to sarnples cornposed of large particles 

(e.g. pellets) with significantly different 235u enrichments, 

except when a very large nurober of particles (large cornpared to 

Nrnin) is viewed by the garnrna detector in a "far-distance geome

try". 

By contrast, an assernbly of pellets with equal enrichrnent 

and rnatrix cornposition can be considered as uniform with respect 

to garnrna-spectrornetric 235u enrichrnent assays, if the pellets 

are properly arranged to provide "quasi-infinite" sarnple thick

ness. This rnay be achieved by using a large nurober of pellets 

randornly filled into a sarnple container, or by arranging the 

pellets as a layer of densely packed iterns. Note, that two or 

rnore of such layers rnust be stacked to guarantee infinite thick

ness for any viewing angle, and to avoid open channels between 

the pellets. Then the enrichment assay result for the pellet 

assernbly is expected to be identical to that obtained frorn pow-

der material having same enrichrnent and rnatrix cornposition. 
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When the uniformity requirements are met for a sample un

der assay, then the rneasured enrichment value is considered as 

representative for the whole sample volume. Any corrections 

that have tobe applied to the assay result, as, e.g., the ma

trix attenuation correction, then refer to the grand sample 

mean values of the respective sample parameters. 

3.3 Sample matrix composition 

All elements other than uranium present in the sample ma

terial are considered here as matrix material. Obviously, the 

attenuation of photons in the matrix material reduces the obser

ved 186 keV gamma-ray flux at the sample surface, and thus in

fluences the measured 235 u enrichment value. This influence is 

described by the matrix attenuation factor ß derived in Appen

dix A: 

1 
ß = (3.16) 

N
1
. • a. 

1 + L: l 

ifU NU • 0 U 

for the case that the matrix is given in terms of atom frac

tion Ni/NU' or, equivalently, 

ß = 

1 + L: 
ifU 

1 

p . • 
l 

p • u 

(3.16a) 
j.Li 

if the matrix is given as mass fraction PiiPu of uranium. 

pi/pu are the mass ratios,- Ni/Nu are the atom ratios, lli and llu 

are the mass attenuation coefficients, and ai and ou are the 

photon attenuation cross sections for matrix material i and 

uranium, respectively. The surr~ation extends over all matrix 

elements i. 

If the u 3o8 Reference Samples are used for the calibration 

of the enrichment assa.y system, then the 235 u enrichment val

ues measured from unknown samples with different matrix com-
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position need to be normalized relative to o3o
8

: 

enr = enrmeasured • CMa (3.17) 

where CMa denotes the normalization factor. This implies, of 

course, that the matrix of the samples under assay must be 

known in order to permit the necessary corrections. 

The matrix correction factor CMa has been separated into 

three terms that account for the three major contributions to 

matrix attenuation, namely 

1 • different uranium compounds and 
stoichiometry Variations, 

2. sample impurities, and 

3. moisture content: 

c = c • c • 
Ma compound impurity c ' t . mo1s ure (3.18) 

Examples of the various types of gamma-ray attenuation by 

matrix material are described in the following three sections 

in rnore detail. 

3.3.1 Oranium compounds and stoichiometry 

The matrix attenuation factor ß has been calculated for 

some typical uranium compounds. The ß values are listed in Tab

le 3.4 together with the expected change of the 186 keV gamma

ray counting rate relative to o3o8 . The corresponding uranium

compound correction factors 

c = compound 
ß(x) 

= 

8 • a0 
1 + 3 • a 

0 
N.(X)•a. 

1 + ~ l l 
N

0
(x)•a

0 
ifO 

(3.19) 

which normalize the gamma response of the sample material X to 

that of o3o8 , arealso given in the Table (notations in eq.3.19 

are the same as for eq. 3.16). The attenuation cross sections a 

are are taken from Tab. C1 in Appendix c. 
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Note: Since the values of the correction factors given in Tab. 3.4 

are based on atomic cross sections with stated errors in the order 

of 5 %, it is recommended to verify experimentally the correction 

terms, particularly, if materials other than uranium oxides are 

measured. 

Table 3.4 Matrix attenuation factors, matrix correction factors, 

and relative change of the 186 keV gamma-ray counting 

ra,te for some uranium compounds 

(u 3o8 used as reference) 

Uranium 
compound 

U metal 

uo 2 

U308 

UF4 

UF
6 

Matrix attenuation 
factor ß 

1.0000 

0.9886 

0.9849 

0.9750 

0.9630 

Uranyl nitrate 0.9098 

U0 2 (N0 3 ) 2 •6H20 

Relative change 
of 186 keV gamma 
counting rate 

+ 1. 51 % 

+ 0.38 % 

0 (reference) 

- 1.00 % 

- 2.22 % 

- 7.62 % 

Matrix correction 
factor 

c compound 

0.9849 

0.9962 

1 

1.0101 

1.0228 

1.0825 

As can be seen from the Table, different chemical sample 

composition as well as different stoichiometry of the uranium 

compound change the observed 186 keV gamma-ray counting rate, 

and thus the 235u enrichment value derived from it. Hence, both 

the type of compound and the stoichiometry must be specified 

for samples under assay in order to arrive at valid enrichment 

values. 

For example, the gamma response of the two uranium oxides 

given in the Table differs by 0.38 %, their oxygen-to-metal 

atom ratio differs by 33 %. Thus, the stoichiometry of uranium 

oxydes is to be known with an accuracy of 10 % if the system

atic error of the 235u enrichment measurernent due to varying 

oxygen-to-rnetal ratios is tobe kept below 0.1 %. 
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For uranium oxydes with given oxygen-to-metal atom ratios 

r 0M = N0 /NU' normalization relative to the u3o
8 

Reference Ma

terial is achieved using the following correction: 

ccompound (rOM) = 0.985 + 0.0056 • rOM . (3.20) 

The corresponding correction for uranium fluorides reads 

Ccompound (rFM) = 0.985 + 0.0063 • rFM , (3.21) 

where rFM = NF/NU is the fluorine-to-metal atom ratio. 

3.3.2 Sample impurities 

Minor element concentrations in the sample material will 

not affect the enrichment measurement, if the relation 

L: 
ifU 

I.L • • 
l 

Pi 

Pcomp 
<< (3.22) 

holds, where p /p denotes the concentration of the minor i comp 
elernent i given as mass fraction of the uranium compound, and I.L 

are the associated mass attenuation coefficients. I.L values for 

typical impurities are given in Tab. C1 in Appendix C. The cor

responding values for some uranium compounds are listed in 

Tab# C2 in Appendix C. 

I.L values vary from 0.15 cm2 ·g- 1 for lightmatrixmaterial 
2 -1 

(atomic nurober Z < 30) to 1.5 cm •g for heavy elements. When 

comparing this with the mass absorption coefficient of about 

1.5 cm2 ·g-- 1 for uranium, we get a rough estimate for those 

cumulative i.mpurity concentrations that should be not exceeded 

for assay errors < 0,1 %: 

1 mass % of the U compound 

0.1 mass % of the U compound 

for low Z matrix material 

for heavy elements. 
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The present u3o8 RM fulfills these requirements [1]. If the 

mass fraction of impurities in a sample under assay is greater 

than the critical limits given, then their cantributian has ta 

be included in the matrix carrectian factor far highly accurate 
235u enrichment assays. The fallawing correctian factor has ta 

be applied ta the measured 235u enrichment value when the assay 

system was calibrated with the u3o8 Reference Samples: 

c. 't = 1 + 1mpur1 y 
L: 

i + u 

p. • 11-. 
l l 

Pcamp.l-tcamp' 

with same natatians as in eq. 3.22. 

(3.23) 

Far example, if the reactar fuel uo 2 is paisaned with 5 % 

Gd, with the Gd cancentratian given as mass fractian af the uran

ium axide, then the impurity carrectian factor fram eq. 3.23 is 

C . . t ( 5 % Gd ) = 1 . 0 2 4 . 1mpur1 y 

Ta arrive at measurement accuracies af 0.1 %relative far the 
235u enrichment assay, the Gd cantent af the fuel material must 

be knawn with an accuracy af 4% relative, i.e., the Gd cantent 

in this case shauld be kept within the limits (5.0 ~ 0.2) %. 

Sample impurities da have a negligible influence an the 

measured 186 keV gamma-ray caunting rate, when they accur within 

the limits specified far minar elements in LWR fuel. An example 

af specificatians far upper cancentratian limits af different 

chemical elements in a LWR fuel are given in Tab. 3.5 tagether 

with the mass attenuatian caefficients at 186 keV and the value 

(pi/pu) • I-ti· 

In the case that all elements given in the Table are pres

ent in the sample wit.h cancentratians carrespanding ta the 

given upper-level limits, the impurity carrectian factar equals 

anly ta 
c. 't (LWR upper limit) = 1.0004 1rnpur1 y 

Thus we find that all impurities tagether at the upper limit 

cancentratian will change the 235u enrichment analysis result 

by anly -0.04 % (relative) as campared ta chemically pure fuel 

material. 



Table 3.5 Example of specifications for upper concentration 

limits of impurities in LWR fuel, and mass attenua

tion coefficients for 185.7 keV gamma rays 

(see Appendix C). 

Element Upper concentration IJ..i at 185.7 keV (p./pu)·ll· 
l . l 

i level Pi I Pu 
2 -1 2 -1 [pprn] [cm • g ] [cm e g ] 

B 1 • 5 0. 116 1 . 7 4 10-7 

c 100. 0.125 1.25 10-5 

N 75. 0.125 9.38 10-6 

F 25. 0. 119 2.98 10-6 

Mg 50. 0. 124 5.95 10-6 

Al 300. 0. 122 3.66 10-5 

Si 500. 0.127 6.35 10-5 

Cl 20. 0. 12 5 2.50 10-6 

Ca 100. 0.136 1 . 36 10-5 

Ti 40. 0. 129 5. 16 10-6 

V 1 . 0.130 1.30 10-7 

Cr 500. 0. 135 6.75 10-5 

Mn 1 0 • 0. 13 7 1. 37 10-6 

Fe 500. 0.144 7.20 10-s 
Co 6. 0. 14 7 8.82 10-7 

Ni 300. 0.157 4.71 10-5 

Cu 50. 0.155 7.75 10-6 

Zn 20. 0. 161 3.22 10-6 

Cd 1 • 0.321 3.21 10-7 

In 3 • 0.336 1 • 01 10-6 

Sn 5. 0.348 1.74 10-6 

Sm,Eu,Gd,Dy 0.6 0.6 3.6 10-7 

w 50. 0.892 4.41 10-5 

Pb 20. 1 • 1 3 2.26 10-5 

Bi 2 • 1.17 2.34 10-6 

~ (pi/pu) • IJ..i = 4.63 10-4 
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3.3.3 Moisture content 

A high moisture content in a sample may contribute to sys

tematic errors, especially in cases of hygroscopic sample mate

rial like uo 2 . When the assay systemwas calibrated with the 

u 3o 8 reference samples having a very low moisture content, then 

the correction factor for unknown samples with higher water con

tent is given by the following equation 

c . . = 1 + mo1s-c.ure 

0 water 

Pcomp 

J.l.water 

1-Lcomp 
(3.24) 

where (pwater/pcomp) is the water content of the sample given 

as mass fraction of the dry sample material, and the 1-1's are 

the mass attenuation coefficients of water and sample material 

for 186 keV photcns. 

Using the values of the mass attenuation coefficients for 

water and uo 2 given in Appendix c 

0. 139 cm 2 •g 
-1 

and 1-Lwater = 

1.313 cm 2•g 
-1 

1-Luo = 
2 

we get the moisture correction factor for uo 2 which is represent

ative for most uranium compounds: 

C (UO) - 1 + 0.105 • moisture 2 -
Pwater 

Pcomp 
(3.25) 

Eq. 3.25 shows that the moisture content can reach values 

as high as 1 % of the sample material mass before affecting the 

measured 235u enrichrnent by more than 0.1 % relative. If the 

water content of a sample is higher than 1 %, a correction rnust 

be applied to the assay result, as given in eq. 3.25. 

3.4 Interfering gamma rays 

Gamma radiation from radioa.ctive nuclei other than 235U 

present in a sample is defined as interfering with the 186 keV 

radiation when its energy is so close to 186 keV, that it can

not be resolved by the gamma-ray detector. Thus, the impact of 
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interfering gamma lines becomes dependent on the energy reso

lution of the detector used. 

When using a high-resolution Ge detector, we have to ex

amine an energy window of approximately ~ 1.5 keV around the 

185.7 keV peak for interfering gamma radiation. Note, that also 

the background windows required for the determination of the 

eompton continuum below the peak are possibly subjected to inter

ference effects. 

The Situation is much worse, if a Nai detector is used. 

Typical energy windows are then from 160 keV to 210 keV for 

the peak region, and 220 keV to 280 keV for the background 

region. Both large windows are affected by interfering gamma 

rays. 

The gamma interference simulates an additional 235u enrich

ment (see eq. 2.2). The magnitude and the sign of this bias de

pend on the radiation properties of the interfering isotope, on 

its concentration in the sample, and on the selection of the 

counting windows. In order to get an estimate of the gamma inter

ference term, we assume that the detector efficiency and the 

photon attenuation in the sample material and in the sample clad

ding are not depending on the gamma-ray energy within the re

gions of interest. Then we get the following expression for the 

gamma interference eint introduced by the radioactive isotope x: 

N (t) 

eint = 100 • ~u --
P - b • B 

X X 

p235-b•B235 
(3.26) 

h . . f . 1 d 2 3 5u . h t ( . w ere eint 1s given in un1ts o s1mu ate enr1c men 1n 

atorn %) , Nx/N
0 

is the content of the interfering isotope x in 

the sarnple material given as atorn fraction of total uraniurn (all 

uranium isotopes) , P and B denote the cumulative emission 
X X 

rates (per atom) of those interfering photons whose energies 

fit into the peak window and into the background window, respec

tively. P
235 

and B235 are the corresponding emission rates for 

photons from 235u, and b is the ratio of the integrated back

ground continuum in both windows. Instead of referring to the 

units of atom fraction and emission rates per atom, one may 
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equivalently use the units of mass fraction and specific emis

sion rates (photons emitted per gram isotope) in eq. 3.26. Note 

that the content of the interfering isotope x present in the 

sample may decrease or increase as a function of the time t after 

chemical purification of the sample material, depending on the 

half-life of the particular isotope, and on the half-lives of 

its predecessors in the decay chain. 

We restriet the discussion of gamma interference effects 

in this section to highly purified uranium materials. Then only 

gamma rays originati.ng from the decay of uranium isotopes and 

their descendants in the decay chain must be considered. The 

photon energies and the specific emission rates of all relevant 

uranium isotopes within the energy region of interest are sum

marized in Appendix B of the manual. Note that in recycled ura

nium materials spurious amounts of other actinides and of fis

sion products may also contribute to the gamma interference. 

A) 238 Interference from the decay of U 

In low enriched uranium materials 238u is always present 

in large quantities. Thus, interference with gamma rays origi

nating from the decay chain of 238u must be carefully examined. 

Especially the decay product protactinium emits many gamma rays 

with energies up to 2 MeV. Protactinium grows in from the 238u 
decay after chemical purification of the uranium, and reaches 

secular equilibrium with 238u about 3 months after separation. 

In the equilibrium, the Pa activity is proportional to the 
238u 

content and thus appears constant for low enriched uranium. 

Fortunately, within the 186 keV peak region used with Ge 

detectors, only two weak gamma lines with energies of 185.95 keV 

and 184.7 keV have been identified. These photans are emitted 
234 234m . from the decay of Pa and Pa, respect1vely. The protactin-

ium content in the sample grows in after separation according 

to 

= ( 1 _ enr) 
100 (1 - exp (-0.029•t)), (3.27) 
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where enr is the 
235u enrichment in atom %, and t is the time 

after separation given in days. Assuming that the background 

window is free of interfering gamma rays, and using the values 

for the specific photon activities given in Appendix B, we ar

rive at the following estimate for the interference term eint' 

if the rneasurement is perforrned with a high-resolution Ge 

detector. 

eint(Pa) = (100- enr) • -5 (1-exp(-0.029•t) • 1•10 , 

which for low-enriched uraniurn can be approximated to 

eint (Pa) = 0.001 •. (1-exp(-0.029•t) 

(3.28) 

(3.28a) 

eint is given in units of sirnulated 235u enrichrnent (in atom %} , 

and t denotes the time after separation in days. 

Due to interfering Pa gamma rays, "aged" sample material 

exhibits a somewhat higher gamma counting rate in the energy 

window areund the 185.7 keV peak as cornpared to freshly separat

ed sample material. This results in a small positive bias eint 

for "a.ged" sarnple material. On the other hand, if the assay 

system has been calibrated using the "aged 11 Reference Material, 

then the enrichrnent value of freshly separated material is rnea

sured slightly too low. In this case the 235u enrichment assay 

result rnust be corrected according to 

enrtrue = enrcalib + 0.001 • exp(-0.029•t) (3.29) 

(enrichment given in atom %, time t in days after Separation). 

Note, that the protactiniurn correction given in eq. 3.29 

is small and approaches zero for "aged" uranium sample material, 

i.e., about three months after chernical separation. The correc

tion can be neglected (error < 0.1 %relative), if the 235u en

richrnent of the sample material exceeds 1 %. However, the assay 

result for freshly separated, depleted uranium material (
235u 

enrichment 0.2 % to 0.3 %) may be biased by about -0.4 % rela

tive without the correction given in eq. 3.29. 

When a Nai detector is used for enrichment measurements, 

a larger energy range has to be scanned for interfering gamma 

radiation because of the lower energy resolution of this type 
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of detector. Since many gamma lines with different energies and 

different emission rates are observed from the 238u decay in 

the energy window of interest, the value of the interference 

correction term becomes critically dependent on the selection 

of the counting windows (width and position in the gamma spec

trum), and it cannot be easily predicted. 

238 The most intense gamma line from the U decay in the 

energy range considered is observed at 258.7 keV. It originates 

from the decay of the 238u descendant 234mPa. If this line is 

included in the background window, and the widths of the peak 

window and the background window are approximately equal (b=1 

in eq. 3.26), then we expect a negative value for the inter

ference correction term eint simulating a 235u enrichment of 

about -0.003 % to -0.005 % for "aged" sample material. Thus, a 

negative correction corresponding to eq. 3.29 must be applied 

to freshly separated sample material if t.he assay systern has 

been calibrated with the "aged" reference material. 

Note, that the gamma interference effect will vanish, if 

the numerator in eq. 3.26 becomes zero. Under certain condi

tions that depend on the gamma spectrum of the respective in

terfering isotope, this can be achieved by a proper selection 

of the counting windows (width and position) . Details of such 

a procedure are not given here. A first approach to this type 

of window setting may be obtained from eq. 3.26 using the 

gamma ray energies and the specific gamma activities of uranium 

isotopes and their descendants tabulated in Appendix B of the 

manual. Some further aspects relevant to the selection of the 

counting windows will be discussed in Section 5.3. 

B) 
237 

Interference from the decay of U 

237 
The by far most i.ntense gamma line observed from the U 

decay has the energy of 208 keV, which is relatively close to 

186 keV for low resolution detectors. Due to the short half

life of 237u (6.75 d), its gamma activity pergram isotope is 

very high, about 10 10 times higher than that of 235u. There

fore even spurious amounts of 237u (that is always present in 
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freshly separated recyc1ed uranium material) will falsify the 
235

u enrichment assay.result obtained with a Nai detector. 

In contrast to this, interference effects from 237u are 

not expected when a Ge detector is used, and the background 

Windows are properly selected. 

237 
U decays rapidly. A few weeks after Separation its ac-

tivity has fallen below a measurable level, provided its pre

decessor 241 Pu has been removed properly during the separation 

process. The remaining gamma activity from the 237 u descendants 
237

Np and 233 Pa can be neglected for measurements with both 

·types of gamma detectors 1 Nai as well as Ge detectors. 

C) Interference from the decay of 236 u and 234 u 

No gamma interference is expected form these isotopes for 

both types of gamma detectors. 

D) Interference from the decay of 233 u 
----------------~------------------

A multi-line gamma-spectrum is emitted from 233 u and its 

descendants. Four photons with energies areund 186 keV are re

ported [12] originating from the decay of 233 u and its des

cendant 225Ac. Due to the long half-life (1.6 10 5 y) of 
233

u 

the total gamma activity is relatively low. Therefore, gamma 

interference effects can be neglected (assay errors < 0.1 % re

lative) at concentration levels of 

233u 
- < 0.005 
235u 

233u 
- < 0.0005 
235u 

for Ge detectors, and 

for Nai detectors. 

The concentration limits have been derived from eq. 3.26 using 

the specific gamma activities of 
235

u and its descendants given 

in Appendix B. The 233 u content of the Reference Samples has 

been deterrnined [1] tobe below the detection limit of 5•10-
5

. 
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232 
Inte~terence f~om the decay of u 

The total gamma activity frorn the decay of 232u and its 

descendants grows in after separation and reaches a flat rnaxi

rnurn about ten years after separation. 

No garnrna interference is expected for high-resolution Ge 

detectors, if the 232u content is below a concentration lirnit 

of about 

< 0.001, 

and if the background windows are properly selected. 

Extreme care rnust be taken when a Nai detector is used for 

the 235u enrichment assay, because several strong garnrna lines 

are ernitted frorn 232u ~escendants with energies falling into 

the background window norrnally used with Nai detectors. The 

rnost intense of these lines originates frorn the 232u descend

ant 212 Pb and has the energy 238.6 keV. If this garnrna line is 

included in the background window, and if assay errors cornpar

able to the interference due to the 238u decay are to be 

avoided, then the 232u concentration rnust be kept below a 

very low lirnit: 

< 1.5 • 10- 10 ! ! ! 

It has been dernonstrated (see Certification Report [1]) that 

this condition is not fulfilled for the depleted Reference Sam

ple and, possibly, for the 4.5 % enriched Reference Sarnple. 

Thus, a bias effect due to the interference frorn the 
232u decay 

is expected which is of the order of about 0.5 % and 0.1 % re

lative for the respective sarnples, when the rneasurernents are per

forrned with a Nai detector. It is therefore recornrnended in this 

case to use a background window that does not contain the 238 keV 

peak. However, the problern rernains if unknown sarnples are rnea

sured having a higher 232u content than the Reference Sarnples. 

Surnrning up the content of this section it rnay be said 

that interfering garnrna radiations frorn uranium isotopes other 
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than 
235u may affect significantly the gamma-spectroscopic 235u 

enrichment determination. The interference will not only disturb 

the gamrna counting rate in the selected 186 keV energy window, 

but will also make it difficult to find a suitable energy region 

for the determination of the background continuum below the 

peak, in particular when Nai detectors are used. 

Considering the target accuracy of a few tenths of a per-

t . 235 . h t h ld k . . d h cen 1n U enr1c men assays, one s ou eep 1n m1n t at 

then the peak ratios of interfering gamma rays relative to the 

186 keV peak must also not exceed a value of about 0.001 within 

the selected counting windows. In routine measurements using 

relatively short counting times, such small gamma peaks are often 

hidden within the counting statistics, and are not recognized 

by the user. Therefore, when setting up a 235u enrichment assay 

system, a careful selection of the counting windows is necessa

ry to keep the impact of interfering gamma radiation on the assay 

result as small as possible. This applies to both types of gamma 

detectors; Nai as well as Ge. 

Reliable assay results cannot be obtained with Nai detec

tors, if the sample material contains 237u or 
232 u. Therefore, 

it is strongly recommended to use Nai detectors only if it can 

be assured that the uranium material is really virgin, other

wise the presence of recycled uranium in the sample material 

can lead to severe measurement errors. 
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4. INFLUENCE OF COUNTING GEOMETRY AND SAMPLE CONTAINER 

In the previous chapter we have discussed the properties of 

the sample material (sample size, sample composition) which will 

affect the gamma-spectrometric 235u enrichment assay. This chap

ter provides information on the influence of those measurement 

parameters that are not related to the sample material itself. 

It comprises effects introduced by the geometrical arrangement 

of the counting set-up, and by the gamma attenuation within the 

sample container wall. 

4.1 Collimator-detector geometry 

The rnaximum 186 keV gamma counting rate which can be ob

served in a measurement set-up is determined by the geometrical 

elements, that define the solid viewing angle for the garnma radi

ation. These elements are the collimator-entrance area, the col

limator-exit area, and, in some cases, the active area of the 

gamma detector. Fig. 4.1 shows some typical collimator-detec-

tor arrangements with varying detector diameters. A cylindrical 

form and a common axis are assumed here for both the detector 

and the collimator. The respective viewing angles are indicated 

in Fig. 4.1 by dashed areas. 

It can be seen from the figure that variations of the colli

mator-detector distance in cases a), b) and c) do influence the 

solid viewing angle and, thus, the measured gamma counting rate, 

whereas in case d) the gamma response of the counting system is 

unaffected by small variations of the distance collimator-to

detector. 

In previous discussions of the "quasi-infinite" sarnple size 

and of the expected 186 keV gamma counting rates we have always 

assumed that the active area of the gamrna detector is signifi

cantly larger than the cross section of the collimator, as illus

trated in case d) of Fig. 4.1. The use of smaller detectors 

raises some questions that are of particular interest for 
235u 

enrichment assays: 
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a) b) 

c) d) 

Fig. 4.1 Collimator-detector geometries. 

1. Are the "quasi-infiniten sample sizes recommended in 

Section 3.1.5 valid for all types of collimator-detec

tor geometries considered here? 

2. What is the expected 186 keV gamma counting rate in the 

various cases? 

3. To what extent are the assay results affected by small 

Variations of the distance between collimator and 

detector? 

The first question can be easily answered from simple geo

metrical considerations. It can be deduced from Fig. 4.1 that the 

solid angle, through which the sample material is seen from the 

detector, decreases with decreasing detector size and with in

creasing distance between collimator and detector. Along with 
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the viewing angle also the sample diameter will decrease that 

is required to provide the "quasi-infinite" sample condition. 

Therefore, if this condition is fulfilled for a particular sam

ple and a particular collimator using a large-area detector 

(as referred to in Section 3.1 of the manual), then it is also 

satisfied for any smaller detector and any distance between 

the detector and the collimator exit plane. 

Estimates of the expected 186 keV gamma counting rate and 

of the associated counting time required for a particular count

ing precision will be useful for the design of a new counting 

set-up. Note that the approx-imate counting times given in Fig. 

3.7 refer to large-area detectors only. The counting rates ob

tainable from smaller detectors can be estimated form an "effec

tive" counting geometry as indicated in Fig. 4.1. The four typic

al collimator-detector geometries depicted in the figure are cha

racterized by the following relative sizes of the collimator dia

meter Dc and the detector diameter DDet~ 

a) DDet<Dc. In this case the viewing angle is determined by 

the collimator entrance area and by the cross section of 

the active volume of the detector. This geometry corresponds 

approximately to a conical collimator with diameters DC and 

DDet for the collimator entrance area and the collimator exit 

area, respectively. The effective collimator height Heff is 

approximated by the distance between collimator entrance 

plane and the half-thickness plane of the detector. Esti

mates of the maximum observable 186 keV gamma counting rate 

may be obtained from eq. A23 in Appendix A for conical 

collimators. 

b) DDet ~ DC. This counting arrangement forms a counting geo

metry which is approximately equivalent to a cylindrical col

limator with a diameter D and with an effective collimator c 
height Heff' corresponding to the distance between collimator 

entrance plane and the half-thickness plane of the detector. 

Eq. A22 in Appendix A describes the geometrical efficiency 

in this case. 

c) DDet>Dc. In this case an estimate of the maximum observ

able 186 keV gamma counting rate is obtained from eq. A22 

in Appendix A for a cylindrical collimator using the colli-
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rnator diarneter Dc and an effective collirnator height Heff 

that extends frorn the collirnator entrance plane to a level 

in between the collirnator exit plane and the half-thickness 

plane of the detector as indicated in Fig. 4.1c. 

d) DDet>>Dc. In this case the geornetrical efficiency is solely 

deterrnined by the collirnator dirnensions DC and He. It is ex

actly described by eq. A22 in Appendix A. 

Note that the values of the rnaxirnurn Observable 186 keV garruua 

counting rate obtained from eqs. J\2 2 and A2 3 do not account for 

the intrinsic efficiency of the garnrna detector. Calculations of 

the detector efficiency are quite laborious and not very accurate. 

In order to get a rough estirnate of the really observable 186 keV 

peak counting rate, one rnay use values of about 40 % to 60 % for 

the intrinsic peak efficiency of the detector at 186 keV, which 

represent an acceptable approxirnation for the rnost cornrnonly used 

Ge detectors having an active layer of about 2 crn thickness. 

Effects of the collirnator-detector geornetry on the 186 keV 

garnrna counting rate are illustrated in Fig. 4.2 for two typical 

collirnators assurning cylinder geornetry with a cornrnon syrnrnetry 

axis for both the collirnator and the detector. The graphs are 

given as a function of the ratio detector diarneter/collirnator 

diarneter. The upper part of the figure shows the fraction of garnrna 

rays reaching the detector as cornpared to the total nurnber of 

photons penetrating the collirnator. The "geornet.rical counting ef

ficiency" defined in this way increases frorn about 0 % for ex

trernely srnall detectors to 100 % for la.rge-area detectors. The 

curves are displayed for 0 crn, 0.5 crn and 1 crn distance between 

collirnator exit plane and detector surface. 

Considerable systernatic errors can be introduced to the en

richrnent assays by variations of the collirnator-detector dis

tance between rneasurernents due to an unstable rnounting of the 

collirnator. The lower part of Fig. 4.2 shows those variations of 

the collirnator-detector distance which cause a change of 0.1 % 

in the garnrna counting rate. It dernonstrates a very high sensi

tivity of the counting set~up to variations of the detector

collirnator distance, if the detector area is srnaller than the 
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collimator area. A change by only 20 ~m will affect the assay 

result by 0.1 %. This extreme sensitivity decreases only slowly 

with increasing detector diameter for realistic collimator

detector distances (see Fig. 4.2). Therefore, precautions must 

be taken to keep the distance between detector and collimator 

rigidly fixed during the measurements. 

In order to reduce the influence of distance variations bet

ween detector and collimator upon the assay result, it is re

commended 

1. either to use only collimat.ors with diameters being sig

nificantly smaller than the diameter of the active area 

of the gamma detector as shown in case d) of Fig. 4.1, or 

2. to fix the collimator rigidly to the detector cap. 

(Caution! Do not darnage the detector cap or the vacuum 

flange of the detector!). 

4.2 Photon attenuation in the sample container wall 

Gamma-spectrometric 235u enrichment assays have the inherent 

advantage that the enrichment can be measured non-destructively 

through the wall of a sample container. However, the gamma-ray 

attenuation within the container wall has to be corrected for. 

This requires strict specifications and control of the container 

wall thickness and of the container material as well. This sec

tion gives tolerance values for the variation of the container 

wall thickness, and describes the necessary attenuation correc

tions. 

The attenuation of photons in an absorbing layer with a 

thickness d is usually expressed by the relation 

-;\•d 
A = e abs 

( 4 • 1 ) 

where :\ denotes the linear attenuation coefficient of the layer 

ma.terial. However, eq. 4.1 describes in a strict sense only the 

attenuation of gamma rays penetrating the layer perpendicular to 
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its surface, so that this approach is valid only in case of ex

tremely narrow collimators. 

For realistic collimators one has to consider that the ef

fective pass length of the photons through the container wall 

(and thus the attenuation) increases with increasing inclination 

angle between the direction of the photon and the axis perpen

dicular to the wall surface (see Fig. 4.3). 

Fig. 4.3 

Path length of gamma rays 

through an absorbing layer 

This effect causes the effective photon attenuation to become de

pendent on the angular distribution of the gamrna source (here a 

cosine distribution) and on the angular acceptance of the colli

rnator-detector geornetry. Moreover, also the intrinsic peak ef

ficiency of the garnrna detector depends in rnost cases on the in

cidence angle and on the incidence position of the incorning garnrna 

ray at the detector surface. 

Therefore, for highly accurate attenuation corrections one 

has to take into account the type and thickness of the container 

wall, the collirnator geornetry, and the type and the geornetry of 

the garnrna detector as well. It is expected that the effective 

photon attenuation is higher for wide collirnators than for 

narrow ones, that it is higher for large-area detectors than for 

srnall detectors, and that it is higher for thin detectors than 

for thick ones. Sorne rnore details are given in Appendix A. In 

this section we first discuss the particular case, in which the 

photon attenuation in the container wall is cornparable to that 

of the Reference Sarnples, and in which a cylindrical collirnator 

and a large-area detector is used. Then, an exarnple of an ex

perimental procedure is given which is generally applicable to 

attenuation corrections. 
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Fig. 4.4 shows the calculated tolerance limits for varia

tions of the bottarn thickness of a standard aluminium container 

that correspond to a change of the gamma response by 0.1 %. The 

tolerance limits are displayed as a function of the collimator 

geometry given by the ratio collimator diameter/collimator 

height assuming a thick large-area detector. 
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aluminium container wall 

thickness as a function 

of the collimator geome

try for errors < 0.1 %. 

It can be seen from Fig. 4.4 that for most collimators the 

wall thickness of aluminium containers must be known with an ac

curacy of about 0.02 mm in order to keep the assay error below 

0. '] %. 

Table 4.1 shows approximate tolerance values for variations 

of the container wall thickness and linear attenuation coeffi

cients for some typical sample container materials, assuming a 

maximurn effect of 0.1 % on the measured 186 keV gamrna response. 

Table 4. 1 

Container 
material 

Polyethylene 

Aluminium 

Steel 

Linear attenuation coefficients and tolerances of the 

wall thickness for typical sample container 

materials. 

Linear attenuation 
coefficient at 186 keV 

0.14 

0.34 

1 0 28 

- '1 cm 
-1 

cm 
-1 

cm 

Tolerance for 
container wall 

thickness 

0.05 mm 

0.02 mrn 

0.005 mm 
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These very tight tolerance limits necessitate a careful 

determination of the container wall thickness of unknown samples. 

The bottom thickness of the set of Reference Samples and of the 

empty reference can is specified within the given tolerance 

limits. 

The wall thickness of an unknown container can be measured 

with the required degree of accuracy using a high-precision ultra

sonie thickness gauge. Thickness measurements should be performed 

at several positions on the container surface, which is seen by 

the gamma-ray detector. If the wall thickness is found to be uni

form within a few units of the tolerance limits given in Tab. 4.1, 

its mean value should be used for the gamma attenuation correction. 

Non-uniformities of the wall thickness far outside these limits 

will imply complicated correction calculations. Small scratches 

on the container surface, however, will not affect the accuracy 

of an enrichment measurement, if their cumulative volume can be 

considered as very small compared to the total volume of the con

tainer wall viewed by the gamma detector. 

When only aluminium containers are used for the enrichment 

assays, and when the difference between the wall thickness dref 

of the Reference Samples and the mean wall thickness d of the 

unknown sample exceeds the tolerance limits defined above, then 

an attenuation correction is required. Eq. 4.2 gives the cor

rection factor CWA that has to be applied to the 
235u enrichment 

value obtained from a measurement in a counting set-up calibrated 

with the Reference Samples: 

( 4 • 2) 

~Al is the linear attenuation coefficient of aluminium at 186 keV 

(see Table 4.1), d and d f are the wall thicknesses of the un
re 

known sample and of the Reference Samples, respectively, and 

DK b is a correction function that accourits for the effective 
a s 

difference of the photon path lengths in the two sample container 

walls. DK b is given in Fig. 4.5 for two types of large-area 
a s 

detectors as a function of the collimator geometry. Note that 
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the correction function CWa is norrnalized to the reference con

tainers, i.e., CWa = 1 for the Reference Sarnples. 
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The relative error of the attenuation correction CWa is 

derived frorn the relative errors ßDKabs/DKabs and ßAAl/AAl' and 

from the error ßd of the wall thickness deterrnination of the un

known sarnple 

The uncertainty in the wall thickness of the Reference Sarnples is 

neglected here. Note that for large corrections the error terrn 

given in eq. 4.3 is dorninated by the stated uncertainty [9] of 

+ 2 % to + 5 % for the linear attenuation coefficient AAl" 
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Therefore, it is recommended to restriet the application of 

Eq. 4.2 to small variations of the container wall thickness, 

e.g., 1.5 rnrn to 2.5 mm for aluminium cans, in order to avoid 

systematic errors greater than 0.1 %. In this case the error of 

the attenuation correction is approximately given by 

= ( 4 • 3a) 

If the garnrna attenuation in the Container wall is signifi

cantly different from the value found for the 2 mm aluminium 

bottom of the Reference Samples, then the attenuation correction 

should be determined experirnentally by transrnission measurements 

using appropriate layers of material which is representative for 

the material of the sample containers to be assayed. Care must 

be taken to provide the "infinite-sample" geometry in any case. 

If this condition cannot be met for the Reference Samples (e.g., 

when using thick absorbers), one may utilize a suitable bulk 

quantity of 235u bearing material in a thin-walled container 

(e.g., in a plastic bag) as a garnrna source, that provides the 

"infinite-sample" condition. The use .of conventional point gamma 

sources may lead to erroneous results due to their different an

gular radiation characteristics (isotope radiation versus cosine 

radiation!). 

To give an exarnple for an experimental determination of the 

attenuation correction in case of a thick container wall: we as

sume a counting set-up for which the "infinite-sample" condition 

for the Reference Samples is violated when a thick absorber is 

inserted between collimator and Reference Sample. In this case 

the "bulk gamma source" mentioned above may serve as a suitable 

radiation source. The transmission rneasurements are performed by 

placing appropriate layers of container material between this 

garnrna source and the collimator, and by determining the corres-. 
ponding 186 keV net peak counting rates N from the measured spec

tra (see Section 5.3). If the thickness of the container wall 

for the samples to be assayed is expected to range from d
1 

to 

d , then the measurements should be performed using three differ
u 

ent layers: 
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1 • A 2.00 mm thick aluminium layer. This measurement is re-

quired to norrnalize for the gamma attenuation within the 

bottom of the reference cans. N1 denotes the 186 keV gamma 

counting rate observed from this measurement. 

2. A layer of container material whose thickness d
1 

represents 

the lower limit of the expected wall thickness of the sam-. 
ples under assay. The observed 186 keV counting rate is N2. 

3. A layer of container material whose thickness d corresponds 
u 

to the upper limit of the expected wall thickness of the 

samples under assay, or a layer in addition to d
1 

whose 

thickness corresponds to the range of expected wall thickness 

variations. The observed 186 keV gamma counting rate is now 

N3. 

When the assay system has been calibrated using the Refer

ence Samples, then eq. 4.5 gives the attenuation correction re

quired for a sample container made of material X with a wall 

thickness d, varying within the range d 1 ~ d ~ du 

N1 DA. • cwa (d) = -.- • e 
N2 

where DA. is obtained from measurements 2 and 3: 

DA. = ln N2 - ln N3 
du - dl 

( 4 • 5) 

( 4 • 6) 

The experimentally determined value DA. is only valid for 

this particular counting geometry, for this particular container 

material, and for this particular range of the wall thickness. 

DA. corresponds to 

= A. • DK abs 

given for the standard aluminium cans in eq. 4.2. 

It is recommended to devote great care on these measurements, 

because the errors propagate to all following enrichment assays. 

The uncertainty of the attenuation correction is derived from 
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the relative errors 6N/N of the measured counting rates, and 

from the uncertainty 6d of the wall thickness measurements: 

( 4 • 7) 

4.3 Containerwall deformation and sample positioning 

The considerations given in this Section 4.3 arenot intend

ed to serve as a basis for quantitative corrections. They only de

scribe the order of magnitude to which variations in the posi

tioning of the samples, and deformations of the container wall 

can be tolerated without introducing a significant loss of assay 

accuracy. Note that for "quasi-infinite" samples the spatial dis

tribution of the sample material will not affect the assay re

sult, so that the effects considered here are exclusively caused 

by the different gamma attenuation within the container wall. 

The tolerance values for Variations the container wall thick

ness given in Tab. 4.1 can be used to arrive at a rough esti-

mate of the maximum tolerable inclination angle between container 

wall and collimator surface with reference to a systematic error 

< 0.1 %. 

If the container wall is inclined by an angle relative to 

the collimator surface, then the effective wall thickness to be 

penetrated by the 186 keV gamma rays in forward direction in

creases from d to d + 6d (see Fig. 4.6). 
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a) b) 

Fig. 4.6 Container inclination relative to the collimator 

surface. 

Thus, using the tolerance value 6d of the wall thickness varia-. max 
tions described in the previous section, the following estimate 

holds: 

e = arc cos max 
d 

(d+6d 
max 

( 4 • 8) 

From this relation we get the approximate inclination angle that 

can be tolerated for a container with a 2 mm thick aluminium wall 

(at the level of 0.1 %relative error): 

e rv 5° 
max rv ' 

provided the "infinite-sample" geometry of the counting set-up is 

not violated by inclining the container. 

From the tolerance value for the container inclination we get, 

in turn, a simple estimate of the maximum tolerable deformation 

of the container bottom, as shown in Fig. 4.6 for a container of 

7 cm diameter and a container wall of 2 mm aluminium. The toler

able bottarn deformation f at the 0.1 % error level becomes in max 
this case: 

f rv 3 mm. max rv 

This estimate holds for both convex and concave deformations. 
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Fig. 4. 7 

Maximum tolerable deformation 

of a 2 mm thick aluminium con

tainer bo·ttom. 

A Variation of the distance between container and collima

tor (sample lifting), as well as a shift of the container par

allel t.o the collimator surface will nöt influence the observed 

186 keV counting rate provided the ''infinite-sample" geometry 

of the counting arrangement is preserved in any case, and the 

thickness of the container wall is uniform in the regions view

ed by the gamma detector. 

Althoug·h careful sample positioning is not required for very 

large samples, this aspect becomes very important when minimum 

"infinite-thickness" samples or maximum collimator geometries are 

used for enrichment measurements (as discussed in Chapter 3). In 

order to assure a proper sample centering with respect to the 

collimator axis in those cases, it is useful to insert the sarn

ples to be assayed into a guide ring which is fixed at the colli

mator surface and which fits closely to the sample diameter, as 

shown in Fig. 4.8. 

collimator 

guide 

ring 

F ig. 4. 8 

Guide ring for sample 

positioning. 
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5. COUNTING EQUIPMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS 

This chapter describes in a short form the hardware compo

nents required for enrichment assays, and possible errors aris

ing from this part of the measurement. It is assumed that the 

reader is familiar with the fundamentals of gamma-ray spectrome

try regarding the electronic equipment and the techniques for 

data evaluation techniques. Informat.ions on this subject may be 

found in many review articles, e.g., in ~eferences [5], [13), [14). 

A short summary of equipment specifications is given in Sec

tion· 5.1 of this chapter. It may assist the user in selecting 

the hardware components required for the enrichment-assay sys

tem. In Section 5.2 the errors are discussed that are caused by 

system dead time and pulse pile-up effects, and possible count

ermeasures are described. Without claim for completeness, Sec

tions 5.3 and 5.4 give some examples of techniques for net peak 

area evaluation and calibration procedures. 

5.1 Basic counting equipment 

Two examples of a counting equipment suitable for enrich

ment measurements are given in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. Fig. 5.1 shows 

the minimum configuration, as realized in some cornrnercially avall

able assay systems. Fig. 5.2 displays an equipment that is close 

to the optimum choice for high-accuracy garnma spectrometry. The 

u~er may select his own equipment in between these two extreme 

examples according to his needs. 

Some criteria for the selection of the various hardware com

ponents are summarized here in a condensed form: 

Background radiation shielding 

Necessary. A shielding of a least 2-3 cm lead around the 

detector is recommended. Radiation shielding is particularly 

important for in-plant measurements at high ambient gamma

radiation levels. 

Cadmium filter 

Optional. A 0.5- 1.5 mm thick cadmium sheet between 
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(optional) 
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~ 
~ 

~Collimator 

Background 
radiation 
shielding Na!-detector 

'--------.------~Boo~ AMPLIFIER 
DATA 
EVALUATION 
DISPLAY 

Fig. 5.1 Minimum equipment required for gamma-spectrometric 

F ig. 5. 2 

235u . h t enr1c men assays 

Ge - detector 

Optimum equipment for high-resolution gamma-ray 

spectrometry 
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sample and detector serves as absorber for low-energy 

gamma rays < 1·00 keV without significantly affecting 

the 186 keV photons. The cadmium filter is used to 

reduce the total detector counting rate and the asso

ciated errors (dead time, pile-up). Note: Both the 

calibration measurements and the assays of unknowns 

should be perforrned using the same cadmium filter. The 

correction factor for bottom-thickness Variations dis

cussed in Section 4.1 requires a slight modification 

when a cadmium filter is used (see Appendix A3). 

Collimator 

The diameter and the height of the collimator must be 

selected according to size and material density of the 

samples under assay (see Chapter 3). 

Caution: The collimator position with respect of the de

tector must be invariably fixed (see Section 4.3). 

Detector (Nai, Ge) 

High resolution Ge detectors are recornrnended for highly 

accurate measurements. Nai detectors should not be used, 

if the sample material is suspected to contain recycled 

uranium. Q~~§2~2~-~~§~~ If possible, the active area of 

the detector should be larger than the collimator cross 

section. 

Q§~~2~2~_ih!2~~§~~l The optimum detector thickness is 

to be selected for high photon efficiency at 186 keV 

and low compton background from high-energy gamrna rays. 

Rough estimate of optimum detector thickness: 2-3 cm 

(lower value for Nai detectors - higher value for Ge 

detectors) . 

Preamplifier for Ge detectors 

Caution: Pulsed feedback preamplifiers contribute to 

system dead-time (see Section 5.2). 
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Stabilizer 

Necessary for Nai detectors due to instabilities of the 

photomultiplier. Possible reference peaks: Internal a-par

ticle emitter, internal optical pulser, internal gamma lines 

of the measured spectrum, or external gamma source. 

Optional for Ge detectors. Reference peaks: Internal gamma 

lines of the measured spectrum, external gamma source, or 

precision pulser. Preferably digital stabilizer in connec

tion with the ADC. 

Alternative: Software correction for long·-term insta

bilities, if the gamma spectrum is accessible by a com

puter for analysis of the peak position. 

Pile-up rejector 

Recommended in case of high counting rates, particular

ly for Ge-detector systems. The pile-up rejector re

duces counting-rate losses due to pulse pile-up. 

Alternative pile-up correction techniques are des

cribed in Section 5.2. 

Caution: Pile-up rejectors contribute to system dead

time (see Section 5.2). 

Multichannel analyzer (MCA) with spectrum display 

Recommended for Ge detectors, useful for Nai detectors. A 

MCA allows a more sophisticated evaluation of the acquired 

spectral data as compared to single-channel analyzers (SCA). 

Moreover, the display is very useful for visual checking 

of the measured gamma spectrum, and it facilitates the 

setting the counting windows. 

The FWHM of the 186 keV peak should be 6-10 channels 

minimum. Thus, the recommended conversion 9ain of the 

ADC is > 2 K channels for Ge detectors. 

Note: The user should follow strictly the advices for ad

justments of the electronic instruments given by the manufacturer. 

This concerns parameters as pole-zero cancellation, baseline 

restoration, DC-level adjustment, lower-level discriminator 

settings etc. 
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5.2 Counting losses introduced by system electronics 

Both system dead-time and pulse pile-up effects cause 

counting losses in the 186 keV gamma-ray peak. Since the gamma

spectrometric 235u enrichment assay is based on the determina

tion of the 186 keV gamma counting rate, we have to consider 

the problern of counting losses in some more detail. In this sec

tion some hardware-oriented countermeasures are described that 

will help to reduce the problern of dead-time and pulse pile-up. 

Also various methods are discussed that allow to correct the 

measured 186 keV net peak counts for counting losses. 

5.2.1 Dead-tirne effects 

Counting losses due to dead-time effects are observed when 

the counting system is not ready to accept incoming gamma pulses 

while it is busy with the processing of a previous event. The-

se losses increase with increasing total detector counting rate. 

Therefore; dead-time effects must be corrected for in order to 

avoid a dependence of the measured enrichment value on the total 

detector counting rate. 

The main components of the electronic equipment that con

tribute to the system dead-time are: 

the preamplifier (only pulsed feed-back preamplifiers!), 

the pile-up rejector, and 

the ADC. 

The counting rate is defined as the nurober of events per 

unit time. To determine a counting rate, one normally registers 

the nurober of events in an event counter, and, simultaneously, 

the nurober of pulses derived from a stable high-frequency clock 

in a separate time counter (timer). Since the time distribution 

of the incoming gamma events is random in nature, the siruplest 

and most effective way to eliminate system dead-time effects is 

to switch off the running measurement timer during all time in

tervals in which the various components of the measurement 

system are not ready to accept incoming gamma pulses. 
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As shown in Fig. 5.2, this can be achieved by feeding the 

"busy" signals of all components contribu·ting to the system dead

time into an appropriate input at the MCA, that gates off the 

MCA's measurement timer in the high frequency part of its timer 

clock (use, e.g., the anti-coincidence input at the ADC). Note 

that in most cases a pulse conditioning of the busy pulses is 

necessary (time delay and/or pulse stretching) depending on in

dividual characteristics of the electronic equipment used. Re

quired inforrnation can be taken from the manuals of the respec

tive electronic components, or may be obtained from the rnanu

facturer of the instruments. 

When a complete elimination of system dead-time effects is 

not possible, we recommend to correct for these effects by nor

malizing the measured 186 keV counting rate to the counting rate 

in a reference peak as described in the following Section 5.2.2. 

Note: In most MCA's two operation modes are available: real

time counting and live-time counting. In the latter case the . 
"ADC busy•• signal is gated automatically to the systern timer. 

This eliminates dead-time effects introduced by the ADC. There

fore, it is recommended to operate the MCA always in live-time 

mode. 

5.2.2 Pulse pile-up effects 

Pulse pile-up (or random pulse summing) occurs, when the time 

interval between two or more succeeding pulses is so short that 

the pulses will partly or totally overlap, and the sum of the 

pulses is treated ~s one event by the analyzing system. This 

results in incorrect pulse heights being analyzed and register-

ed in the measurement system. Thus, pile-up events involving 186 

keV garnma pulses reduce the counting rate within the 186 keV peak, 

and consequently falsify the measured 
235u enrichment value. 

The distribution of the length of time intervals between suc

cessive events in random processes is described by Poisson 

statistics. According to this distribution the probability of 

observing a random coincidence of pulses within the finite pulse-
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pair resolving time T of the system is given by 

-2•T•N, 
P . 1 = 1 - e p1 e-up 

( 5 . 1 ) 

where N is the total detector counting rate. P gives the frac

tional loss cf counting rate in the 186 keV peak as a function of 

the pulse-pair resol vin,g time ancl of the t.otal detector counting 

rate. In a first order approximation, P will linearly increase 

with increasing total detector counting rate N: 

( 5. 2) 

In typical counting arrangements with solid state detec-

tors using Gaussian shaped pulses, the pulse-pair resolving time T 

corresponds approxirnately to the pulse peaking time. This peaking 

time is typically by a factor of 2 to 2.5 larger than the shaping 

time selected at the main amplifier. As a rough estimate, we ex

pect from eq. 5.2 that at a shaping time of 2 ~s (corresponding 

to T = 2•2.5 ~s = 5 ~s) the peak counting rate will decrease by 

approximately 1 %, if the total detector counting rate is in

creased by 1000 counts/s. Counting rate differences of this order 

of magnitude may occur, e.g., if freshly separated and aged sam

ple materials are measured. 

Note: The effective pulse-pair resolving time relevant for 

pile-up effects with 186 keV gamma pulses depends critically on 

details of the shape of the main-amplifier pulse, and on the 

discrimination power of the ADC for double pulses. The latter, 

in turn, is influenced to some degree by the amplitude ratio 

of the summing pulses. Therefore, the effective pulse-pair re

solving time is not an invariable instrument's constant, but 

depends slightly on the form of the measured gamma spectrum, 

and on the position of the photo peak of interest in the 

spectrum. 

There are several possibilities to correct for pile-up 

effects in actual measurements: 

1. Use of a pile-up rejector 

A pile-up rejector supervises the incoming pulse train and 

rejects a pulse whenever it detects more than one event in a 
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pre-selectable time interval. Because the rejector norrnally uses 

the fast preamplifier pulses as input, it exhibits a much smaller 

pulse-pair resolving time (typically 500 ns) than the ADC. There

fore, when a pile-up rejector is integrated into the analog pulse 

processing chain, and its busy signal is properly gated to the 

system timer (see Fig. 5.2), the pulse pile-up effects in the mea

surement system can be reduced to a negligible level. No further 

pile-up correction is required in this case. Pile-up rejector mo

dules are commercially available. 

No·te: Due to its own finite resolving time the pile-up rejec

tor does not completely eliminate the random pulse sumrning. This 

should be observed at very high detector counting rates. It should 

be considered also that pile-up rejectors can deforrn the measured 

spectrum when they are improperly adjusted. It is therefore re

comrnended to test the Operation of the pile-up rejector prior to 

the final installation using one of the methods described below. 

2. Normalization to a reference peak 

This technique uses a reference pulse source as a counting 

rate monitor. Pile-up correction is done by normalizing the net 

peak area of th8 186 keV peak to the net peak area of the refer

ence peak. 

Note: Similar energy windows for peak- and background-inte

gration should be used for the 186 keV peak and for the reference 

peak, respectively, in order to assure a similar pile-up behaviour 

for both peaks. The reference peak can be also used for the pur

pose of spectrum stabilization. 

When selecting the reference gamma source one should take 

care that the energy of the reference line is not too far away 

from 186 keV, and that the compton background below the 186 keV 

peak is not unduely increased by the external garnrna source. The 

gamma source should be sufficiently intense to keep the error 

additionally introduced by the normalization procedure low, i.e., 

the reference peak should preferably receive more counts than the 

186 keV peak. 
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Note: A correction for the radioactive decay of the reference 

source is required, when a gamma emitter with a short half-life 

is used as a long-term stable reference. Extreme care must be 

taken to keep the source-to-detector distance fixed (see Sec

ion 4. 3) • 

Prior to the enrichment measurements the net peak counting rate 

N~ef of the reference peak is determined from the accumulated 

gamma spectrum (measurement without uranium sample). In any ac-

t 1 235u · h t b th ·h t k t' · N·meas ua enr1c men assay o t e ne pea coun 1~g rate 186 meas 
of the 186 keV peak and that of the reference peak N f are re 
evaluated. From these three counting rates the 186 keV net peak . 
counting rate N185 corrected for pile-up can be derived 

N Nmeas. C 
186 = 186 El 

( 5 • 3) 

Note, that the net peak counts N and the net peak counting rate N, 

and their respective errors, are related by 

N 
N = LT 

llN -. = 
N 

llN 
N 

where LT is the live-time of the measurement. The live-time is 

defined as the real measurement time minus the cumulative system 

dead-time. 

The pile-up correction factor CEl and its associated error 

are given by: 

LTmeas 

Nmeas 
ref 

+ 

llNmeas 2 
ref ) 

( meas 
Nref 

( 5 • 4) 

(5.4a) 

where N~ef and N~:~s are the net peak counts in the reference 

peak measured without and with an uranium sample during the 
. . o meas . 1 A o d measurement l1ve-t1mes LT and LT , respect1ve y. uNref an 

flNme~s are the associated errors introduced by the net peak area 
ref 

evaluation. 
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Suitable electronic pulsers with periodic or random trigger

ing are commercially availa.ble. Since the pulse shapes of pulser 

pulses usually differ slightly from that of real gamma pulses 

generated in the detector, the user should assure hirnself that 

the pile-up behaviour of the pulser pulses is not very different 

from that of detector pulses. Pulsers with adjustable rise- and 

fall-time are better suited in this respect. A stable pulser fre

quency and, of course, a highly stable pulse amplitude are re

quired when the pulser peak is used as a reference peak. It is re

commended to test these two parameters of a pulser for stability 

prior to its installation in the measurement system. Frequency 

instabilities of a pulser, or the use of a randomly triggered 

pulser, necessitate, in general, the determination of the actual 

mean frequency of the pulser. This can be done by counting the 

nurober of pulser pulses during the measurement time in a separate 

counter, and by recording the real measurement time. The position 

of the pulser peak in the spectrum should be not too far away from 

the 186 keV peak (e.g., at ~175 keV in case of high resolution 

spectroscopy with a Ge detector). 

Note: A small error is introduced by the fact that, unlike gamma 

pulses, pulser pulses do not sum with each other. This error is 

neglected here. In case of switched feed-back preamplifiers the 

use of a randomly triggered pulser may help to avoid possible in

terference effects between the pulser frequency and the "FET

reset" frequency. 

The pile-up correction (see eq. 5.3) and the associated relative 

error are given by: 

CEl = \) 

CEl = 

llCEl 

CEl = 

LTmeas 
• 

Nmeas 
pulser 

Ncounted 
Eulser • 

RTmeas 

llN meas 
Eulser 

N meas 
pulser 

LTmeas 

N meas ' 
pulser 

for a periodic pulser, or 

( 5. 5) 

for a randomly triggered pulser, 

and 

(5.5a) 
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V is the fixed frequency of a periodic pulser, Ncoulnted is the 
pu ser 

number of pulser events recorded during the measurement real~ 
t . meas . 

1me RT 1n a separate pulser counter. (The corresponding 

counting error is neglected here.) N melas and ßNmeals are the 
pu ser pu ser 

net peak counts in the reference peak and the associated error, 

respectively, which are obtained from the spectrum accumulated 

during the measurement live-time LTmeas. 

3. Cerreetion using total counting rate and pulse-pair re

solving time 

Pile-up effects can be also corrected for according to 

eq.5.1, provided both the pulse-pair resolving time of the count

ing system and the total detector counting rate are known. The 

effective pulse-pair resolving time T must be determined prior 

to the actual 235u enrichment assays. For that purpose, the 

186 keV net peak counting rate and the total detector counting 

rate of a representative uranium sample (e.g., of a Reference 

Sample) are measured without and with an additional external 

gamma source. 

The effective pulse-pair resolving time T is calculated from 

eq. 5. 1 : 

ln [ 

0 
LTSrc l N186 

• 
LT0 NSRC 

186 
2•T= ( 5. 6) 

Src No 
Ntotal total 
LTSrc LT0 

N~ 86 , N~~~ are the 186 keV net peak counts without and with 

exter:nal gamma source registered during the measurement 

live times LT0 and LTSRC, respectively, and 

NO NSrc are the total detector counts accumulated 
total' total 

during the measurement live-times LT0 and LTmeas. 

As a practicable approximation of the true total detector 

counting rate, the total number of events registered in the MCA 

spectrum during the measurement live-time LT may be used. 
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Note: When selecting the garnma source, care should be 

taken not to appreciably .distu~b the overall pulse height 

distribution o:f the uranium gamrna spectrurn by the external 

garnrna radiation. Furtherrnore, it is essential that the counting 

geornetry for the 186 keV gamrna rays is not changed between the 

measurernents. One possible solution to this problern is to apply 

the additional garnrna radiation through a hole drilled into the 

background garnrna shielding of the detector. 

Once the effective pulse-pair resolving time T is known, only the 

186 keV net peak counts and the total detector counting rate rnust 

b d t · d · an actual 235u · h t Th '1 e e errn1ne 1n enr1c rnen assay. e p1 e-up cor-

rection according to eq. 5.3 is then given by: 

c 
El 

Nrneas 

2 total • T • __ _:.;...;;;;;. 
LTmeas 

= e 

with sirnilar notation as in eq. 5.6. 

( 5. 7) 

An error is not given in this case because the uncertainty 

of the pile-~p correction is dorninated by the systernatic error 

introduced by the deterrnination of the effective pulse-pair re

solving time T (eq. 5.6), which is, in general, rnuch larger 

than the error due to counting statistics. The author has ob

served relative deviations of up to 20 % for the T values, de

pending on the type of the external garnma source used, on its 

position relative to the detector, and on the shape of the rnea

sured garnrna spectrurn. It is therefore recornmended to apply this 

pile-up correction technique only if both the changes of the 

total detector counting rates and the variations in the overall 

shapes of the measured gamma spectra are moderate. 

Which of the above methods for the pile-up corrections is 

preferably applied in practice has to be decided according to 

the equiprnent available to the user. It should be mentioned that 

the rnethods discussed under 1.) and 2.) in this sub-section re

quire additional hardware equipment as, e.g., pile-up rejector, 

garnrna source or electronic pulser. The technique given under 3.) 

needs only the evaluation of the total detector counting rate, 
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which may be easily obtained from the garnrna spectrum accumulated 

in the MCA. However, due to the difficulties in determining the 

effective pulse-pair resolving time, its application should be 

restricted to those cases in which the pile-up corrections are 

small. 

5.3 Net peak area determination 

The 11enrichment-meter 11 principle requires the precise deter

mination of the 186 keV garnrna counting rates from the samples 

under assay. In order to evaluate the true nurober of 186 keV 

photans from a measured gamma spectrum, one has to remove the 

background continuum below the peak, which is mainly caused by 
238 the scattering of higher-energy gamma rays from the U decay. 

A large variety of methods is available for this purpose, rang

ing from simple two-window integration up to very complex non

linear least-squares fitting procedures. The latter techniques 

are in general not required for the 235u enrichment assays be-
235 cause in most applications the major U garnrna peaks are well 

isolated in the garnrna spectrum, and no significant interference 

is expected from gamma emitters other than 235u, so that complex 

unfolding procedures of gamma multiplets are not necessary. How

ever, this argument is not true for Nai detectors, when recycled 

uranium or other garnrna contaminants are present in the sample ma

terial. The use of high-resolution Ge detectors is strongly re

commended in these cases. 

It is outside the scope of the manual to give a thorough 

discussion of the various methods of background subtraction. We 

will describe here only three cornrnonly used, simple techniques 

for the evaluation of the net-peak area and of the associated 

errors due to counting statistics. Prior to this, some general 

rules are outlined that apply to the selection of the counting 

windows. 
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5.3.1 Selection of peak- and background windows 
-----------------------------------------

The fact that we use always "quasi-infinite" sarnples in 235u 
enrichrnent measurernents exhibits an irnportant aspect that is not 

generally given for other types of garnrna sources: the "infinite

sarnple" condition is not only fulfilled for 186 keV photons, but, 

obviously, also for 235u photans with lower energies, and it is 

approxirnately satisfied for the few weak garnrna lines frorn 235u 
with energies above 186 keV. Moreover, since the "saturation" of 

the gamma activity frorn thick sarnples discussed in Section 2.2 corn

prises both the gamrna peaks and t.he continuurn due t.o inelastic 

garnrna scattering, we can expect that t.he entire gamrna spectrurn 

originating frorn 235u (not only the 186 keV peak) is proportion-

al to the 235u enrichrnent in case of infinite sarnples. It should 

be noted, however, that with decreasing photon energy the 235u 
garnrna count.ing rate becomes rnore sensitive to variations of the 

sarnple rnatrix, and of the container wall. 

As background we define that portion of the total garnrna spec

trum (peaks and continuum) which arises frorn gamma ernitters other. 

than 235u, and which is therefore not proportional to the 235u 
enrichrnent. The photans causing background originate frorn the de

cay of 238u, frorn minor uranium isotopes, frorn garnrna contarninants 

present in the sarnple, or from the arnbient background radiation. 

The arnplitude of the background spectrurn and, to sorne extent, its 

shape may vary as a function of the sarnple age, of the sarnple 

size, of t.he isotopic cornposition of the sarnple etc. In order to 

arri.ve at a "true" 235u garnma counting rate, the background por

tion rnust be removed frorn the total nurober of events registered 

in the gamma spectrurn. 

In our particular case of .thick sarnples it is, in principle, 
235 

not necessary to restriet the evaluation of the U garnrna count-

ing rate to 186 keV photons only. Any suitable energy window in 

the 235u garnma spectrurn rnay serve for the purpese of enrichrnent 

assays. However, the optirnum choice will be an energy region in 

the garnrna spectrum that provides likewise the best "signal-to-back

ground" ratio for 235u gamrna radiation and the lowest sensitivity 

to changes of secondary rneasurernent parameters. In most applica-
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tions both requirernents are rnet only for an energy window araund 
235 

the strengest U garnrna peak at 186 keV. Note, that no detailed 

peak analysis is necessary. The 186 keV peak just rnarks the energy 

window that provides the lowest counting error. In this rnodified 

sense the terrns "net peak" area and "net peak" counting rate 

should be interpreted here. 

Simple rnethods for the evaluation of the net area of the 

186 keV garnrna peak use only the gross counts measured in two or 

three selected energy windows: one window is set araund the 

186 keV peak, and one or two windows are placed outside the peak 

region in order to get an estirnate of the background portion 

within the peak window. The resulting error of the net peak area 

depends on uncertainties of the gross counts in the selected 

counting windows. 

When selecting the width and the position of the counting 

windows 1 the following criteria should be considered: 

1. Minirnization of the error due to counting statistics. 

2. Low sensitivity to electronic instabilities (gain 

shift, zero shift, change of spectral resolution). 

3. Low sensitivity to changes of the shape of the back

ground spectrurn. 

4. Minirnization of garnrna interference effects. 

Which one of these factors will have the strengest effect on 

the assay accuracy depends on the properties of the counting 

equiprnent used, and on the sarnple material under assay. Therefore, 

only sorne general rules for the selection of the width and of the 

position of the counting windows are given (the nurnbers in brack

ets refer to the afore-rnentioned objectives). 

Background windows 

The width of the selected background windows should be at 

least of the sarne size as the width of the peak window, prefer

ably larger (1). 

The position of the background windows should be clearly 

outside the peak region in the flat part of the garnrna spectrurn 

(2), but not too far away frorn the garnrna peak of interest (3). 

Special care must be observed to avoid garnma interference frorn 
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isotopes other than 
235u (4) (see Section 3.4 and Tables in 

Appendix B) . 

Note: The presence of 235u photans in the background 

window(s) will not introduce a systernatic error into the enrich

rnent assay. It only increases the random error in the determina

tion of the net peak area. In particular, when using a Nai detec

tor it may happen that no suitable background window can be found 

on the high-energy side of the 186 keV peak due to strong gamrna 

interference effects. In this case one may use a background win

dow at the low-energy side of the peak at the expense of an in

creased random error of the net peak counts. 

Peak window 

The position of the peak window in a set-up using an MCA 

should be selected in such a way that the channel contents at 

the window boundaries are approximately equal (2). For symrnetric 

peaks the window limits are then centered araund the 186 keV 

peak maximum. 

The selection of the width of the peak window is always a 

compromi.se between optimum "signal-to-background" ratio P /B ( 1) 

and low sensitivity to electronic instabilities (2). When using 

Nai detectors, possible gamma interference effects (4) must be 

also taken into account. Table 5.1 shows the tolerance lirnits for 

electronic instabilities at various window widths that rnust be ob

served to keep the impact on the assay result below 0.1 %. The 

Table also provides error factors for some typical "peak-to-back

ground" ratios P/B. The error factors describe the increase of 

the random counting error as compared to a background-free measure

ment using a wide peak window. The values given in Table 5.1 are 

derived from a simple model assuming a purely Gaussian peak form, 

a constant background, and equal width of peak- and background 

windows. 

It can be deduced from columns 5, 6 and 7 in Table 5.1 

that the best choice for the width of the peak window with re

spect to the lowest random counting error would be a width cor

responding to 1.3 to 1.8 units of FWHM. However, this window 

setting makes the assay result very sensitive to small drifts 

of the peak position and to variations of the energy resolution 

(see columns 3 and 4 in Table 5.1). We therefore recommend to 
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use a window width of about 2.5 to 3 times the FWHM for the peak. 

In case of high-resolution Ge spectra one may consider to include 
235 the 182.7 keV satellite peak from the U decay in the peak 

window. 

Note: It is a good practice to monitor the position and the 

FWHM of the 186 keV peak during the measurements in order to in

crease the reliability of the assay results. 

Table 5.1 Tolerance values for peak shifts and FWHM variations 

at the level of 0.1 % assay error, and error factors 

given for different widths of the peak window and 

different peak-to-background ratios P/B 

Widths of peak 
window in units 

of FWHM 

1 

1.5 

2 

2.5 

3 

4 

% of total 
net peak 

area 

76.16 % 

92.26 % 

98.15% 

99.68 % 

99.96 % 

99.999 % 

Tolerable peak 
shift 

(in % of FWHM) 

+ 2.4 % 

+ 3.4 % 

+ 5.5 % 

+ 11 % 

+ 23 % 

+ 68 % 

5.3.2 Background subtraction 

Tolerable va
riation of 

FWHM (%) 

+ 0.15% 
- 0.17 % 

+ 0.29 % 
- 0.33 % 

+ 0.80 % 
- 0.87 % 

+ 2. 92 % 
- 3.67 % 

+ 10,6 % 

+ 43.2 % 

Error factors 
relative to a 
background-free 
measurement 

P/B=0.1 P/B=1 P/B=10 

5.81 2.14 1.28 

5.85 2.10 1.19 

6.33 2.22 1.19 

6.95 2.39 1.21 

7.58 2.58 1.25 

8.73 2.92 1.32 

In this section three simple methods are discussed which 

model the background in the peak window from the counts registered 

in the background window(s). In centrast to the more elaborate 

peak fitting procedures, these methods do not require any know

ledge about details of the peak form. 
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a) Two-window counting 

This is the simplest method to evaluate the net peak area 

of the 186 keV peak. The "two-window" technique uses only the 

gross gamma counts registered during the measurement time LT in 

two selected energy windows, one window for the 186 keV peak, and 

one window which is representative for the background. The gross 

counts can be obtained either from two single-channel analyzers 

connected to two counters (as realized, e.g., in the SAM-2 unit), 

or by integrating the channel contents in two energy regions of 

the MCA spectrum. In order to get the true 235u signal, we have 

to subtract the background portion from the gross counts in the 

peak window. 

Fig. 5.3 

<IJ c: 
c: 
0 ..c. 
u 
~ -c 
:::I 
0 
u 

Two-window counting. 

As a model for the background part in the peak window we 

assume that the background portians in both counting windows are 

always proportional to each other (see Fig. 5.9). 

B 
p = ( 5 • 8) 

Note, that the background window needs not necessarily be located 

at the high energy side of the 186 keV peak, as given in Fig. 5.3. 
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The peak counts are then calculated from 

Nmeas = P - b • B 
r ( 5 • 9) 

where P and Br denote the gross counts in the peak- and background 

window, respectively. 

When we further simplify the model assuming a constant back

ground, then the proportionality constant b is given as the ratio 

of the widths of both counting windows (see Fig. 5.3): 

b = 
p2 - p1 + 1 

r
2 

- r
1 

+ 1 • 
(5.10) 

The standard deviation of the net peak counts is given in this 

case by 

6Nmeas = / P + b2 • Br 

with same notations as used above. 

(5.11) 

It must be stressed that the assumption of a constant back

ground is not a good model for many observed gamma spectra. There

fore, instead of using eq. 5.10, we recommend to derive the con

stant b from a calibration run using the Reference Samples. The 

constant b is then obtained along with the other fit parameters 

a and c from a least-squares fit of the gamma counting rates to 

the enrichment values enr according to : 

enr = a • (P - b • Br) + c (5.12) 

Details are given in Section 5.4. The counting rates p and B r 
are related to the gross counts p and B r by 

p B 
p B r = = LT r LT 

where LT is the measurement life time, i.e., the real measure

ment time minus the cumulative system dead-time (see Section 5.2). 

Note, that the "two-window" technique described in this 

paragraph is based on the assumption that the background por

tions in both counting windows are proportional to each other, 

or, in other words, that the shape (not the amplitude!) of the 

background spectrum within the region of interest remains in

variant for all samples under assay. This condition may be not 

fulfilled in case of streng differences with respect to 
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sample size (scattering of 1 MeV photons), 

container wall (photon attenuation), 

gamma contaminants in the sample material, and 

ambient background gamma radiation. 

The "three-window" methods discussed in the following are less 

sensitive to variations of these parameters. 

b) Three-window counting, linear background 

This procedure uses the gross counts acquired in the peak 

window and in two adjacent background windows on both sides of 

the peak (see Fig. 5.4). The gross counts are obtained either by 

using three single-channel analyzers and three counters, or by 

integrating the channel contents of the measured MCA spectrum in 

the three regions of interest. 

<V 
c 
c 
0 
.c u 

' (/) .... 
c 
:J 
0 
u 

11 12 P1 

Fig. 5.4 Linear background. 

As a model for the background in the peak window we assume 

here that the background portions within the three counting 

windows are related by a linear function 

B = e • B + f • B 
P 2 r 

i 

(5.13) 

For notations see Fig. 5.4. 
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When we approximate the background by a straight line going 

through the midpoints of the two background windows, then we can 

calculate the constants e and f from the widths and the rela

tive positions of the counting windows. Using the notation of 

F ig. 5. 4 we get 

p2 - p + 1 r1 + r2 - p - p2 1 1 e = • (5.14a) 9, - 9,1 + 1 r1 + r2 - 9,1 - ~2 2 

p2 - p + 1 p1 + p2 -· 9,1 - 9,2 
f 1 

(5.14b) = 
r2 - r + 1 r1 + r2 - 9,1 - 9,2 1 

The net counts of the 186 keV peak and the standard deviation 
are then given by 

Nmeas 

and 

= p - B 
p 

= P - e • 

/ P + e 2 • B + f~ • B 
t r 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

where P, Bp, and Br denote the gross counts in the three count

ing windows. 

Alternatively, the constants e and f can be also obtained 

from a calibration procedure using the Reference Material. The 

calibration equation that relates the enrichment values and the 

observed gross counting rates is given by 

enr = a • (P - e • B - f • Br) + c 
~ 

with similar notation as used in eq. 5.12. 

c) Smoothed step-like background 

(5.17) 

In gamma spectra obtained from thick samples one observes 

that the background at the low-energy side of a gamma peak is 

higher than the background at the high-energy side. This effect 

is mainly caused by small-angle scattering of the "peak photons" 

within the sample material. Gunnink [15] has described a method 
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that rernoves also this portion of the background frorn the garnrna 

peak so that only unscattered photons are rernaining in the net 

peak. 

a) 

b) 

<1.> 
c 
c 
0 

B 
' (j) ...... 
c 
:J 
0 
u 

<1.> 
c 
c 
0 

..c 
u 

' ~ 
c 
:J 
0 
u 

xnJ 
i-4 i-1 i 

Channel 

Figs. 5.5a and 5.5b Srnoothed step-like background 

In general, the srnall-angle scattering effect has to be taken 

into account when peak rnultiplets are to be analyzed, or when srnall 

sarnples with varying sizes are rneasured resulting in varying con

tributions to the scattering effect. Both conditions are not given 

in the particular case of enrichrnent rneasurernents: the 186 keV 

peak is norrnally well isolated in the garnrna spectrurn, and the 

quasi-inflnite sarnple size causes the height of the 11 scattering 

step 11 to be always a fixed fraction of the 11 true 11 net-peak area. 

Therefore, the removal of the scattered 235u photons frorn the 

186 keV peak is, in principle, not necessary for enrichrnent 

analyses. However, the technique for background subtraction des

cribed in this paragraph rnakes the resulting net peak area less 

sensitive to electronic shifts and less dependent on the posi-
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tion Qf .the counting windows,as can be seen frorn a cornparison 

of Figs. 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5b. 

In cantrast to the rnethods described before under a) and b) 

this technique requires the use of a MCA and of a cornputer to 

perform the necessary calculations and the channel-by channel 

background subtraction. 

As shown in Figs. 5.5a and 5.5b the underlying rnodel as

surnes in its sirnplest form that 

the background continuurn is constant, and 

any - still unknown - net counts registered in channel i 

scatter a srnall, constant fraction of its arnplitude Ni 

into any lower channel j < i, as indicated in the in

sert in Fig. 5.5a. 

The "scattering arnplitude" is adjusted in such a way that the surn 

of the scattering events plus the constant background fit to the 

background in the low-energy window (see Fig. 5~5a). The result

ing total background appears as a srnoothed step below the peak 

with a step height proportional to the integral net counts (see 

Fig. 5.5b). Since both the scattering arnplitude and the net counts 

N. are unknown, the solution of the problern is tobe obtained 
l 

frorn an iterative procedure. The iteration equation for the net 

peak counts N. is given by 
l 

N (V+ 1 ) ( .i ) . B,Q, 
= Y(i)- ,Q, -~ +l + 

2 1 

JIJ _JIJ +1 
2 1 

B 
r 

INT( (r
1 
+r~ )/2) 

) N(\J)(k) 

,Q,1 + 9,2 
k=INT ( 

2 
+1) 

for all channels i 
9,1+9,2 

= INT ( 2 . + 1 ) , . • • , INT 

) 
j 

i 

9, +9, 
INT( l 2 +1) 

2 

(5.1i3) 

r1+r2 
( 2 ) q 

Y(i) denotes the content of channel i, B.Q, and Br are the inte

grated channel contents in the background windows 

9,2 r 2 

B,Q, = ~ ~(i), Br = ~ Y(i) 
i=.t1 i=r

1 
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With window lirnits ~ 1 , ~ 2 and r 1 , r
2

, respectively (see Fig. 

5.5b). The function INT returns the integer nurober closest to 

the argurnent. 

When we use the sornewhat arbitrary starting condition 

(5.19) 

then the first iteration step delivers the solution for the 

linear background discussed under b). Usually, sufficient con

vergence of the net count values N(v) (i) is obtained after three 

to four iteration steps. 

Nrneas The net peak counts are calculated frorn the net counts 

N(rn) (i) in the peak window after rn iterations 

p2 
L: 

i=p 
1 

N (rn) (i) (5.20) 

with peak window lirnits p 1 and p 2 . Denoting the gross counts in 

the peak window by P 

p2 
P = L: Y(i) 

i=p1 

and introducing the following abbreviations 

~ = 
r1+r2-p1-p2 

~2-~1+ 1 n = 
p1+p2-~1-~2 

r 2 -r 1 +1 

we get an estirnate of the standard deviation of the net peak 
counts Nrneas 

(~ • B~ + n 

with notations given above. 

Summary: 

• B ) 2 
r 

(5.21) 

The user rnay select. one of the techniques for net peak area 

evaluation described in this section, or he rnay apply rnore elaborate 

evaluation procedures according to his available equiprnent for data 

evaluation. It should be rnentioned that even very simple rnethods 
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for net peak evaluation can yield highly accurate assay results, 

provided the rnodel used for the background below the peak is ade

quate to the ''true" background, and the counting-window parameters 

are careful1y selected. In many applications the stability of the 

counting set-up and the appropriate setting of the width and the 

position of the counting windows will enter more critically into 

the accuracy of the assay result than the choice of a particular 

procedure for the net peak evaluation. 

Some MCA's are equipped with programs for net peak area eva

luation. Care should be taken in this case, when the background 

windows are selected automatically 1 e.g., when only one channel 

or a few channels directly adjacent to the peak window are used 

for the background determination. This is possibly not the best 

evaluation procedure with respect to counting precision and 

measurement accuracy. 

Note: The various techniques for net peak evaluation dis

cussed in this section will, in general, result in different net 

peak counting rates obtained from the same gamma spectrum, because 

the "net peak'' areas contain different portians of the total 235 u 
gamma spectrum, e.g., including (method a) or excluding (method c) 

the small-angle scattering portion of the 186 keV photons. Also 

the choice of the counting windows will influence the resulting 

net counting rates. However, once a particular evaluation technique 

is selected and the window settings are fixed, then we can expect 

that the net peak counting rates obtained from the samples under 

assay are always proportional to the "pure" 235u gamma counting 

rates; and, thus, to the 235u enrichment. Obviously, the calibra

tion constants will differ for various methods and various windows 

settings. Therefore, any change of the data evaluation technique 

and/or counting parameters requires a recalibration of the count

ing system. 
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5.4 Calibration 

It has been shown in Beetion 2.4 of the manual that gamma

spectroscopic measurements of the 235u enrichment cannot be per

formed at the desirable accuracy level on a.n absolute basis. 

Therefore, highly accurate 235u enrichment measurements are usual

ly made relative to reference samples with well known 235u en

richment values. The calibration of a measurement system is de

fined as a procedure consisting of four steps: 

1. The rneasurement of the reference samples in the counting 

setup that is to be calibrated. 

2. Formulation of a mathematical model that relates the response 

of the measurement system (186 keV gamma counting rate) to 

the parameter of interest (235u enrichment). 

3. Determination of the parameters of the model from the mea

surements. 

4. Determination of the standard deviations of these para

meters. 

With the set of calibration parameters it is possible to 

determine the 235u enrichment of an unknown sample from a gamma

spectroscopic measurement, using additional informations about 

wall thickness, matrix composition etc. It is essential, that 

also the error llmits of the predicted enrichment value can be 

obtained 1 since, in general, a measured value given without an 

error estimate is only of limited value. 

In this section a calibration procedure is described that 

assumes a linear relation between the 186 keV gamma counting 

rate and the 235u enrichment. The calibration constants and 

their standard deviations are derived from a least-squares fit 

taking into account that both the gamma counting rates and the 

enrichment values are subject to errors. Also some hints are 

given how to test the quality of the fit. 
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5.4.1 The calibration equation 

Onder well defined conditions, as described in the previous 

chapters, the relation of the 186 keV gamma counting rate Nmeas 
235 

and the 0 enrichment enr can be expressed by 

enr = a•Nmeas 0 c 0 

Ma (5.22a) 

where the c's denote the correction terms for matrix attenuation, 

container wall attenuation, counting rate losses and gamma inter

ference, respectively, described in Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.4 and 

5.2. Nmeas is the observed 186 keV net peak counting rate, and 

a is a proportionality factor that is determined from the cali

bration experiment using the Reference Material. 

When the "two-window" technique is used for the determina

tion of the 235o enrichment, the 186 keV net peak counting rate 

is not evaluated explicitely. Eq. 5.22a is then modified to 

enr = (a•Pmeas + b•Bmeas) • C • C • 
Ma Wa 

(5. 22b) 

Pmeas and ßmeas are the observed gross counting rates in the 

peak- and background window, respectively. In this case the 

parameters a and b are determined from the calibration run using 

the Reference Material. Note that in eq. 5.22b the same photon 

attenuation corrections CMa and CWa are used for both windows. 

This approximation is acceptable if the mean energies of the 

two counting windows are not very different, and/or if the at

tenuation corrections are small. 

The correction factors CMa and CWa' as defined in this 

manual, are equal to 1 for the Reference Material, i.e., for 

o
3
o

8 
samples contained in the reference cans with 2 mm alumini

um bottom. The calibration equations for the Reference Samples 

are then given by 

enr N
·meas = a· a cEl + eint (5.23a) 

and 
(5.23b) 
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To ~urth.er simplify the notation, we define the counting 

rates corrected for electronic losses by 

N = Nmeas • CEl 

p = :Pmeas • CEl 

B = :ßmeas • CEl 

and change the notation for the enrichment and for the gamma inter

ference term to 

E =: enr 

c -. 
eint - . 

Then we finally arrive at the equations 

E = a•N + c (5.24a) 

and 
E = a•P + b•B + c (5.24b) 

which present in a compressed form our assumed linear model for 

the relation between the 186 keV gamma counting rate and the 

enrichment value. 

An estimate of the gamma interference term C can be ob

tained from eq. 3.26 in Section 3.4 using the Tables in Appendix 

B, provided the relative abundances of the isotopes producing 

the interference are known. This requirement is met for the Re

ference Material. 

The interference term C can be also treated as a free pa

rameter in the fit procedure. The comparison of the fitted val

ue and the expected value of C may then serve as an indicator 

of the goodness of the fit or of the validity of the underly

ing linear model (see Section 5.4.4). 

Once the gamma interference term C is known (or, if it can 

be forced to Zero by a suitable selection of the counting win

dows (see section 3.4)), we arrive at the homogeneaus form of 

the calibration equations 

E' = E - C = a•N (5.24c) 
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and 
E' = E - C = a•P + b•B (5.24d) 

If the parameters of the "three-window counting" technique 

are determined from the calibration procedure (see eq. 5.17), 

then the corresponding calibration equations are given by 

(5.24e) 

and 
E'= E - C = a•P + e B~ + foBr (5.24f) 

We restriet the further discussion on eqs. 5.24a and 5.24d. 

However, the considerations outlined in the following sections 

can be easily transferred to other cases. 

5. 4. 2 Observation errors 

The corrected counting rates N, P, B of the Reference Sam

ples are products of the form 

(5.25) 

In the more general case of samples with a matrix composition 

and a container wall which differs from that of the Reference 

Samples we get 

(5.25a) 

It should be noted that besides the random error ßNmeas introduced 

by the random nature of the radioactive decay, also the uncertain

ties of the various corrections will contribute to the total error 

of ~he net peak counting rate N. Therefore, the standard deviation 

of N is given by 

/ .t.1Nmeas 2 c 2 
ßN = N • ( "meas) + (A_El) and 

N El 
(5.26) 

j ßNmeas 2 c . 2 c 2 c 2 
(ß Ma) · ß Wa · Ä El 

~ = N • ( . ) + + <-c-) + (--) 
Nmeas CMa Wa CEl, 

(5.26a) 

respectively. The various error components are discussed in the 
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previous sections of the manual. We have assumed here that the 

individual error contributions are not correlated, which is a 

reasonable approach, since the various corrections are based on 

independent Observations. Similar equations apply to the stand-. . 
ard deviations of the counting rates P and B, which are omitted 

here. 

We have to consider that also the enrichment values of the 

reference samples determined by mass spectrometry are subject to 

errors. When using the Reference Material EC-NRM-171/NBS-SRM-969 

as calibration standards these errors are negligibly small, but 

in general they must be included in the error analysis. Note 

that the enrichment uncertainties of the RM are given in the cer

tificate at the 2o level or 95 % confidence level. Since in our 

data analysis we refer to the standard deviation 6E or its 

square, the variance var(E), those values must be divided by a 

factor of 2. 

It should be noted that the stated enrichment uncertainties 

comprise random and systematic errors as well. That portion of 

the systematic deviations between the true 235o enrichment and 

the quoted mass-spectrometric values which appears as offset or 

which is proportional to the 235o enrichment, is not recognized 

in our error analysis,since we fit the data to a general linear 

relation between gamma counting rate and 235o enrichment. This 

part, if identifiable, should be removed from the stated en

richment error prior to entering into the data evaluation pro

cedure described below, and should then be added to the final 

enrichment error. 

We assume that a set of n reference samples has been mea

sured in the counting set-up to be calibrated, and that the 

necessary corrections have been applied to the counting rates. 

The result. of the calibration measurements is then a set of n 

pairs of observations (E., N.), or, in case of the "two-window 
J_ J_ 

counting" technique, a set of n tripels of Observations (E., 
• • J_ 

P., B.). Each of these observations has its own individual error. 
J_ J_ 

In our data analysis we make the following assumptions for the 

structure of the observation errors~ 
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1. The errors of each observation are randomly distributed 

With zero mean around its (unknown) true value, 

2. The errors in all Observations are independent and not 

correlated. 

3. The standard deviations (or the corresponding variances) 

of all observations are known: 

var (Ei) = (6Eo) 2 

1 

var (No) = ( tiN o ) 2 

1 1 

var (Po ) = (6Po) 2 

1 1 

var (Bi) = (6B o ) 2 

1 

Note: This approach does not account for systematic errors 

and those random errors that have not been identified, or that 

cannot be easily quantified in real applications, as, e.g., en

vironmental conditions, sample positioning, inhomogeneity of sam

ple enrichment, etc. 

When de·termining the gamma counting rates one should try 

to eliminate, whenever possible, known systematic deviations by 

a careful experimental design and by using the various correc

tion terms that are to be applied to the measurements with both 

the reference samples and the unknown samples. This procedure 

should be preferred to the introduction of non-linear terms in 

the calibration equation. 

In order to assess unidentified random errors of the cor

rected gamma counting rates it is useful to repeat the cycle 

of calibration measurements several times, to calculate the 

standard deviation of the measured counting rates for each re

ference sample, and to compare it to the error estimate obtained 

from a single mea.surement. A disagreernent between the two values 

may indicate that the error estimates are wrong. Ceroparing the 

counting rates obtained from calibration runs performed at dis

tinct times will also help to check the correctness of the as

sumed errors. Though time-consuming, the validation of the error 

estimates is strongly recommended, in particular, when a new count

ing set-up is used, or when relevant measurement parameters are 

changed. 
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5.4.3 Solution of the linear least-squares fitting problern 

Several solutions to the problern of linear least-squares 

fits are reported in the literature for our case that all Ob

servations are subject to errors. Two recent publications are 

related to this problern [16, 18]. Also the FORTRAN program 

'COMFIT' [19] is available for use on main-frame computers. 

The solution given in this section is a simple linear ap

proach that will run on small computers or even on programmable 

pocket calculat.ors. For the user 's convenience a program examp

le written in 'BASIC' language is added to the manual in Ap

pendix E. 

The calculation of the fit parameters and their associated 

errors is demonstrated in this section only for the calibration 

eqs. 5.24a and 5.24d discussed in Section 5.4.1. The other cases 

can be derived following the same procedures as given below. 

We recall the assumptions required for the validity of our 

data evaluation model: 

1. The relation between observed counting rates and 235u enrich

ment is linear 

E = a • N + C 

E = a • P + b • B 

(5.24a) 

(5.24d) 

2. The observations E, N, and E, P, B, respectively, are made 

with independent errors. 

3. The variances of all observations are known. 

In case that one of the conditions is not satisfied, a more 

elaborate data evaluation will be necessary. A thourough dis

cussion of these problems is given in [17]. Note that the so

lution described in this section is identical to the 11 maximum 

likeli.hood 11 estimate, when the errors follow the normal distribu

tion. 
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a) Solution for the calibration equation E = a • N + C 

We assurne that n calibration rneasurernents have been per

forrned using n different reference sarnples i. We then have n . 
pairs of Observations (E., N.) and the estirnates for the cor-

~ ~ . 
responding variances var(E.), var(N.). We define the residuals 

~ ~ 

6. as 
~ 

6. = : E. - a • N4 - C 
~ ~ ..L 

and the generalized weight factors [18] Gi as 

G. = 
~ 

1 

var(E. )+a 2 •var(N.) 
~ ~ 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

According to the principle of least-squares fitting the fit 

pararneters a and C are deterrnined in a way that the sum of the 

weighted squares of the residuals becornes a rninirnurn: 

n 
~ 

i=1 
G. • 6 ~ = rnin 
~ ~ 

(5.29) 

where the Summation is perforrned over all n rneasurernents. In the 

following equations we ornit the sumrnation lirnits. 

Setting the partial derivatives with respect to the para

rneters a and C equal to zero: 

3G. 36~ 

L 
~ 

6~ + I G. ~ 0 aa • • aa = 
~ ~ 

36~ 

2 G. 
~ 0 • ac = 

~ 

delivers a systern of linear equations for a and C: 

a.• ~ G.N. 
~ ~ 

6~] + C·~ G.N. 
~ ~ ~ 

= ~ G.E.N. 
~ ~ ~ 

= ~ G.E .. 
~ ~ 

(5.30) 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

Introducing the abbreviation DET for the deterrninant of 

the coefficient rnatrix of the parameters a and C: 

. 
DET = ~ G

4 
[~ G.N~ - ~ var(N.) G~6~] - (~ G.N.) 2 

..L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 
(5.34) 
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the solution of the system can be written as 

1 • 
a = ---DET (EG.E.N.•EG. - EG.E.•EG.N.) 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
( 5. 35) 

1 • 
C = DET [(EG.N~ - Evar(N.)G~~~)·&G.E. - EG.E.N.•EG.N.] 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
(5.36) 

Note that 6. and G. still depend on the unknown parameters 
~ ~ ' 

a and C. Inserting a and C will lead to a system of high order 

equations in a and C which cannot be solved analytically. Instead 

of this one can get the solution from an iterative approach. The 

iteration procedure is given below in a schematic form. Simple 

arbitrary starting values are used. 

1) Start values Gi and 6i: 

G ~ 0) = 
~ 

1 , 6~0) = : 0 
~ 

(i = 1, ••. , n). 

2) Solutionfora and c (Iteration steps v = 0, 1, .•.. ) 

3) Refined values Gi and 6i 

(V +1) 
G. = 
~ 

(5.37) 

(5.38) 

(5.39) 

(5.40) 

(5.41) 
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ß~v+1) = E. _ a(v+1) N. _ c(v+1) 
~ ~ ~ 

(5.42) 

Iteration steps 2 and 3 are repeated until convergence is 

achieved. Under normal conditions the iteration converges 

quite rapidly, three to four iteration steps will be sufficient. 

Estimates for the variances of the fitted parameters a and 

C are obtained from the reduced cofactors of the coefficient 

matrix of the parameters after m iteration steps: 

var(a(m)) = 
L: G ~m) 

1 (5.43) 
DET(m) 

var(C(m)) 

(5.44) 

Note, that the parameters a and C are correlated. We have there

fore a non-vanishing covariance term: 

- L: G ~rn) N. 
~ 1 (5.45) 

DET(m) 

The quantity w2 may be used as an indicator of the quality 

of the fit (see Beetion 5.4.4). It is the X2 value devided 

by the degrees of freedom (DOF): 

2 - _L = w - DOF 
(5.46) 

The best estimate of the 235u enrichment of an unknown 

sample from the measured.186 keV peak counting rate NU and its 

associated variance var(NU) is then given by 

E = a(m) ~ N + c(m) 
u 

and the estirnated standard deviation of this value is 

(5.47) 
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(5.48) 

where the first terrn in eq. 5.48 represents the error intro

duced by the measurernent of the unknown sarnple, and the re

rnaining three terrns represent the calibration error. Note that 

the variance of the counting rate cornprises the error due to 

the net peak area evaluation as well as the errors introduced 

by the various corrections (rnatrix, container wall, counting 

rate losses). 

b) Solution for the calibration equation E = a•P + b•B 

We assurne again that n calibration measurernents have been 

perforrned using n different reference sarnples. Then we have a . . 
set of n observation tripels (E., P

1
., B.) with the associated 

• J. J. 
variances var(E.), var(P.) and var(B.). We proceed as in case 

J. J. J. 
a) discussed above, giving only the rnain equations and suppres-

sing corresponding cornrnents. 

Residuals 1::.. : 
J. 

Generalized weight factors G.: 
J. 

G. = 
J. 

1 
2 • 2 . 

var(E.)+a •var(P.)+b •var(B.) 
J. J. J. 

Least-squares fit principle: 

n 
L: 

i=1 

2 G. • 1::.. = rnin 
J. J. 

(5.27a) 

(5.28a) 

(5.29a) 

Setting the partial derivatives with respect to the para

rneters a and b equal to zero 

= 0 
(5.30a) 
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86~ 
• 6~ + ~ G. • 

1 = 0 
l l 8b 

delivers a system of linear equations for a and b: 

"2 . 2 2 
a • ( ~ G . P . - ~ var ( P . ) G . 6 . ) + b • ~ G . P . B . = ~ G . E . P . , 

l l l l l l l l l l l 

• 2 2 
var ( B . ) G . !J. . ) = 

l l l 
~ G.E.B .• 

l l l 

(5.31a) 

(5.32a) 

(5.33a) 

Since both G. and 6. still depend on a and b, the system of 
l l 

equations is solved by iteration: 

1) Start values Gi and 6i: 

G~O) =: 1, 
1. 

6~0) =: 0 (i = 1, ••• n) • 
l 

2) Solutionfora and b (V = 0,1, ... ): 

(5.37a) 

(5.38a) 

(V+ 1 ) L: G
1
. V E . P . • { ~ G . B - L: var (B . ) [ G . ] [ 6 . ] } -1 ~ ( ) • (V) • 2 • (V) 2 (V) 2 

a = DEI' (V+ 1) 1 1 1 l l l 

( ) • (v) • • J 
- L: G.v E.B. L: G. P.B. 

l l l l l l 
(5.39a) 

b (V+1) 

(5.40a) 
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3) Refined values G. and 6. 
l l 

(5.41a) 

6l~v+1) = E. - a(V+1).~. - b(v+1)•B. 
l l l (5.42a) 

Repeat iteration steps 2 and 3 until convergence is achieved 

(norrnally three to four iteration steps will be sufficient). 

Variations and covariance of the fitted pararneters a and b 

frorn the reduced cofactors of the coefficient rnatrix of the 

pararneters after rn iteration steps: 

var(a (rn))= 1 [~ G~rn)B~ - ~ var(B.) [G~m)] 2 [6.(rn)] 2] 
DET(rn) l l l l l (5.43a) 

var(b(rn))= 1 [~ G~rn)~~- ~ var(~.) [G~rn)] 2 [6~rn)] 2] 
DET(rn) l l l l l 

(5.44a) 

cov (a (rn) , b (rn)) = 
- ~ G~rn)~.B. 

l l l 
DET(rn) 

(5.45a) 

Indicator of the quality of the fit w2 (see sub-section 5.4.4): 

(5.46a) 

(DOF = degrees of freedorn) 

The best estirnate of the 235u enrichrnent of an unknown 

~arnple frorn the rneasured counting rates P0 in the peak-, and 

B in the background window with corresponding variances u . . 
var(P

0
) and var(B0 ) is given by: 

(5.47a) 
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and the estimated standard deviation of this value is 

6E= Ia (m) 2var (~ ) +b (m) 2var (~ ) +~bar (a (m) ) +2P-~ _ _cov (a (m) b (m) ) +B2var (b (m) ) 
U U U lJU ' U 

(5.48a) 

The first two terms of eq. 5.48a represent the errors introduc

ed by the measurement of the unknown sample, the remaining three 

terms represent the calibration error. Note that the variances 

of the counting rates comprise the errors due t.o the counting 

statistics as well as the errors introduced by the various cor

rections (matrix, container wall, counting rate losses). 

Remark: 

The solution of the least-square fit problern for the other 

calibration equations discussed in Section 5.4.1 is left to the 

user. Note that, in general, all fit parameters are correlated to 

each other. Therefore, besides the variance terms, three or six co

variance terms will appear in the equation of the error estimate 

of the 235u enrichment (corresponding to eqs. 5.48 and 5.48a) in 

case of three or four calibration para~eters, respectively. 

5.4.4 Test of the quality of the fit 

The quality of the fit can be tested by various statistic-

al methods. The measure w2, as defined in eqs. 5.46 and 5.46a, 

may serve as a suitable test statistics. It tests the hypothe-

sis that the deviations of the data from the fitted straight 

line are in agreement with the estimated standard deviations 

of the observations. The w2-test statistics is tabulated in 

Table 01 in Appendix D for various degrees of freedom at se

lected probability levels. If the measured data and the as

sociated errors are consistent with the assumed linear model, 

then we expect w'- values areund 1 (see Table 01). w2 values 

which are significantly smaller than 1 indicate "too good" 

data, i.e., the deviations from the straightlineare smaller 

than the quoted uncertainties. The error estimates may be 

too large in this case. Unlikely high w2 values indicate 
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that either the assumed linear model is not adequatet or that 

the quoted errors are underestimated. 

Numerical examples of two calibration runs are given in Ap

pendix E. The w2 values of the two data sets are: 

Data set I Data set II 

w2 = 0.64 w2 = 15.76 

The first data set is in good agreement with the assumed linear 

model within the quoted error limits. In contrast to this the 

very high w2 value of the second data set indicates that our 

model is highly suspect in this case. This may be caused by non

linear effects or by unrealistically low error estimates. 

In order to further investigate the structure of the devia

tions it is very useful to make a plot of the residuals or, 

equivalently, of the relative deviations from the fitted 

straight line, so that one can inspect visually the distribu-

tion of the deviations. Figs. 5.6a and 5.6b display the rela

tive differences between the stated mass-spectrometric 235u en

richment values enr~ and the fitted 235u enrichment values 
Fit 1 

enr. 
l 

Diffi % = 
Fit 

enri 
RM - enr. 

RM enr. 
l 

l • 100 (5.49) 

for the two sets of calibration data given in Appendix E as a 

function of the 235u enrichment. The error bars represent the 

assumed relative error of each measurement 

Err. 
l 

% = 100 
RM enr. 
l 

• (5.50) 

with the generalized weight factor Gi defined in eq. 5.28. The 

Figs. 5.6a and 5.6b also give the confidence limits of the re

lative calibration error at the 1o level. Note that here and in 

the program example given in Appendix E the final variances and 

the covariance are multiplied by w2
, and that, accordingly, the 

confidence limits of the fit are multiplied by w. Though this 

approach is not justified by our model which assumes known va

riances in all Observations, it may provide more realistic error 
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estimates in case of a bad fit, as, e.g., for the calibration 

data set II. 
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Figures 5.6a and 5.6b 

5% 

Relative deviations of measured 235u enrichment values 

from the fitted straight line. The dashed lines indicate 

the confidence limits of the relative calibration error 

at the 1cr level. 

The visual inspection of the relative deviations and of the 

associated relative errors plotted in Fig. 5.6a gives no indi

cation that our assumed linear model is suspect or that the 

error estimates are wrong. In cantrast to this, Fig. 5.6b demon

strates an unsatisfactory calibration, as expected from the w2 

test. The pattern of the deviations suggests that the linear 

model is not in a good agreement with the measured data in this 

case. There seems to be a non-linear cornponent in the relation 

between the 186 keV net peak counting rate and the 235u enrich

ment. Such non-linearities may arise, e.g., from uncorrected 

pulse lasses (see Sections 5.1 and 5.2), or from a non-adequate 

technique for net peak area evaluation (see Section 5.3). Note 
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that strongly underestimated random measurement errors may also 

be responsible for a bad calibration result with abnormally high 

w2 values. A careful check of the counting equipment, a thorough 

examination of the data evaluation procedures, and repeated cali

bration measurements may help to identify and to remove the 

sources of the systematic deviations. The user should be warned 

not to try to remove the deviations by introducing non-linear 

terms into the calibration equation. This may lead to erroneous 

enrichment measurements when the non-linearity is not a unique 

function of the 235u enrichment, but is caused, e.g., by Varia

tions of the total counting rate, which can be significantly dif

ferent for the Reference Samples and the unknown samples. 

In case of inhomogeneaus calibration equations (see Section 

5.4.1) the comparison of the fitted offset C with the predicted 

gamma interference term C can serve as an additional test of the 

quality of the fit. The predicted value of C for aged sample ma

terial measured with a high resolution detector is about -0.001 

(in units of % 235u enrichment, see Section 3.4). The fitted C 

values of the two sets of calibration data given in Appendix E 

are: 

_Data set I Data set II 

c = ( - 0.0018 + 0.008) c = ( - 0.0042 + 0.0023) 0 

t = I (C - C 2 Fit predicted) (5.51) 

The measure 

follows a t- distribution and may be used as a method to test 

the hypothesis that the true offset of the calibration line is 

- 0.001. The test statistics of the t-test is tabulated in 

Table D2 in Appendix D. For our particular calibration examples 

both t-values 

t = 1 I 
and tii = 1.4 

will not reject this hypothesis (see Table D2) o Though this 

test is much less sensitive to deviations from the linearity 

than the w2 test, it may _be useful as a rapi~ quality check 

when unlikely offset values will result from a calibration run. 
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Note, that the predicted value of the interference term C 

is based on nuclear data [12] which are not known very precise

ly. Therefore, a careful experimental verification of the gamma 

interference effect would be desirable. 
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6. USER'S GUIDE: A SUMMARIZING SURVEY 

Applications of the 235u enrichment assay technique are re

stricted, for principal and practical reasons, to relatively large 

samples. From materials presented in Chapter 3 we deduce, for ex

ample, that about 250 g of low enriched uranium oxide powder are 

required for the enrichment analysis, when reasonably dimensioned 

collimator sizes are used in order to achieve a high measurement 

accuracy within acceptable counting times. 

The disadvantage of requiring larger samples, however, is com

pensated by the benefits of the technique: the response of the en

richment assay system is almost completely independent of the sam

ple geometry, the sample density, and the amount of sample material 

used, provided the sample is thick enough. In addition, the en

richment is measured non-destructively, requiring no chemical pre

paration and only minimum handling of the sample material. 

The measured enrichment is susceptible to a nurober of factors. 

Possible systematic errors that may arise from properties of the 

sample material, of the sample container and of the gamma counting 

arrangement are thoroughly discussed in this user's manual. When

ever possible, quantitative correction terms have been given for 

the various measurement parameters affecting the enrichment assay 

accuracy. In the following Table 6.1 the salient points are sum

marized for the user's convenience in a tabulated form. 

Three major prerequisites for accurate enrichment measure

ments deserve to be mentioned specifically. They should be care

fully observed before starting a measurement: 

1. The sample must be thick enough tobe opaque for 186 keV 

gamma radiation. 

2. The sample material must be highly uniform with respect 

to the 235u enrichment. 

3. The wall thickness of .the sample container must be 

known precisely to allow an accurate correction for 

gamma attenuation. 



Table 6.1 Sources of systernatic errors in garnrna-ray rneasurernents of the 235u enrichment 

(tolerance values are given with reference to a relative error of 0.1 %) . 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Parameter 

Interfering garnrna radia
tion frorn uraniurn isotopes 
and their descendants. 

Chernical composition of 
the sample: 

Different U compounds 
and stoichiometry 

Sample Impurities 

Water content 

Sample density 

Effect on enrichment 
deterrnination 

Srnall to negligible 
for Ge detectors, 
crucial for Nai 
detectors. 

Up to a few %, 
usually correction required 

Cerreetion required if 
impurity mass fraction 
> 1 % (matrix of low Z) 
or > 0.1 % (matrix of high Z) 
of uranium content 

Cerreetion required if 
mass fraction > 1 % of 
uranium content 

No effect for "quasi-infinite" 
samples. 

Cerreetion 
given in 

Sections 
3.3.3 and 
5.4 

Section 3.3.1 

Section 3.3.2 

Section 3.3.3 

Rernarks 

Effect depends on 
time after chernical 
separation. 
Nai detectors should 
not be used for ana
lysis of recycled 
uraniurn. 

-' 
N 
U1 



Ta.ble 6.1 (eontinued) 

Parameter 

4. Sample inhomogeneities: 

Enriehment 

Matrix eomposition 

Density 

5. Sample size 

6. Sample positioning 

Effeet on enriehment 
determination 

Assay result is very sensi
tive to this parameter. 
Loeal variations must be 
< 0.1 %relative. 

Small influenee. Neg
ligible if loeal Varia
tions < 1 wt% of uranium 
for low Z matrix 

No effeet for "quasi"
infinite" samples 

No influenee for "quasi
infinite" samples. 
Significant effeets for 
non-infinite thiekness 
geometry (samples too small, 
eollimators too !arge, ma
terial density too low) 

No effeet for "quasi-infinite" 
samples. 

Cerreetion 
given in 

Not given in an 
analytieal form. 
(see Seetion 
3.2) 

Not given in an 
analytical form. 

Remarks 

Cerreetion would re
quire exaet knowledge 
of absolute value and 
distribution of the re
speetive inhomogene
ities. Diffieult to 
treat mathematieally. 

Reeornmendations for 
rninimurn sarnple size 
and rnaximurn eollirnator 
dirnension given in 
Seetion 3.1 for dif
ferent material den
sities. 

Proper positioning 
required when sarnples 
of rninimurn size are 
used. 

~ 

N 
0'1 



Table 6.1 (continued) 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Parameter 

Sample container: 

Wall thickness 

Wall deformation 

Distance Variations 
between collimator and 
detector 

Ambient background 
radiation 

10. System dead-time and 
and pulse pile-up 

Effect on enrichment 
determination 

Significant influence. 
Thickness must be 
known with accuracy 
of ~20 ~m for aluminium 
and ~s ~m for steel. 

Negligible in most applications. 
Angle between surface 
of collimator and container 
not to exceed a few degrees 
(~3° to 5°). 

No effect if detector 
diameter >> collimator 
diameter. Otherwise 
distance variations not 
to exceed 20 - 30 ~m. 

Significant effects for 
in-plant applications. 

Significant effects. 

Cerreetion 
given in 

Section 4.2 

Remarks 

Container wall thick
ness must be uniform 
over area viewed by 
the detector. 

(see Section 4.3) 

Not given 
in an analy
tical form. 
{see Section 
4 • 1 ) 

Section 5.2 

Collimator to be 
rigidly fixed with 
respect to detector 
cap, or large detec
tors to be used. 

Careful shielding of 
detector against back
ground radiation re
quired. 

Countermeasures by 
electronic hardware. 
Pile-up rejector re
commended. 

....l 

N 
-....] 
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Appendix A 

Appendix A comprises the derivation of the basic formulae 

used in the present manual. In particular, it describes the sur

face gamma radiation of large absorbing radioactive samples 

(Section A1), the photon transmission through cylindrical and 

conical collimators (Section A2), and the influence of cladding 

materials and of the size of the gamma detector on the observed 

gamma counting rate (Section A3). 

A.1 Surface gamma radiation of large 235 u-bearing samples 

For gamma-spectroscopic 235 u enrichment assays the parameter 

of interest is the flux of 186 keV gamma rays at the surface of 

large 235u-bearing samples. The 186 keV gamma radiation may in

teract with the sample matter (and also with the materials of 

the sample container)in several ways. Here we summarize by defi

nition all interaction processes, regardless of their physical 

nature, as "attenuation", which do change the energy of the 

186 keV gamma quanta and thus remove them from the 186 keV peak 

observed in the gamma spectrum. Coherent gamma scattering, which 

changes only the direction of the scattered gamma quantum but 

not its energy, can be ignored for the photon energies consider

ed, because 

1) the angular distribution of the coherently scattered 

gamma quanta is strongly forward peaked, i.e. the di

rection of the photon is not significantly changed in 

most of the coherent scattering events [20]; and 

2) the probability for coherent scattering is low compared 

to the gamma attenuation defined above. Hence, larger 

scattering angles due to multiple coherent scattering 

are very unlikely. 

For the above reasons we can in fact neglect the contributton 

of coherent scattering to the total scattering in the applica

tions considered here. Therefore, the attenuation cross sec

tion for 186 keV gamma rays that has to be used in our case is 

given by: 

Total narrow-beam cross section minus coherent cross section. 
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The same arguments apply to the mass attenuation coefficient and 

the linear attenuation coefficient, which are related to the 

photon attenuation cross section (see Appendix C) . 

For the quantitative determination of the gamma flux and its 

angular distribution at the sample surface we consider a half

space filled with 235u-bearing material. Then we calculate the 

nurnber of 186 keV gamma rays, which penetrate the surface ele

ment dF through the differential solid angle d~ per unit time 

(See F ig. A 1) 

z 

X 

Fig. A 1 Gamma radiation at the surface of a thick sample. 

The radiation S emitted from the volume element dV at location r 

per unit time is given by 

2 
• r • sin8 • d8 • d~ • dr 

or dV 

2 = N
235 

jr)•n 186 • r • dr • d~ 
u 

(A 1) 

where N235 U(r) denotes the nurnber of 235 u atoms per volume unit 

at location r, and n 186 is the nurnber of 186 keV gamma quanta 
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emitted by a single 235 u atom per unit time (see Chapter 2.1). 

The surface element dF is seen from dV under the angle e. 
Its visible area is thus cos8•dF. Without absorption the nurober 

of 186 keV gamma rays emitted from dV penetrating dF would be 

= d 2 8 ( ,..., ) • c o s e • dF r,H 47Tr2 (A2) 

On the way through the sample matter to the surface the gamma 

radiation is attenuated. The attenuation factor is given by 

-A.r 
8abs = e ' (A3) 

or in the more general case of heterogeneaus sample material by 

r 
-/A.(s)ds 

Babs = e 0 (A3a) 

where A.(r) denotes the linear attenuation coefficient of the ma

terial at location r. A.(r) is connected to the particle density 

N. (r) of the chemical element i and its associated attenuation 
1 

cross section a. by 
1 

A.(r) = E N.(r)•a. 
. 1 1 
1 

Summation has to be performed over all different elements 

present in the sample. Using NU(r) for the particle density 

of uranium atoms, eq. A4 can be transformed to 

A.(r) = Nu(r)•au· (1 + E 
ifU 

N.(r)•a. 
1 1 

N (r)•a u u 

(A4) 

(A5) 

summing now over all elements of the sample matrix, i.e., over 

all elements other than uranium. We define a correction factor 

for the matrix attenuation as 

ß(r) -. 

1 + E 
ifU 

1 
N.(r)•a. 

1 1 

(A6) 

Nu(r)•au 

Since the matrix composition is often given as mass fraction of 

uranium, eq. A6 can be also expressed in terms of element density 
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Pi (in units of mass per volume unit), and of mass attenuation 

coefficients ~. (in units of area per mass unit). Using the 
l 

identity 
N.(r)•o.:::: p

1
.(r) • ~. 

l l l 
(A 7) 

the matrix attenuation factor can be written equivalently 

1 
ß (r) = (A8) 

p.(r)·~. 
l l 

Pu(r)·~u 

Note, that the mass attenuation coefficient ~ of an element 

varies with its isotopic composition (e.g. for uranium by -1.3 % 

from pure 235u to pure 238u), whereas the product ~·p is inde

pendent from the isotopic composition. 

To simplify the calcultion we assume a uniform sample matrix 

composition, i.e., constant ratios Ni/N0 of matrix atoms to uran

ium atoms throughout the sample volume. Then the matrix attenua

tion factor ß becomes a material constant. The linear attenuation 

coefficient given in eq. A5 takes the form: 

\ (r) = (A9) 

We define the 235u enrichment enr in terms of atom fraction as 

the ratio of 235u atoms to total uranium atoms in a unit volume: 

enr(r) = 
N235 (r) 

u (A 10) 

235 If we assume a constant U enrichment in the sample, then the 

total uranium particle density NU(r) can be expressed in terms 

of the 235u particle density: 

N235 (r) 
u 

enr 

The linear attenuation coefficient becomes then 

\ (r) = 
ß•enr 

(A 11) 

(A 12) 

Combining eqs. A2; A3a and A12 we arrive at the nurober of 186 keV 
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gamrnas emitted by the volurne element dV going through the surface 

area dF: 

3 

a
0 

r 
ß•enr !N235 (s) •ds 

d Iy (r,~,F) 0 u 
•cos•8dr·d~·dF. 

(A 13) 

Now, only the 235u particle density N
235 depends on the loca-

tion variable r. u 

We can perform the integration of eq. A.13 over r using the 

following relation for the fundamental function of the integrand: 

r 
-a!f (x) • dx 

3_(e o 
dr = -a • f (r) • e 

r 
-aff(x)dx 

0 (A 14) 

We finally get the contribution of all volume elernents from 0 to R 

to the 186 keV gamrna radiation penetrating dF through d~: 

R 
-f"A(s)•ds 

2 n186•ß o 
d IY (R,~,F) =enr• 

41
roo • (1-e ) •cos8·d~·dF. 

u 
(A 15) 

For infinitly thick samples (r+oo) the exponential term in eq. 

A15 vanishes, and the differential gamma-ray flux at the surface 

can be written in a very simple form: 

or 

1 • cos8·d~·dF, 

2 d I (oo,~,F) = enr • A • cos8 • d~ • dF 
y 

where the proportionality constant 

1 + 

1· 
" N: o. 
t.J 1 1 

ifU N
0

"o
0 

(A 16) 

(A 16a) 

is determined by nuclear and atomic constants, and by the matrix 

cornposition of the sample material. 
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Eq. A16 forms the basis of the "enrichment mete:r" principle. 

It shows that in case of an infinite sample the 186 keV gamma

ray flux at the sample surface is directly proportional to the 
235o . h 1 h 1 enr1c ment. On y t e inf uence due to sample matrix ma-

terial, Which is small in most applications, has to be correct

ed for. The angular characteristic of the surface radiation of 

thick absorbing samples follows a cosine law (Larnberts law). 

The only restrictive assumptions we have made in the deriva

tion of the above equation were: 

1. uniform rnatrix composition, and 

2 . f 2 35o . h t • un1 orm enr1c men 

throughout the sample. Note in particular, that the 186 keV gamma

ray flux at the surface of a large sample is completely independ

ent of the physical distribution of the material within the sam

ple. Thus, local density Variations in the material, even cavi

ties in the sample, do not affect the observed 186 keV garnrna 

counting rate, provided the sample is thick enough in direction 

of observation, and the uniformity requirements with respect to 

sample rnatrix and 235o enrichment are met. 

It should be notized that garnma-spectrometric enrichment mea

surements deliver the 235o enrichment values in units of atom 

fraction, and not in units of mass fraction. 

A.2 Garnrna-ray transmission through a collimator 

In order to translate the gamma-ray flux of 186 keV photons 

at the sample surface into counting rates observable in a measure

ment set-up, one normally uses a collimator for the definition of 

a fixed viewing solid angle. A collimator can be considered as a 

hole in a strongly gamrna absorbing material, usually made of lead 

or tungsten. The collirnator material must be thick enough to be 

opaque for 186 keV gamma rays. Particularly for measurements with 

low-enriched uranium samples, it is desirable to protect the gamma 

detector also against the highly penetrating garnrna radiation ori

ginating from the 238o decay to reduce the Compton background be

low the 186 keV peak. This leads to a recomrnended minimum thick-. 

ness of about 2 cm for a lead collimator, and of about 1.5 cm for 

a tungsten collimator. 
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The considerations are restricted here to the most commonly 

used collimator types with cylindrical and conical shaped colli

mator holes (see Fig. A.2). 

As shown in Appendix A1, the differential garnrna radiation 

penetrating a surface element dF of an infinitely thick sample 

is described by 

(A 17) 

where e is the angle between the differential solid angle dO and 

the axis normal to the sample surface, and A is the nurnber of 

186 keV gamma quanta penetrating the unit surface area per time 

unit and per steradian in forward direction e = 0° in case of a 
235 

pure U sample. 

1 l 
r He 

l 
..,._ ___ Dc ---oo~ 

t----- D2c------'~ 

Fig. A2 a) cylindrical and b) conical collimator. 

The 1:otal nurnber of 186 keV garnrna rays passing through the 

collimator (see Fig. A2) per unit time is expressed by the in

tegral 

Iy = enr • A • JJ cosG • dO • dF 
F 0 

(A 18) 

where the integration is to be performed over all surface ele

ments dF of the collimator entrance area F, and over all possible 

differential solid angles dO seen from each differential area 'dF. 
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dF 

h 

dF' 

Fig. A3 Radiation penetrating a cylindrical collimator. 

Using the relation dQ = cos8 dF' 

7 (A 19) 

from Fig. A3, we can substitute the integration over the solid 

angle Q by an integration over the collirnator exit area F'. 

One can easily see in Fig. A3 that the integration over 

the collimator· exit area is not depending on the angle ~. In

serting eq. A19 and executing the integration over ~' eq. A18 

becomes: 
RR' 21T 2 

2 J J J cos e d''' d d IY = enr•A• 1T •r•s• 't'" s• r 
0 0 0 ?;;

2 
(A20) 

Here R and R' denote the radii of the collimator entrance- and 

exit areas, respectively. h denotes the collimator height. 

Having 
1 2 2 2 

?;; = lh +r +s -2•r•s•cos1jJ 

(see Fig. A3) we finally obtain: 

and cose = h 
l;; 
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R R' 21T 2 
Iy = enr•A•2TI J J J h • r• s 

dl/J•ds•dr (A21) 2 2 2 2 
0 0 0 (h +r +s -2•r•s•coslj!) 

This integral can be solved to a closed form. 

For a cylindrically shaped collimator with a diameter D 
c 

and a height He' we get the nurober of 186 keV photons penetrat-

ing this collimator per unit time: 

cyl n; l2H; I ::::enr•TI•A• (TI-) • --
y 4 D 2 
~ c 

collimator
entrance 

area 

( 1 + (A22) 

For a conical collimator form with D1 and D2 being the c c 
diameters of the collimator entrance- and exit areas, respecti-

vely, and with the collimator height H , the resulting nurober of c 
186 keV gamma rays passing the collimator per unit time is given 

by 

1cone = 
y enr•TI•A• 

entrance 
area 

( 1 + 

(A23) 

J 

Eqs. A22 and A23 represent the maximum 186 keV counting 

rate that could be ideally obtained using these collimators. 

However, they do not account for the photon attenuation due to 

material between sample and detector (sample container wall, de

tector cover, etc.), and for the limited detection efficiency of 

the gamma 
1
detector (detector size, type of detector material, 

detector positioning, etc.). These effects are discussed in the 

following Section A3. It should be also mentioned that minor 

effects have been neglected here, such as penetration of the 
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186 keV gamrna rays through the collimator edges and coherent 

gamma scattering at the inner walls of the collimator. 

A.3 Gamma absorbing material between sample and detector 

In a real gamma counting set-up one will always find some 

gamrna-absorbing material between sample and detector, as, e.g., 

the sample containment or, at least, the detector cover. It is 

of interest here to quantify the influence of such absorber ma

terials on the observed gamrna counting rate. We assume that it 

is possible to combine all absorbers to a layer of uniform thick

ness, which is oriented in parallel to the collimator surface. As 

can be seen from Fig. A4, the path length of an 186 keV photon 

through the absorber layer depends on the inclination angle 8 be

tween the direction of the radiation and the collimator axis. 

The photon attenuation increases with increasing angle 8. 

rm Fig. A4 

Path length of gamma rays 

through an absorber layer. 

The mean path length through the absorber with respect to 

the photons, which are observed in the gamma detector, depends 

on the angular distribution of the radiation source and on the 

angular acceptance of the counting geometry. It will be shown 

below that the effective gamma attenuation is not solely deter

mined by the thickness and the type of the absorbing layer, but 

also by the properties of the counting set-up. 

When an absorbing layer is present in between sample and 

collimator, then the number of 186 keV gamma rays penetrating 

the collimator per unit time is given by 

I abs = A enr • · 
y 

(i•q 

·I I cose .• e- cose··dra 
:F S4 

• Q:F (A24) 

where d is the thickness of the absorber layer, and ~ is the 

linear photon attenuation coefficient of the absorber material 
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at 186 keV. For notations, integration limits and further eva

luation of the integral see the previous Beetion A2. 

No elosed form has been found for the integral in eq. A24. 

The ealeulations have been performed by numerieal integration. 

In this manual eq. A24 has been used to ealeulate the 186 keV 

photon flux at the eollimator exit for the Referenee Bamples 

with a 2 mm thiek aluminium eontainer wall (see Fig. 3.7 in 

Beetion 3.1.5). 

Eq. A24 deseribes the maximum 186 keV gamma eounting rate 

that eould be ideally obtained from a deteetor with 100 % peak 

deteetion effieieney. However, in a real eounting arrangement the 

limited deteetion effieieney of the gamma deteetor must be taken 

into aeeount. This eomprises the "geometrieal" effieieney (i.e., 

size and position of the deteetor) and the intrinsie effieieney 

of the deteetor. A sehematie eross seetion through a typieal gamma 

eounting setup is shown in Fig. A5. 

Fig. A5 

sample 

container 

collimator 

detector 

Behematie eross seetion through a typieal gamma eounting 

set-up. 

We use here a very simple model for the intrinsie effieiency 

E of the gamma deteetor, deseribed by 
A I Q, , 

E = E (1 - e ) 
0 

(A25) 
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where A' is the linear photo-absorption coefficient of the de

tector material, ~, is the unscattered path length of the in

cident photon within the detector (see Fig. A5), and E is the 
0 

peak efficiency of an infinite detector of this type for 186 keV 

photons. Photon scattering effects are neglected. Note that ~, is 

dependent on the incidence angle and on the incidence location of 

the incoming photon at the detector surface. 

Using eqs. A24 and A25 we finally arrive at a formula that 

describes the 186 keV gamma counting rate observed from a detector 

in a real counting arrangement: 

N = enr•A! J cos8•E • 
186 F Q o 

-A'~' ( 1-e ) • e (A26) 

The integration is to be performed over all elements dF of the 

collimator entrance area F and over the solid angles dQ defined 

by the collimator exit area seen from each areal element dF (see 

Section A2). Note, that the efficiency becomes zero, when the 

photon doesn't strike the detector (~' = 0). We omit here the 

further evaluation of the integral. The solution normally re-· 

quires the application of numerical integration techniques. 

When we ask for photon attenuation by an absorbing layer in 

context with gamma-ray measurements, we are primarily interested 

in those effects which influence the gamma counting rate really 

observed from the detector, rather than in the transmission 

through the collimator. It can be deduced from eq. A26 that the 

effective gamma attenuation in an absorbing layer is not only de

termined by the thickness and the type of the layer alone, but 

also by the collimator geometry (integration limits!) and, in ad

dition to this, by the size, the position and the intrinsic ef

ficiency of the gamma detector (A' and ~'!). To give an example: 

it can be seen from Fig. A5 that the range of accepted "pene

tration" angles 8 decreases with decreasing detector size,, which 

will result in a lower effective gamma attenuation for small de

tectors as compared to large-area detectors. 

The photon attenuation in an absorbing layer is usually 

given as the ratio of photon counting rates observed with and 

without the absorber. In order to sirnplify the presentation of 
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the attenuation correction required for varying container wall 

thickness d, we define a wall thickness correction factor 

Kabs by: 

or 

Then the term 

N186 (d) 

N186(d=O) 

- A.•K •d abs =: e 

ln N186 (d=O) - ln N
186

(d) 
K abs =: t..•d 

(A27) 

describes the effective mean path length deff of the photons 

through the absorbing layer with a thickness d. It should be 

noted that the value of K b depends on the specific parameters a s 
of the particular counting geometry and on properties of the 

canning of the samples under assay. 

To allow a more simple calculation of the effective gamma at

tenuation, at least for a limited range of absorber thicknesses d 

around a mean thickness d in a given counting set-up, we further 
0 

define a differential wall thickness correction factor DK b by a s 

DK b (d ) =: a s o 

8K b (d) a s 
8d I d=d 0 . (A28) 

The gamma attenuation within an absorbing layer of thickness d 

is then given by 

-t..•K (d ) •d abs o · o 
• e 

-1-•DK (d)•(d-d) abs o o 
(A29) 

Here K b (d ) and DK b (d ) can be considered as constants for a a s o a s o 
limited range of absorber thickness around d

0
, being valid for a 

particular absorbermaterial and for a particular counting~arran

gement. The differential wall thickness correction factor DKabs 

defined in eq. A28 has been used in Section 4.3 of the manual. 
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It is of interest to examine the range of variations of 

Kabs as a function of the various measurement parameters. For 

this we have first calculated the dependence of K b on the a s 
de·tector size, assuming an absorber layer of 2 mm aluminium 

(as given for the Reference Samples). Three extreme types of 

gamma detectors have been considered: 

1. a large-area, infinitely thick detector, 

2. a large-area, infinitely thin detector, and 

3. a point detector. 

lß 
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Fig. A6 Fractional increase of the effective absorber thickness 

(Kabs- 1) relative to a very narrow collimator as a 

function of the collimator geometry, given for three 

types of gamma detectors. 

Fig. A6 gives the calculated values of (K b - 1) as a function a s 
of the collimator geometry in a double logarithmic scale. For 

very narrow collimators K b reaches values near unity. For broad 
a s 

and flat collimators the values of K b increase to about 1.5, a s 
indicating that in these cases the effective mean path length of 
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the photans in the absorber layer rnay be about 50 % higher than 

in case of a narrow collirnator. Further, it can be seen in Fig. 

A6 that the effective garnrna attenuation is highest for thin 

large-area detectors. 

In order to dernonstrate the dependence of K b on the thick-a s 
ness of the absorbing layer,we have calculated Kabs as a function 

of the absorber material and of the absorber thickness, expressed 

by the product A•d of the linear attenuation coefficient A and 

the thickness d of the absorber, assuming here a thick large-area 

detector. The results are displayed in Fig. A7. The upper scale 

shows the linear photon transrnission (1- exp (-A•d)) that cor

responds to the A•d values given on the lower scale. 

Fig. A7 

(/) 
.0 
0 
~ 

'- 1.5 0 ·-u 
.E 
c 1.4 
.Q 
ü 
~ 1.3 
0 
u 
(./) 

1-e-~ ·d 

0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 

5 

De = 2.5 
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(./) 1.2 
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~ He 
~ 1.1 r-------------------------------

1 
= 0 

3: 1.0 0 . 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
A.·d 

2.5 

Thickness correction factor K b versus thickness d and a s 
linear attenuation coefficient A of the absorber, 

given for selected cylindrical collirnator g·eornetries: 

D = collirnator diarneter, H = collirnator height. c c 

Fig. A7 shows that the thickness correction factor K b dea s 
creases with increasing absorber thickness. This can be under-

stood considering the fact that the angular distribution of the 
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observed photons becornes rnore forward-peaked with increasing 

absorber thickness: in case of an extrernely thick container wall 

only those garnrna rays are observed from a sarnple which penetrate 

the wall approxirnately perpendicular tc its surface. 

Fig. A7 also shows that the dependence of K b on the con-
a s 

tainer wall thickness is higher for broad and flat collirnators 

than for narrow ones. The arrows in Fig. A7 indicate the ~·d val

ues of a 2 rnrn thick alurniniurn absorber (representing the wall 

thickness of the reference cans) and of an 1.5 cm thick steel ab

sorber (typical for UF6 containers). It can be seen that the cor

responding K b values rnay differ by up to 10 % for wide colli-a s 
rnators. 

Note: the use of calculated corrections according to the 

forrnulae given in this section should be restricted to srnall at

tenuation corrections. In case of large attenuation corrections 

non-negligible errors rn~y result frorn uncertainties of the linear 

attenuation coefficients used and frorn uncertainties in the cal

culation of the detector efficiency. Therefore, it is strongly 

recomrnended to deterrnine the attenuation correction experirnent

ally, if the wall thickness of the sarnples under assay deviates 

significantly frorn that of the sarnples used for the calibration 

of the rneasurement systern. A procedure serving for this purpese 

is described in Section 4.3 of this rnanuel. 



APPENDIX B 

Characteristic gamrna rays frorn the decay of 

uraniurn isotopes 

(Energies, garnrna ernission probabilities and 

half-lives frorn references [7], [8], [12]) 
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Table B1 Characteristic gamrna rays frorn the decay of 235u in 

the energy range 120-300 keV. Ernission rates of 231Th 

are given for secular equilibriurn, i.e. >1 week 

after Separation. 

Gamma energy Ernitting Photons I s 
[keV] Isotope per initial g 235

0 

124.9 231Th 4.7 10 1 

134.0 231Th 2.0 10 1 

135.7 231Th 6.5 1 0 1 

140.8 2350 1 • 9 10 2 

143.8 2350 8.7 10 3 

145.9 231Th 2.8 10 1 

150.9 235
0 6.5 10 1 

16 3. 1 231Th 1.3 10 2 

163.4 235
0 4.0 10 3 

174.2 231Th 1 . 5 10 1 

182. 1 235
0 3.4 10 2 

183.5 231Th 2.8 10 1 

185.7+++ 2350 4.6 10 4 

194.9 2350 5.0 10 2 

198.9 235
0 3.2 10 1 

20 2. 1 2350 8.5 10 2 

205.3 2350 4.0 10 3 

215.3 235
0 2. 3 1 0 1 

217.9 231Th 3.3 10 1 

233.5 235
0 3.4 1 0 1 

240.9 2350 6.8 10 1 

246.8 2350 5. 1 10 1 

275.3 235
0 4. 2 10 1 

+++ 
This line i.s used for the deterrnination of 235u enrichrnent 
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Table B2 Characteristic gamma rays from the decay of 238o 
in the energy range 120 - 300 keV. Emission rates 

of 
238o descendants are given for secular equili

brium, i.e. >3 months after Separation. 

Gamma energy 

[keV] 

++ 
( 49.5++ 
( 63 

125.4 
13 1. 0 
13 7. 7 
1 4 0. 1 
140.3 
14 3. 6 
1 52. 7 
1 59. 1 
1 7 0. 7 
1 7 4. 6 
184.7 + 
186.0 + 
193.4 
193.6 
19 6. 4 
1 9 9. 9 
200.6 
203.0 
209.9 
226.4 
227.2 
243.7 
245.2 
24 7. 7 
248.9 
257.9 
2 6 7. 1 
272 
275.5 
277.9 
286.1 
289.6 
293.6 
299.0 

(1001.2++ 

Emitting 

Isotope 

Photons I s 

per initial g 238o 

40 
9160 

0. 1 6 
3.25 
0.02 
0 • 1 1 
0. 1 6 
0.06 
1 • 1 
0. 1 
0.08 
0.03 
0. 15 
0.32 
0.06 
0. 1 0 
0. 0 1 
0.05 
0. 1 8 
0. 1 9 
0 • 1 1 
0.96 
0.89 
0.05 
0. 1 5 
0.08 
0.46 
7 • 0 1 
0.03 
0 • 2 1 
0.02 
0 • 1 1 
0.02 
0.02 
0.06 
0.06 

73 

) 
) 

---~-------------------------------------------------------

+ Possible interference with 185.7 keV line from 
235o 

++ 
Given for additional information 



Table B3 

Gamma energy 

[keV] 

( 53.3++ 

120.9 

185.8 + 

186.2 + 

241.9 

253.5 

295.2 

- B 3 -

Characteristic gamma rays from the decay of 234 u in 

the energy range 120 - 300 keV. Emission rates of 
234 U descend~nts are given for different time 

periods after Separation. 

Emitting Photons I s :eer initial 9: 234u 

Isotope T=O T=1 y T=5 y T=·Jo y 

234u 2.8 10 5 

234u 9.4 10 4 

230Th 0 0.2 0.9 1 . 8 
226Ra 0 0.02 0.4 1 . 6 
214Pb 0 0.04 0.8 3.3 
230Th 0 0.2 1.1 2 . 1 
214Pb 0 0. 1 2 . 1 8.2 

+ Possible interference with 185.7 keV line from 
235

u 

++ Given for additional information 

Table B4 Characteristic gamma ray from the decay of 
236

u. 

Gamma energy 

[keV] 

112.8 

Emitting 

Isotope 
Photons I s per g 

236
u 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
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Table B5 232 Characteristic gamma rays from the decay of U in 

the energy range 120 - 300 keV. Emission rates are 

· · · t · 1 . 232 u f d · ff t t · g1ven per 1n1 1a gram or 1 eren 1me 

periods after separation. 

Gamma energy 

[keV] 

Emitting 

Isotope 

Photons I s per initial g 232 u 

T=O T=1 y T=10 y 

( 57.8++§ 

129.1 § 

141 . 0 

191.0 

209.5 

270.2 § 

131. 6 

142.0 

144.0 

164.0 

166.4 

176.7 

182.2 + 

205.9 

211 . 4 

216.0 

228.5 

233.4 

238.6 § 

241.0 

252.6 

277.4 

292.7 

300. 1 

( 588.1++§ 

(2614.5++§ 

232u 

232u 

232u 

232u 

232u 

228Th 

228Th 

212Bi 

212Bi 

228Th 

212Pb 

228Th 

228Th 

208Tl 

228Th 

228Th 

208Tl 

212Pb 

224Ra 

208Tl 

208Tl 

224Ra 

212Pb 

208Tl 

208Tl 

5.4 10 8 

2.6 10 4 

2.4 10
5 

8.4 10 4 

2.3 10 7 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5.3 10 8 

2.5 10 4 

2.4 10 5 

8.3 10 4 

2.3 10 7 

3.0 10
8 

3.2 10 3 

2.3 10
7 

1.1 10 7 

2.3 10 8 

1.2 10 8 

1.3 10 4 

4.4 10 7 

1.4 10 8 

5.7 10 8 

4.4 10
4 

2.5 10 8 

1.0 1o 11 

9.4 10 9 

6.5 10 8 

5.6 10 9 

1.4 10 7 

7.8 10 9 

7.0 10 10 

8.2 10 10 

4.9 10 8 

2.3 10 4 

2.2 10
5 

7.6 10
4 

2.1 10 7 

8.9 10 8 

9.6 10
3 

6.9 10
7 

3.2 10 7 

6.9 10 8 

3.6 108 

3.7 10
4 

1.3 10 8 

4.2 10 8 

1. 7 1 o9 

1.3 10
5 

7.7 108 

3.1 1o 11 

2.8 10 10 

2.0 10 9 

1.7 1o
10 

4.2 10 7 

2.4 10 10 

2.1 10 11 ) 

2.5 1o 11 ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------
+ 

++ 

§ 

Possible interference with 185.7 keV line from 235 u 

Given for additional information 

These strong lines may be used to detect 232 u or its 
descendants present in a sample 



Table B6 
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Characteristic gammma rays from the decay of 233 u in 

the energy range 120 - 300 keV. Emissions rates of 
233 u descendants are given for different time periods 

after separation. 

Gamma energy 

[keV] 

Emitting 

Isotope 

Photons I s per initial g 233 u 

T=O T=1 y T=10 y 

120.8 

135.3 

145.4 

146.3 

164.5 

184.5 + 

188.0 + 

208.2 

217. 1 

245.3 

248.7 

2 78. 1 

288.0 

291.3 

(317.2 ++ 

124.5 

137.0 

148 

150. 1 

156.5 

157.3 

186.1 + 

188.0 + 

193.6 

211.0 

216.2 

218.0 

292.3 

233u 

233u 

233u 

233u 

233u 

233u 

233u 

233u 

233u 

233u 

233u 

233u 

233 

233u 

229Th 

229Th 

229Th 

225Ac 

229Th 

225Ac 

225Ac 

225Ac 

229Th 

229Th 

225Ac 

221Fr 

213Bi 

9.2 10 3 

7.9 10 3 

5.5 10 3 

2.2 10 4 

2.2 10 4 

< 5 10
2 

7.1 10 3 

8.6 10 3 

1.2 10 4 

1.4 10
4 

5.4 10 3 

4.3 10 3 

3.3 10 3 

2.0 10 4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1.2 10 3 

5.4 10 2 

3.7 10
2 

2.2 10 2 

7.4 10 2 

1.0 10 2 

6.1 10° 

1.6 10 2 

1.5 10 3 

1. 1 1 o3 

'1.0 10 2 

3.8 10 3 

1. 1 1 o2 

1.2 10 4 

5.4 10
3 

3.7 10
3 

2.4 10
3 

7.4 10 3 

1.1 10
3 

6.7 10 1 

1.8 10 3 

1.5 10 4 

1.1 10 4 

1 • 1 1 0 
3 

4.2 1o 4 

1.2 10 3 

----------------------------------------------------------------
+ 

++ 
Possible interference with 185.7 keV line from 23 5u 

Given for additional information 
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Table B7 Characteristic gamma rays from the decay of 237u in 

the energy range 120 - 300 keV. Emission rates are 

given per initial gram 237u for different time 

periods after separation. 

Gamma energy Emitting Photons I s per initial 9: 
237

0 

[keV) Isotope T=O T=1 m T=1 y 

( 59.9++§ 237
0 1 . 1 1015 4.8 1013 < 0.1 

164.6 2370 5.9 1012 2.6 1011 
208.0 § 2370 6.9 1014 3 . 1 1013 < 0.05) 
221.8 2370 6.6 1 0 1 1 2.9 1010 
234.4 2370 6.3 1011 2.8 1010 

267.6 
237

0 2.3 1013 1.0 1012 
292.7 2370 8.5 1010 3.7 10 9 

( 86.5++§ 237Np 0 3.3 10 6 ) 

1 3 1 . 1 
237 0 2.5 10 4 
237Np 

134.2 237Np 0 2.0 10 4 

143.3 237Np 0 1 • 2 10 5 

151 . 3 237Np 0 6.6 10 4 

155.2 237Np 0 2.6 10 4 

162.5 237Np 0 1 . 1 10 4 

169.1 237Np 0 2. 1 10 4 

170.6 237Np 0 4.8 10 3 

175.9 237Np 0 6 . 1 10 3 

180.7 237Np 0 6 . 1 10 3 

186.8 + 237Np 0 8.6 10 2 

191 . 3 237Np 0 6 . 1 10 3 

193.0 237Np 0 1 . 3 10 4 

194.7 237Np 0 }5. 7 10 4 
194.9 237Np 0 

10 3 
196.8 0 6.5 
201.7 

237Np 
0 1 . 2 10 4 

209.1 
237Np 

0 4.7 10
3 

212.3 
237Np 

0 4.3 10
4 

213.9 
237Np 

0 1 . 2 10
4 

229.8 
237Np 

0 3.3 10 3 

237.9 
237Np 

0 1 . 9 10 4 
233Np 10 4 

271.6 Ra 0 8.2 

(300.2++ 
233 0 1 . 3 10 5 ) 
233Ra 10 6 ) (312.9++§ Ra 0 9.7 

---------~-------------------------------------------------------

+ Possible interference with 185.7 keV line from 
2350 

++ Given for additional information 

§ These strong lines may be u.sed to detect 237u or its 
descendents present in a sample 



APPENDIX C 

Physical constants used in the calculation 

of the 186 keV gamma counting rate 
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APPENDIX C 

Physical constants used in the calculation 
------------------------------------------

A = 6.022 1023 [mol - 1 ] Avogadro constant 

Atomic weight of 235 o M235 = 235.0 -1 [g• mol ] 

Half-life of 235u [8] 

Emission probability of a 
185.7 keV photon per decay 
of a 235o atom [7] 

Attenuation cross section 
for 185.7 keV photons in 0 
(narrow-beam cross section 
minus coherent cross sec
tion [ 9] ) 

Derived values 

Nurober of 185.7 keV photons 
emitted per second per 
2350 . t a om 

T1/2 

p186 

n186 

"M 
n186 

= (7.038.:!:_0.007) 10 8 

= (2.220.:!:_0.002) 1016 

= 0.575 + 0.009 -

= (582 + 30) 1o-24 

= P186•ln 2 /T1/2 

= (1.80.:!:_0.03) 10-17 

. 
= n186 •A/M.235 

[a] 

[ s] 

2 [cm ] 

Nurober of 185.7 keV photons 
emitted per secend per 
gram 234o = (4.60+0.07) 10

4 -1 -1 [ s • g ] 

Nurober of 185.7 keV photons emitted per cm 2 surface area of an 

infinitely thick 0 metal sample into the halfspace (2n) per second 

per % 235 o isotope abundance (atom %) , neglecting coherent photon 

scattering and assuming uniform 235o isotope abundance in the sam

ple: 

1 
100 

Note: The uncertainties of the photon cross sections and of 

the related attenuation coefficients given in Tables 

C1, C2 and C3 are about + 5% [9]. 
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Table C1 Photon cross sections for 185.7 keV gamrna rays and 
related constants given for selected elements. 

Element 

H 
Be 
B 

c 
N 
0 

F 
Mg 
Al 

Si 
Cl 
Ca 

Ti 
V 
er 
Mn 
Fe 
Co 

Ni 
Cu 
Zn 

Zr 
Mo 
Cd 

In 
Sn 
Sm 

Eu 
Gd 
Dy 

w 
Pb 
Bi 

Th 
u 
Pu 

Photon cross 
section 1) 

(barn) 

0.415 
1.66 
2.07 

2.49 
2.90 
3.31 

3.74 
5.02 
5.47 

5.91 
7.36 
9.03 

10.3 
. 11 • 0 

11 . 7 

12. 5 
13.3 
14.3 

15.3 
16.3 
17. 5 

34.9 
4 0. 1 
60.0 

64.1 
68.6 

143. 

152. 
160. 
178. 

269. 
389. 
405. 

540. 
582. 
629. 

Mass attenuation 
coefficient 2) 

2 -3 (cm •g ) 

0.248 
0. 111 
0. 116 

0. 125 
0.125 
0.125 

0.119 
0. 124 
0.122 

0.127 
0.125 
0.136 

0. 12 9 
0.130 
0.135 

0.137 
0.144 
0.147 

0.157 
0.155 
0.161 

0.231 
0.252 
0.321 

0.336 
0.348 
0.572 

0.601 
0.613 
0.661 

0.882 
1 • 1 3 
1 • 1 7 

1.40 
1.47 
1.56 

Metal 
density 3) 

-3 (g•cm ) 

1. 85 

2.70 

7.86 

8.92 

8.64 

19.4 
11 . 3 
9.80 

19.0 

Linear 
attenuation 
coefficient 

-1 (cm ) 

0.205 

0.329 

1.13 

1. 38 

2.78 

17. 1 
12.8 
11 • 4 

28.0 

1) Narrow-beam cross section minus coherent cross section inter
polated to 185.7 keV from values given in [9] 

2) Conversion factors from photon cross sections to mass attenu
ation coefficients taken from [9] 

3) Metal densities taken from [21]. 
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For a uniform chemical compound c the photon cross sections o. 
l 

of the elements i in the compound, the mass attenuation coeffi-

cient ~c' and the linear attenuation coefficient 

lated by the following equation: 
A are rec 

A 

n. 
l 

o. 
l 

m c 
Pc 

~c 
A c 

= 
= 

= 

= 
= 
= 
= 

Avogadro constant 

A·~ n. •o. 
. l l 
l 

Number of atoms of element i in the compound molecule 
(stoichiometry) 

photon cross sectiön of element i 

molecular mass of the compound 

density of the compound 

mass attenuation coefficient of the compound 

linear attenuation coefficient of the compound. 

Table C2 Mass attenuation coefficients for 185.7 keV photons 

for some uranium compounds. 

Uranium compound 

U metal 

uo 2 

U308 

UF4 

UF6 

uranyl nitrate 

uo 2 (No3 ) 2 •6H2o 

Molecular 
-1 (g• mol ) 

238 

270 

842 

314 

352 

502 

mass 

[ 2 1] 

Mass attenuation 

coefficient (cmf·g- 1) 

1 • 4 7 3 

1 • 313 

1.268 

1. 145 

1.034 

0.767 

--------------------------------------------------~~~~-~---------
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Table C3 Linear attenuation coefficients for 185.7 keV photons 

for some absorber materials. 

Absorber 

material 

Polyethylene (CH2 )n 

Aluminium 

Steel 

Copper 

Brass (61.5 %Cu 
35.5 % Zn 

3.0 % Pb) 

Cadmium 

Lead 

Tungsten 

Density 
-3 ( g • cm ) 

0.95 

2.70 

7.9 

8.92 

8.5 

8.64 

11.3 

19.4 

Linear attenuation 

coefficient (cm- 1 ) 

0. 14 

0.329 

1.25 

1.38 

1 • 58 

2.78 

12. 8 

1 7. 1 

-----------------------------------------------------------------



APPENDIX D 

Tables of test statistics 
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T~ble D1 Confidence limits x for the modified chi-square distri

bution w2 = X2 /DOF at various probability levels P 

(DOF = degrees of freedorn) . 

P (w 2 < x) 1 % 5 % 10 % 50 % 90 % 95 % 99 % 

P(w 2 ~x) 99 % 95 % 90 % 50 % 10 % 5 % 1 % 

DOF 

1 0.0002 0.004 0.02 0.46 2.71 3.84 6.63 
2 0.01 0.05 0 . 11 0.69 2.30 3.00 4.60 

3 0.04 0. 12 0. 19 0.79 2.08 2.60 3.78 
4 0.08 0. 18 0.27 0.84 1. 94 2.36 3.32 

5 0 • 11 0.23 0.32 0.87 1 . 85 2.21 3.02 
6 0. 15 0.27 0.37 0.89 1 . 7 7 2. 10 2.80 

7 0. 18 0. 31 0.41 0.91 1 . 7 2 2.01 2.64 
8 0. 21 0.34 0.44 0.92 1.67 1 . 94 2. 51 

9 0.23 0.37 0.46 0.93 1 . 6 3 1.88 2. 41 
10 0.26 0.39 0.49 0.94 1. 60 1. 83 2.32 

20 0.41 0.53 0.62 0.97 1 . 42 1 . 57 1 . 88 
30 0.50 0.62 0.69 0.98 1 • 3 4 1 . 46 1. 70 _______ ......., __ 

-------------------------------------------------------

Table D2 Confidence lirnits x for the t-distribution at various 

probability levels P (DOF = degrees of freedorn). 

P (t < x) 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 

20 
30 

-------------

50 % 

50 % 

1.0 
.82 

.76 

.74 

.73 

.72 

. 71 

.70 

.70 

.70 

.69 

.68 

90 % 

10 % 

6. 4 
2.9 

2.4 
2. 1 

2.0 
1 . 9 

1 . 9 
1 • 9 

1 . 8 
1 . 8 

1.7 
1 . 7 

95 % 

5 % 

12.7 
4.3 

3.2 
2.8 

2.6 
2.5 

2.4 
2.3 

2.3 
2.2 

2. 1 
2.0 

' 99 % 

1 % 

63.7 
9.9 

5.8 
4.6 

4.0 
3. 7 

3.5 
3.4 

3.3 
3.2 

2.9 
2.8 

---------------~~====~~-------------------



APPENDIX E 

ER2FIT 

A BASIC program for the calibration 

of 235u enrichment assay systems 
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10 REM ******************************************************** 
2~~1 PHi 
::: 121 F.: Er-i 
40 F.:Et··l 
~:S 121 F.: E l'•i 
60 F.:Et··l 
?0 F.:Et-1 
:::: 0 F.: Ei"i 
90 F.:Et·i 

F.:E1··1 
F.:Et·i 
F.:Et··l 
F.: Ei"'l 
RE:t-1 

:10121 
:1..::1..0 
120 
::1..:3:0 
14·0 

PF.:OGF.:At•it·i EF.:2FIT 

LINEAF.: LEAST SQUAF.:ES FIT WITH INDIVIDUAL ERRORS 
IN E:OTH OBSERVATIONS AND GIVEN VARIANCES FOR EACH 
OBSERVATION. FIT FUNCTION E = A*P + C 

F'. 1'•1ATUSSE~::: 
~:::F' ~::: ,.··' I ~::: I I I 
F'. 0. 8. 3:64(1 
D-7500 KARLSRUHE 
GEF.:t·1AN'T' 

~:1..50 
1(::0 

REM ******************************************************* 
REI'·1 
F.:EI···t 
F.: El'-1 

:::::::::::: PAF.:T 1: INPUT SECTION 

190 REM ******************************************************* 
F.:Et·1 

210 DIM P<21),DP(21),E(21).DE(21).G(21),0(21).ES<21) 
F'F.: I NT : F'F.: I NT II ~·4Ut·iE:EF.: OF DFITA p() I NTS .;: t·1A::( 20) ::: II ,; 
INPUT N 

:~:40 F:Et·1 ...................................................... . 
F.:EI-1 TO I N\·'fJKE TE::::T DATA.. I t·~PUT A t·~EGA'T' I '•,•'E NUt·1E:EF.: ! 
F.:Et·1 ...................................................... . 
IF N<0 THEN GOTO 410 
IF N<3 THEN GOTO 540 
IF N>20 THEN GOTO 540 

3:00 
:3:H.1 

F.:E:Jo1 ...................................................... . 

3:::!:0 
~~!:40 

3:50 
3:60 

F()F.: I ::::: 1 TO t·~ 

F'R I 1··n : PI:::: I tn II I t·~PUT Df1TA PO I t·rr # II .. I 
PF: I NT II ;1.:::~5 ~:::E'•,•' t·~E'f--F'EA~::: iJAt·1t·1A COUNT I NG F.:ATE ::::: II ·' 
PR I f··n 11 1:1E:~:::OL ... I.JTE EF.:F.:OF<: OF GAI"H"IA COUNT I NG F.:ATE ::::: 11 

.o 

F'F.: I NT II DECLAF.:ED ENF.: I CHt·1Et·.IT '•,•'tiLUE 
PF.: I NT II AE:SOLUTE EF.:F.:OF.: OF ENF.: I CHt·iENT '•,•'ALUE 
NE::.:;r I 
PF.: I r·n 

·-''. - ·' 
-"· ..... ,1 

3:90 GOTCI 63:0 

INPUT 
INPUT 
INPUT 
INPUT 

P<I> 
[;.p <I) 
E<I> 

''tl2t0 f:;;:EJ··I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TEST [)ATti ........................... . 
410 1'·,1:::."!5 
420 DATA 11. 349. 0. 033. 0. 3205. 0. 0001 
430 DATA 25. 428. 0. 051. 0. 7210. 0. 0001 
440 DATA 69. 128. 0. 104. 1. 9658. 0. 0003 
450 DATA 105. 061. 0. 147. 2. 9843. 0. 0005 
460 DATA 159. 182. 0. 207. 4. 5167. 0. 0007 
.:.i. ?0 F.:Et·1 
4:::121 F::Et•1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F.:EAD TEST DATA ......................... . 
490 FOR I=1 TO N 
500 READ P<I>.DP<I).E<I>.DE<I> 
s :i 0 t·.u::: ::-::-r I 
52~~1 C:iOTO 63:0 
~:;:~:0 F.:Et•i . . . . . . . . . . . . J. NPIJ'T' -EF.:F.:OF.: E:::<: rr ........................ . 
!:;:i40 F'R I NT : PF.: I t·H II INPUT EF.:F.:OF.: ! ! ! II : PF.: I NT 
5!5~:::1 C10TO 220 
.560 F.:Et·i 
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570 REM ******************************************************* 
5::::0 F.:Et·1 
590 REM ::::::::::::::: PART 2: CALCULATION :::::::::::::::: 
6~~10 F.:Et·1 

6~0 REM ******************************************************* 
620 F.:Et·1 
63:0 FOF.: I=~ TO t·~ 
64~:3 G< I>=~. 
650 [:o(I::O=O. 
66(~ t·~E;:.n· I 
6?~Z1 F.:Et·1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I TEF.:AT I ON L.OOF' ........................ . 
6:::a::1 FOF.: .J=:1. TO 6 
~39~~1 SG=ü. 
70(1 EF'=0. 
7'~0 CJE=~~I. 
7'20 GP=0. 
?3:0 P2=0. 
74(1 13[:•=0. 
?50 F.:Et··l ...................................................... . 
?60 FOF.: I = ~ TO N 
'?71ZI SC:i=SG+G < I ) 
780 EP=EP+G<I::O:+:E(I):+:F'(I) 
790 GE=GE+G<I::O:+:E<I> 
800 GP=GP+G(I):+:P(I) 
8~0 P2=P2+G<I::O:+:P(I):+:F'(I) 
820 GD=G[:o+[:oP(I):+:[:oP(I):+:G<I::O:+:G(l):+:D(I):+:[:o(!) 
:::J:0 NE:=<T · I 
840 REM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
850 X=<SG:+:<P2-G[:o)-GP:+:GP> 
860 A=<SG:+:EP-GE:+:GP)/X 

890 DC=<P2-GD)/X 
900 AC=-GP.···'::·:: 
9~0 REM ............ NEW WEIGHTS AND RESIDUALS 
9:~(1 Ot·1=~~1. 

9J0 FOR I=~ TO N 
941::.1 G< I)=~. ,.··'(DE< I ):+:[:•E< I )+A:+:A:+:DP< I ):+:DP< I)) 
950 ES<I>=A:+:P<I>+C 
960 D<I>=ES<I>-E<I> 
970 OM=OM+G<I):+:D(I):+:D(I) 
9:::0 NE:=·n.. I 
990 Ot·1=Cir·1.···' ( N-2 ::0 

~000 REM . . . . . . . . ADJUSTMENT OF VARtANCES AND COVARIANCE ...... . 
:10~1~1 [:•1:::=DA:+:m·1 
il~1~~0 D~~=DC:+:ot•1 

1~.33:0 D3:=AC:+:Ot·1 
:U:~40 F.:Et•'l . . . . . . . . . . . . I TEF~AT I ON PF.: I t-H ........................ . 
1[~~5~~~ PF.: I tH : PF.: I NT II I TEF.:AT I ON NF.:. II ·' J 
11a60 PF.: I NT 11 SLOPE = 11 .o : PF.: I NT us I NG 11 #. #####.-.. -.. -.. ··· 11 

.• A.o 
1~~1';:"~.3 PF~ I NT II +- II ·' : PF.: I NT us I NG II #. #####.-.. -.. -.. -. II .. SG!F:: ( 01) .i 
:JJ~1:::o F'F~ I NT II CO'·/AF.: I ANC:E = ".: : PF.: r tH us I NG "~*· ###:f~:f:l,.-............ -. " .. DJ: 
:1ü90 PF.: I NT II OFF SET= II .i : PF.: I NT us I NG II #. #####.-.. -.. -...... II .i C.• 
1100 PF.: 1 NT " +- II .. : PF.: I ~n u::: I NG II #. #####'"· .. -.. -.. -. II •• :::G!F.: < c:~2::. .. 
11H.1 PF.: I tf'l" II Ot·1EGA SG!UAF.:E :::: II ,: : PF.: I NT us I t·~G II #. #####.-.. ··.:·-.. -. II .i Ot·1 
:112~Z1 NE::·::T J 
1:1.3:1~1 F.:Et1 . . . . . . . . . . . . ENC:• OF I TEF.:AT I ON LOOP ................. . 
114(1 F.:Et·1 
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~~50 REM :+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+: 

~~6(1 F.:Et·1 
~~ 7't1 PEt·1 
:1~:3~~1 F~Et·1 

PART 3 : F'F.:INT F.:ESIDUALS AND RESULTS : : : : : : 

1~90 REM :+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+: 

~200 F.:Et·1 
~2~0 PF.: I NT : F'F.: I NT: PR I NT II TAE:LE OF F.:ES I [:•UAL..:3 II 

~22~~1 F'F.: I NT : PF.: I ~H II 

~23:~Z1 PF.: I NT II C:Ot·~F I DENCE II 

1.24(.'1 PF.: I NT II OE:S. NP OE:S. '•/ALUE EST I t·1ATE 
~2!50 PF~INT II Lit·1ITS OF FIT": F'F.:INT 

###. II ,; ._T_; : F'F.: I NT II II ,; 

##. ####".: E(J).: : PF.:INT II 

##. ##### II ,; ES ( J) ,; : PF.: !NT II 

##. #####".: DO::J).; : F'RINT II 

F.:ES I OUAL. 

II. 

·' 
II. 

·' 
+--". ·' 

#. #####",; ::::oF.: o:: ~ •.. ··o o:: J > >,; : PF.: I NT II +- II.: 

EF.:F.:OF.: II ,; 

~260 FOR J=~ TO N 
~2~:'0 PF.: I NT u::; I t·JC:i 
~2::::0 F'F.: I NT US I NG 
~290 PF.: I NT US I NG 
13:121(1 PF.: I NT US I NG 
1:.:1:10 F'F.: I NT u:::: I NG 
~3:2f't PF.: I NT US I NG 
~3:3:f't NE::O::T .J 

#. ##### II.: SG!F.: ( p ( .J > :+:P ( .J) :+:D~ +2. :+:P 0:: .J ::• :+:!):~:+[)~~: > 

:13:4~Z1 PF.: I NT : PF.: I NT II :f::f::f::f::t::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::f::f::f::f::f::f::f::t::+::+::+::+::+::+::t::+::f::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+: II ,; 

~3:50 PF~ I NT II :+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+::+: II 

~3:60 F'F.: I NT : PF.: I NT II :::L..OPE ::: II .i : PF.: I t·ff' us I t·H:] II #. :fl:####'" ................. II .i A.; 
~3?121 PF.: I NT II +- II ,; : PF.: I NT us I NC:i II #. #####.-.. -.. -· .. -. II .i :::~G!F.: 0:: D:l > 
1J:::::o PF.: I NT II OFFSET ..... II .ö : PR I t-n u:::. I t·.IG "#. #tl:##w-.. ·-.... · .. -. II,; C,; 
~3:90 PF.: I NT II +- II.: : PF.: I NT us I NG II #. #####'"· .. -.. ·-.. -. II ,; ::::G!I:;;: 0:: D:2 > 
~4f10 PF.: I NT : PF.: I NT II ot·1EGA SG!UAF.:E ..... II ,; : F'F.: I NT us I Nl3 II ##. ### II ,; Ot·1 
~4~0 PF.: I NT "DEGF.:EES OF FF~EEDOt·1 ·- ",; N·--2: 
~42:0 PF.: I NT: PF.: I NT 11 '•,•'AF.: I ANCE SLOPE --· ".; : PF.: I t-H u~; I NCi "#. #####.-.. ·-.. -.. -. 11

,; D1 
~43:~~'1 PF.: I NT 111•,•'AF.: I ANCE OFFSET ..... II ,; : PF.: I t·H us I NC:i II #. ####41:·-.. -........... II.: [:o~: 

~44~~1 PF.: I NT II CO'···' ( SLOF'E .. OFFSET > ..... II .i : F'F.: I NT us I I'Ki II #. ##~:J:## ...... -.. -· .. ···1! .i 03 
~45f'l PF.: I NT 
::1.460 END 
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DATA SET I <INPUT DATA SEE PROGRAM LISTING) 

F.:Ut·J 

I TEF.:AT I ON NF.:. :i 
SLOPE = 0. 28388E-01 +- 0. 11242E-01 
OFFSET= 0. 94639E-04 +- 0. 10295E+01 

I TEF.:AT I ON NF.:. 2 
SLOPE = 0. 28419E-01 +- 0. 22197E-04 
OFFSET= -. 17875E-02 +- 0. 80084E-03 

I TEF.:AT I ON NF.:. 3 
SLOPE = 0. 28419E-01 +- 0. 22222E-04 
OFFSET= -. 1785JE-02 +- 0. 80171E-03 

I TEF.:f-iT I ot·J NR 4 
SLOPE = 0. 28419E-01 +- 0. 22221E-04 
OFFSET= -. 17854E-02 +- 0. 80171E-03 

I TEF.:AT I ON NF.:. ~5 

SLOPE = 0. 28419E-01 +- 0. 22220E-04 
OFFSET= -. 17852E-02 +- 0. 80168E-03 

I TEF.:AT I Ot·~ NF.:. 6 
SLOPE = 0. 28419E-01 +- 0. 22221E-04 
OFFSET= -. 17854E-02 +- 0. 80170E-03 

TABLE OF RESIDUALS 

CO'•/AF.: I ANCE ::::: - 93:554E -02 
IJto1EClA SG!UAF.:E - t1. 1:::3:61EH31 

CO'o.•'AF.: I ANCE -· - 11E:25E-07 
ot·1EC:iA SG!UAF.:E :::: 0. 643:66E+00 

CO'•..'AF.: I ANCE ::::; - 1H::51E-07 
Oto1EGA SG!UAF.:E - (1, 643:66E+~ZH~1 

CO'·/AF.: I ANCE :::: - 11:::51E -t1'? 
Ofo1EGA SG!UAF.:E :::: 0. 643:65E +t~10 

CO'•/AF.: I ANCE :::: - 11:::50E -~?.17 
ot·1EGA SG!UAF.:E - ~~1. 643:60EH?.10 

COVAF.:IANCE - -. 11850E-07 
OMEGA SOUARE - 0. 64364E+00 

EXPECTED CONFIDENCE 
OE:::::. NF.: OE::::~. '•,•'fiLUE ESTIMATE F.:ESIDUAL ERF.:OR LINITS OF FIT 

1. 
.... , 
.:::... 
3:. 
4. 
c::' 
._1, 

SLOPE 
OFFSET 

0. ]205 
0. 7210 
1. 96!:i::: 

·4. 5167 

Ot·1EGA ::::G!UAF.:E 
DEGF.:EES OF FF.:EEDOM -

VARIANCE SLOPE = 
VARIANCE OFFSET == 
COV <SLOPE.OFFSET) = 

0. 32074 0. 00024 +-0. 00094 +-0. 00066 
0. 72086 -0. 00014 +-0. 00145 +-0. 00060 
1. 96278 -0. 00302 +-0. 00297 +-0. 00117 
2. 98397 -0. 0003:] +-0. 00421 +-0. 00190 
4. 52205 0. 00535 +-0. 00592 +-0. 003:06 

0. 28419E-01 +- 0. 22221E-04 
-. 17854E-02 +- 0. 80170E-03: 

~~1. 644 

0. 493:?:::E -09 
0. 64272E-~?.16 
-. Lt:::~it~1E-0? 
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DATA SET II 

NUt·1E:EF.: OF DATA POINTS 0:: t·1A::o::, 20::0 - 5 

INPUT DATA POINT # 1 
185 KEV NET-PEAK GAMMA COUNTING RATE 
ABSOLUTE ERROR OF GAMMA COUNTING RATE 
DECLARED ENRICHMENT VALUE 
ABSOLUTE ERROR OF ENRICHMENT VALUE 

INPUT DATA POINT # 2 
185 KEV NET-PEAK GAMMA COUNTING RATE 
ABSOLUTE ERROR OF GAMMA COUNTING RATE 
DECLARED ENRICHMENT VALUE 
ABSOLUTE ERROR OF ENRICHMENT VALUE 

INPUT DATA POINT # 3 
185 KEV NET-PEAK GAMMA COUNTING RATE 
ABSOLUTE ERROR OF GAMMA COUNTING RATE 
DECLARED ENRICHMENT VALUE 
ABSOLUTE ERROR OF ENRICHMENT VALUE 

INPUT DATA POINT # 4 
185 KEV NET-PEAK GAMMA COUNTING RATE 
ABSOLUTE ERROR OF GAMMA COUNTING RATE 
DECLARED ENRICHMENT VALUE 
ABSOLUTE ERROR OF ENRICHMENT VALUE 

INPUT DATA POINT # 5 
185 KEV NET-PEAK GAMMA COUNTING RATE 
ABSOLUTE ERROR OF GAMMA COUNTING RATE 
DECLARED ENRICHMENT VALUE 
ABSOLUTE ERROR OF ENRICHMENT VALUE 

I TE F.: A ·r I ot·~ ~··II~:. :1. 
SLOPE = 0. 97211E-02 +- 0. 150?4E-01 
OFFSET= -. 7867JE-02 +- 0. 40412E+01 

SLOPE = 0. 97020E-02 +- 0. 1?120E-04 
OFFSET= -. 42411E-02 +- 0. 2J743E-02 

I TE:F.:AT I ON NF.:. 3 
SLOPE = 0. 97019E-02 +- 0. 17088E-04 
OFFSET= -. 42J:44E-02 +- 0. 2J697E-02 

I TE RAT I ot·~ NF.:. 4 
SLOPE = 0. 97019E-02 +- 0. 17088E-04 
OFFSET= -. 42J4JE-02 +- 0. 2J697E-02 

I TEF:AT I ot·.l NF.:. a::· 
·-' 

SLOPE = 0. 97019E-02 +- 0. 17088E-04 
OFFSET= -. 42J:40E-02 +- 0. 2J697E-02 

I TEF.:AT I ON NF.:. 6 
SLOPE = 0. 97019E-02 +- 0. 17088E-04 
OFFSET= -. 42J44E-02 +- 0. 2J697E-02 

:::: 3:3:. 3:3: 
·- 06 
- 3:205 
- ~3001 

= 74. 91 
:::: ~~197 

·- 721 
- 0(H31 

·- 2~~{3:. 6 
:::: 1'":• 0::.. 

-- 1. 5165::: 
-· 1~10(~] 

-· 3:~~1!:: . .... ,C" 
.:::,,_, 

-·- 22 
'"" 2. 9::::43: 
- (1(1(15 

= 464. 93: 
-- 23: 
- 4. 516'? 
_ .. 000'? 

CO'·,•'AF.: I ANCE 
ot·1EGA SG!UAF.:E 

CO'•,.'AF.: I ANCE 
ot·1EGA :::~G!UAF.:E 

COVAF.:IANCE 
Clt'1EGA SC"~UAF.:E 

CO'•/AF.: I ANCE 
Clt'1EGA SG!UAF.:E 

CO'•/AF~ I ANCE 
Ot·1EGA :::~G!UAF.:E 

CO'·lAF.: I ANCE 
ot·1EGA SG!UAF.:E 

_" - 493:09E-~~11 
:::: ~~1. 2::::.t53:E ·+-~~12 

·-- - 2714?E-07 
-- ~1. 15?5:::E+02 

- - 27~~144E -07 
= 0. 1575:::E +~32 

= - 27044E-07 
:::: 0. 1575:::E+(12 

= - 27044E-07 
= 0. 1575:::E +~~12 

= - 27~344E-~~17 

= ~~1. 1575:::E+02 



TABLE OF RESIDUALS 

OBS. Nj;~ OE:S. '• .. 'ALUE 

1. ü. 3:2~~1!'.:i .-, .:::.. 0 . 721~~1 
3:. 1. 965:::: 
4. 2. 9E:43: 
5. 4. 5167 

EST It1ATE 

0. :::l:1913: 
1:'::1. 72254 
1. 971(17 
2. 9:=:63:::: 
4. 5[1647 

- E 6 -

F~ES I [:•UAL 

-(1, ~)(113:7 

0. (1(1154 
~~1. ~~11:'::1527 

~~1. (1~:::121:':1::: 

-0. [1ü32J: 

EXPECTED CONFIDENCE 
ERROR LIMITS OF FIT 

+-0. 00059 +-0. 00203: 
+-0. 00095 +-0. 00179 
+-0. 00120 +-0. 00259 
+-0. 00219 +-0. 00409 
+-0. 00234 +-0. 00660 

***************************************************************** 
SLOPE 
OFFSET 

0. 97019E-02 +- 0. 17088E-04 
-. 423:44E-02 +- 0. 23697E-02 

OMEGA SQUARE = 15. 758 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM = 3: 

VARIANCE SLOPE = 0. 29200E-09 
VARIANCE OFFSET = 0. 56155E-05 
COV (SLOPEJOFFSET) = -. 27044E-07 

cw: 




